NACHUL-BORN EASMAN (Railroad Song) -see: Lomax (ABFS),
   34 w.m.

NAMES TO REMEMBER (Bunyan’s Buddies) -see: Encyclopedia

NANCY BELL AND LORD LOVER -see: Lord Lovel

NANCY BROWN -see: Running Down The Mountain

NANCY DAWSON -see: A-Roving

NANCY HANKS -see: Encyclopedia

NANCY, O NANCY!

NANCY OF YARMOUTH -see: Barbados Lady

NANCY TILL -see: Carmer (SRA), 166 w.m.

NANCY WHISKY -see: Encyclopedia

NAOMIE WISE -see: Murder of Naomie Wise, The

NAPOLEON -see: Encyclopedia

NAPOLEON’S FAREWELL TO PARIS -see: Creighton (SBNS),
   148 w.m.

NARRAGANSETT BAY -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 121

NAT GOODWIN - see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 349 w.m.

NATCHEZ UNDER THE HILL -see: Encyclopedia; also see:
   Zip Coon
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NATIONAL MINER, THE (Gold Rush Adapt.)

NEEDLE'S EYE, THE (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

NEGRO REEL -see: Sandburg (ASb), 134 w.m.

NELLY CROPSEY (Murder Song) -see: Knoxville Girl, The; Murder of Florella, The; Murder of Nell Cropsey, The; Murder of Pearl Bryan, The

NELLY GRAY -see: My Darling Nelly Gray

NELLE MEEKS -see: Murder of The Meeks Family, The

NELLIE'S LAMENT (Murder Song) -see: Murder Of The Meeks Family, The

NELLY GRAY -see: My Darling Nelly Gray

NELLY WAS A LADY -see: Carmer (SRA), 99 w.m.

NELSON'S VICTORY -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 201 w.o. & 203 w.o.

NELSON'S VICTORY AT TRAFALGAR -see: Ashton (MSB), 298; Mackenzie (BSSNS), 203 w.o.

NEVER FORGET THE DEAR ONE'S (Civil War) -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Glass & Singer (SS), 270 w.m.

NEVER SAID A MUMBALIN' WORD (Spiritual) -see: He Never Said A Mumbalin' Word
NEW BARBARY -see: High Barbaree

NEW DRESS, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 134 w.o.

NEW ELECTRIC LIGHT, THE -see: Randolph, III, 254 w.o.

NEW ENGLAND -see: Encyclopedia

NEW HAMPSHIRE BITE, THE -see: Johnny and The Robber

NEW JAIL -see: Prisoner's Song, The

NEW LONDON

NEW NATIONAL ANTHEM (Cowboy Satire) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 319 w.o.

NEW ORGAN, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 389 w.o.

NEW RIVER SHORE, THE -see: Red River Shore, The; also see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 137 w.o.

NEW RIVER TRAIN -see: I'm Leaving On That New River Train

NEW YANKEE DOODLE

NEW YEALAND -see: Lizie Lindsay

NEW YEAR'S SERMON, THE (Religious/Holiday Custom) -see: Belden (BS), 514 w.o.
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NEW YORK, OH WHAT A CHARMING CITY -see: Carmer (SRA), 35 w.m.; Jordon & Kessler (SY), 63 w.m.

NEW YORK TRADER -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 241 w.o.

NEWFOUNDLAND -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 228 w.o.

NEWPORT ON THE NARRAGANSETT (Waltz)

NEWRY TOWN -see: Rambling Boy, The; also see: Belden (BS), 136 w.o.

NEXT MONDAY MORNING -see: Flanders (NGMS), 225 w.o.

NIAGARA FALLS (About a logging raft out of control going over Niagara Falls) -see: Carmer (SRA), 56 w.m.; Sharp, II, 231

NICE YOUNG MAN, THE -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 238 w.m.

NID, NID, NODDIN' (Scottish) -see: All Noddin'

NIGGL'JY, NAGGL'JY -see: Arnold (FSA), 36; Pound (ABS), 236

NIGHT HERDIN' SONG, THE -see: Cowboy's Lullaby

NIGHT IN GREEN -see: Flanders (BMNE), 184

NIGHTENGALE, THE -see: Encyclopedia

NINA (Woman masquerades as a man) -see: Encyclopedia
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NINE HUNDRED MILES -see: I'm Nine Hundred Miles From My Home

NINE-NINE-NINE, THE

NINEPIN QUADRILLE (or THE CHEAT) (Fiddle/Dance Tune) -see: Liscott (FSONE), 99

NINTY-NINE BLUE BOTTLES

####

NINETY-NINE YEARS

NIPPIN' 'ROUND (Sacramento Gals) -see: Encyclopedia

NO BREAD FOR THE POOR -see: Orphan Girl, The

NO CHANGE IN ME -see: Henry (FSSH), 272 w.o.

NO HIDIN' PLACE -see: Botsford, I, 39

NO HOME, NO HOME -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 87 w.m.

NO, JOHN! NO! -see: Encyclopedia

NO MAN CAN HINDER HIM (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

NO MORE AUCTION BLOCK FOR ME (Spiritual) -see: Many Thousand Gone

NO MORE BOOZE -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 283 w.m.; Kennedy (TAB), 299 w.o.; Sandburg (ASb), 208 w.m.
NO MORE CANE ON THE BRAZOS

NO MO' WEEPIN' AND WAILIN' (Religious) - see:
    Arnold (FSA), 178 w.m.

NO PLACE LIKE HOME - see: Encyclopedia

NO, SIR! - see: No, John! No!; also see: Eddy (BSO),
    146 w.m.

NO, SIR! NO, SIR! - see: No, John! No!

NO WEDDING BELLS FOR ME (c. 1905)

NOAH AND THE WINE - see: Encyclopedia

NOAH BUILT THE ARK (Spiritual) - see: Encyclopedia

NOAH'S ARK (Spiritual) - see: Noah Built The Ark; also:
    One More River To Cross; also see:
    Hubbard (BSfU), 339

NOAH'S DOVE - see: Ark Of God, The

NOBLE LADS OF CANADA, THE - see: Encyclopedia

NOBLE MAN, THE - see: Sharp, II, 162

NOBLE SKEBBALL (or SKU-BALL), THE - see: Stewball

NOBLEMAN'S DAUGHTER, THE - see: Dog and Gun

NOBODY - see: Encyclopedia; (For different song, same title,
    see: Loesser (HAS), 90
NOBODY CARES ABOUT ME -see: Encyclopedia

NOBODY CARES FOR ME -see: Nobody Cares About Me

NOBODY KNOWS THE TROUBLE I SEE (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

NOBODY'S BUSINESS -see: Encyclopedia

NODDING (Scottish) -see: All Noddin'

NOE IN THE ARK (Religious) -see: Noah Built The Ark

NOEL GIRL, THE (Murder Song) -see: Knoxville Girl, The

NONE BUT THE RIGHTEOUS (Religious) -see: Walk Through The Gate

NONE CAN LOVE LIKE AN IRISHMAN -see: Encyclopedia

NOR WILL I SIN -see: Randolph, II, 432 w.o.

NORAH

NORTH AMERIKEE -see: Encyclopedia

NORTHERNBERLAND BETRAYED BY DOUGLAS -see: Flanders (AB), III, 171 w.o.

NOT FOR JOE -see: Spaeth (REW), 53 w.m.

NOTHING LIKE GROG (Novelty) -see: Loesser (NAS), 78
NOTTAMUN TOWN -see: Mecklinburg Town

NOTTINGHAM FAIR -see: Randolph, III, 201 w.m.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE POACHER a.k.a. THORNYMOOR FIELDS -see:
Broadwood & Maitland (ECS), 50; Eddy (BSD), k54 w.m.

NOTRE SEIGNEUR EN PAUVRE (French)

NOVA SCOTIA ### (Adapt. of King John and the Abbot of
Canterbury) ######### #######
(Dates from 1710) -see: Mackenzie
(BSSNS), 1

NOW I AM A BIG BOY -see: Randolph, III, 50 w.m.

NOW, MY BONNY, BONNY BOY (True love goes unappreciated)
 -see: Eddy (BSO), 212 w.m.

NOW OUR MEETING'S OVER -see: Lomax (ABFS), 571 w.m.

NOW WE TAKE THIS FEEBLE BODY (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

NOW WILL I SIN

NUMBER SIX PICKS UP AGAIN (Coal miner's Adapt.) -see:
   Annie Laurie; also see: Korson (MMP), 232 w.o.

NUMBER TWELVE TRAIN -see: Midnight Train

NURSE PINCHED THE BABY, THE (Humorous) -see: Eddy (BSD),
   300 w.m.
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NUT BROWN MAIDEN -see: Encyclopedia

NUTS IN MAY -see: Gathering Nuts In May

NUTTING GIRL, THE (Game Song) -see: Muffin Man, The
0 ADAM (Part of a Mormon mystery play from 1845)  
-see: Belden (BS), 455 w.o.

0 BAR COWBOY (Modern adapt. of Rye Whiskey) -see:
Rye Whiskey, Rye Whiskey; also see:
Lomax (CSFB), 166 w.o.

0 BILLY MY SON -see: Will Davy, My Son

0 BILLY RILEY (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia

0 BIRDIE -see: Put Me In My Little Bed

0 BURY ME BENEATH THE WILLOW -see: Bury Me Beneath
The Willow

0 BURY ME NOT -see: Bury Me Not On The Lone Prairie

0 BURY ME NOT IN THE DEEP BLUE SEA -see: Ocean Burial, The;
also see: Hubbard (BSfU), 178

0 BURY ME NOT ON THE LONE PRAIRIE -see: Bury Me Not
On The Lone Prairie

0 DAVID (Religious) -see: Jackson (WNS), 226; Lomax
(FSNA), 250; Thomas (BMMK), 206

0 HOW HE LIED! -see: Big Deceiver, The

0 LILLIE, 0 LILLIE -see: Rye Whiskey, Rye Whiskey; also
see: Hudson (FSM), 258 w.o.

0 LOOK-A DEATH (Spiritual) -see: Death Stole My Mother
Away
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O LORD -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 339 w.m.

O LORD, DELIVER ME (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

O LORD, WHAT A MORNIN' (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

O LORD, WHAT A MOURNIN' -see: O Lord, What A Mornin'

O MADAM, I HAVE A FINE LITTLE HORSE -see: Hudson (FSS), 167 w.o.

O MARY, DON'T YOU WEEP (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

O POLLY DEAR -see: Springfield Mountain

O RARE TURPIN -see: Index Listing of Black Bess; also see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 311 w.o.

O REDEEMED (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

O THIS DOOR LOCKED -see: # In My Lady's Chamber

O WALY, WALY (Scottish) -see: Encyclopedia

O WHISTLE AND I'LL COME TO YOU (Scottish) -see: Encyclopedia

O WRAP THE FLAG AROUND ME, BOYS (Civil War) -see: Encyclopedia

OARS ON THE BOAT (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

OATS AND BEANS AND BARLEY (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia
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OATS, PEAS, BEANS, AND BARLEY GROWS (Game Song) -see: Oats and Beans and Barley

OCEAN BURIAL, THE -see: Encyclopedia

OCEAN DEAD, THE

OCEAN IS WIDE, THE (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia; also: Walking On The Green Grass

OCEAN QUEEN (Ship disappears with all hands) -see: Creighton (SBNS), 297 w.m.

OCEAN WAVE, THE -see: Myra Belle Lee

OCTOBER ON MOUNT LAFFEE'S HILLS (Praise for home he left) -see: Korson (MTP), 21 w.o.

ODE ON SCIENCE -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 63 w.m.

ODE THREE BY ANACREON -see: Flanders (BMNE), 181

ODE TO THE FOURTH OF JULY -see: First Fourth Of July, The

OFF SHE WENT HUNTING -see: Hubbard (BSfU), 84

OFT TOLD TALE, AN

OGALLALY SONG, THE -see: Encyclopedia

OH, AIN'T I SWEET (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia
OH, BE READY WHEN THE TRAIN COMES IN - see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 258

OH, BROTHER, WILL YOU MEET ME? (Campground Spiritual)

OH, BROTHER, ARE YOU GETTING READY (Religious) - see:
Year Of Jubilee, The

OH, BURY ME NOT - see: Bury Me Not On The Lone Prairie

OH, BURY ME NOT ON THE LONE PRAIRIE - see: Bury Me Not On The Lone Prairie

OH, CALIFORNIA (Gold Rush Adapt.) - see: Oh! Susanna

OH, CAPTAIN, CAPTAIN, TELL ME TRUE - see: Sailor's Sweetheart, The

OH, CARELESS LOVE - see: Careless Love

OH, COME AND GO BACK, MY PRETTY FAIR MISS - see:
Gypsy Davy

OH DEAR, WHAT CAN THE MATTER BE (Game Song) - see:
Johnny's So Long At The Fair

OH, DEATH! - see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 224 w.m.

OH! DEM GOLDEN SLIPPERS - see: Golden Slippers

OH, DON'T YOU HEAR DEM BELLS - see: Hear Dem Bells

OH, DON'T YOU REMEMBER SWEET ALICE, BEN BOLT? - see:

## Sweet Alice, Ben Bolt
OH, HASTE ON THE BATTLE (Civil War) —see: Encyclopedia

OH, HO, BABY, TAKE ONE ON ME (Blues) —see:
Scarborough (OTNFS), 277

OH! HOLY LORD (Religious) —see: Done With The Sin and Sorrow

OH, HONEY, I'M GOING DOWN THE RIVER —see: Carmer (SRA), 117 w.m.

OH, I SHOULD LIKE TO MARRY —see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 141 w.m.

OH, JOHNNY —see: War Is Still Raging, The

OH, JUDY, MY JUDY —see: Betrayer, The

OH, LAWD, HOW LONG? —see: Oh, Lord, How Long?

OH, LILY, DEAR LILY —see: Randolph, IV, 205 w.m.

OH, LIZA JANE

OH, LORD, HOW LONG? —see: Encyclopedia

OH, LORD, I BELIEVE THE WORD (Spiritual) —see:
Encyclopedia

OH, LORD, SEND US A BLESSING —see: Randolph, IV, w.c.

OH, LORD, WHAT A MORNING (Spiritual) —see: O Lord,
What A Mornin'
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OH, MAH LITTLE BOY -see: Arnold (FSA), 93 w.m.

OH, MAKE A-ME HOLY (Religious) -see: I Do Love The Lord

OH, MARY, DON'T YOU WEEP (Spiritual) -see O Mary, Don't You Weep

OH, MARY - OH, MARTHY (Spiritual) ######

OH, MARY DON'T YA WEEP -see: O Mary, Don't You Weep

OH, MOTHER, TAKE THE WHEEL AWAY -see: Randolph, IV, 337 w.o.

OH, MY DARLING CLEMENTINE -see: Clementine

OH, MY HONEY, TAKE ME BACK -see: Sandburg (ASb), 239 w.m.

OH, MY LITTLE BOY -see: Arnold (FSA), 93 w.m.

OH, MY SOUL'S GONNA SHINE (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

OH, NO, JOHN! -see: No, John, No!

OH, NO, WE NEVER MENTION HER -see: Encyclopedia

OH, ONCE I HAD A FORTUNE -see: Randolph, II, 413 w.m.

OH, POLLY -see: Pretty Polly

OH, RASTLE JACOB -see: Let Me Go, Jacob

OH, RELIGION IS A FORTUNE (Spiritual)####

OH, SINNER
OH! SINNER MAN (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

OH! SUSANNA -see: Encyclopedia

OH, WASN'T THAT A WIDE RIVER? (Religious) -see: One More River To Cross

OH, WHEN I GET TO HEAVEN (Spiritual) -

OH, WHEN I WAS SINGLE -see: I Wish I was Single Again

OH, WHERE ARE YOU GOING? I'M GOING TO LYNN -see:

True Lover Of Mine, A

OH, WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN (Young Nelson, My Son) -see:

Will Davy, My Son

OH, WHO IS THAT RAPPING AT MY WINDOW -see: Drowsy Sleeper, The

OH, WHO WILL SHOE MY FOOT? -see: Seven Seas, The

OH, WHO WILL SHOE YOUR BONNEY FEET? -see: Seven Seas, The

OH, WHY SHOULD THE SPIRIT OF MORTAL BE PROUD? (Religious) -see: Mortality

OH, WILL YOU COME AND DANCE WITH ME? -see: French Language Songs, No.

OH, YE YOUNG, YE GAY, YE PROUD -see: Randolph, IV, 77 w.m.

OH, YES! OH, YES! (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia
OH, YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL (c. 1909) -see: Encyclopedia

OH, YOU CAN'T (CAIN'T) GO TO HEAVEN -see: Randolph, II, 386 w.o.

OH, YOU NEW YORK GIRLS -see: Encyclopedia

OH, YOU WHO ARE ABLE -see: Randolph, II, 320 w.o.

O-O-OH! SISTERN AN' BRED'REN (Spiritual) -see:
Scarborough (OTNFS), 189

OHIO (Young Volunteer's Last Words, Civil War Song)
-see: Eddy (BSO), 287 w.m.

OIL ON THE BRAIN (Novelty) -see: Loesser (HAS), 262

OLBAN (or THE WHITE CAPTIVE) -see: Carmer (SRA), 50 w.m.

OLD ABE LINCOLN (CAME OUT OF THE WILDERNESS) -see:
Old Gray Mare, The

OLD ABE'S ELECTED -see: Randolph, II, 317 w.o.

OLD ACQUAINTANCE (Scottish) -see: Auld Lang Syne

OLD ADAM -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD ARKANSAS -see: State Of Arkansas, The

OLD ARK'S A-MOVERIN' (Spiritual) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 475

OLD AUNT DINAH

OLD AUNT JENNY
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OLD AUNT KATE

OLD BACHELOR, THE -see: Them Pretty Girls Won't Have Me

OLD BALD EAGLE (Game Song) -see: Sharp, II, 374

OLD BALL

OLD BANGUM -see: Bangum And The Boar

OLD BEARD A-SHAKIN' -see: Old Shoes And Leggings

OLD BEARD NEWLY SHAVEN -see: Old Shoes and Leggings

OLD BEE MAKE DE HONEYCOMB -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 165

OLD BEEGAR MAN, THE -see: Magic Ring, The

OLD BIG SHEEP, THE -see: Darby Ram, The

OLD BILL -see: Encyclopedia

OLD BILLY APPLE TREE -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD BINGO -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Linscott (FSONE), 168 w.m.

OLD BLACK BOOGER, THE -see: Old Shoes and Leggings

OLD BLACK DUCK, THE -see: Fox and The Town-O
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OLD BLACK JOE -see: Encyclopedia

OLD, BLIND, DRUNK JOHN -see: Hudson (FSM), 274 w.o.

OLD BLUE -see: Encyclopedia

OLD BOB RIDLEY -see: Encyclopedia

OLD BRASS WAGON -see: Randolph, III, 316 w.m.; Sandburg (ASb), 159 w.m.

OLD BROAD HORN, THE

OLD BROWN COAT, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 304 w.o.

OLD BUMPY -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD BUTLER'S -see: Encyclopedia

OLD CABIN HOME (Civil War)

OLD CHISHOLM TRAIL, THE (Cowboy) -see: Chisholm Trail, The

OLD CHIZZUM TRAIL, THE (Cowboy) -see: Chisholm Trail, The

OLD CHURCH YARD -see: Randolph, IV, 57 w.m.

OLD CIRCUS SONG -see: We Hunted And We Hollered

OLD COUNSELOR, THE -see: Crafty Lover, The

OLD COWBOY, THE (Memories of trail life) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 93 w.o.; PTFLS, VII, 156
OLD CROMBY -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD CROMWELL -see: Old Man Grumble

OLD CRONIE -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD CRONY -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD CRUMBY CRUST -see: Old Man Grumble

OLD D & H GRAVITY (Song from coal miners) -see:
Korson (MMP), 286 w.o.

OLD DADDY FOX -see: Fox and The Town-O, The

OLD DAN TUCKER -see: Encyclopedia

OLD DOC COLLINS (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

OLD DOC JONES (Game Song)

OLD DUMPTY MOORE -see: Randolph, III, 175 w.m.

OLD ELM TREE, THE -see: Belden (BS), 221 w.c.; Dean
(FC), 27; JAPL, XXVII, 69; Randolph, IV, 170 w.c.

OLD ENGLAND FORTY YEARS AGO -see: Encyclopedia

OLD FARM GATE -see: Randolph, IV, 380 w.m.

OLD FARMER IN THE COUNTREE, THE -see: Jealous Sister, The
OLD FARMER IN THE NORTH COUNTRIE, THE —see: Jealous Sister, The

OLD FASHIONED SCHOTTISCHE (Fiddle/Dance Tune)

OLD FATHER GRAY —see: Randolph, III, 378 w.m.

OLD FATHER GRIMES —see: Roll, Johnny Booger, Roll

OLD FOLKS AT HOME —see: Encyclopedia

OLD FORTY-NINE (Gold Rush Adapt.) —see: Dwyer (SGR), 187

OLD FOX WALKED OUT —see: Fox, The

OLD GENERAL LANE —see: Randolph, III, 372 w.m.

OLD GENERAL PRICE —see: Randolph, II, 277 w.m.

OLD GIRDER BILL —see: Thomas (BMMK), 131 w.o.

OLD GRAMPS IS DEAD —see: Encyclopedia

OLD GRAMPUS (Game Song) —see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD GRANDDADDY'S DEAD (Game Song) —see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD GRANITE STATE, THE —see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 311 w.m.

OLD GRAY —see: Hubbard (BSfu), 369

OLD GRAY GOOSE, THE —see: Old Gray Goose Is Dead, The
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OLD GRAY GOOSE IS DEAD, THE -see: Encyclopedia

OLD GRAY HORSE, THE -see: Randolph, II, 349 w.m.

OLD GRAY HORSE COME TEARIN' OUT O' DE WILDERNESS -see:
   Many Long Years Ago

OLD GRAY MARE, THE (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

OLD GRAY MARE AIN'T WHAT SHE USED TO BE -see:
   Many Long Years Ago

OLD GREGORY

OLD GREY GOOSE; THE -see: Old Gray Goose Is Dead, The

OLD GREY GOOSE IS DEAD, THE -see: Old Gray Goose Is
   Dead, The

OLD GREY MARE, THE -see: Old Gray Mare, The

OLD GRIMES -see: Old Grimes Is Dead; also see:
   Hubbard (BSfu), 384

OLD GRIMES IS DEAD -see: Encyclopedia

OLD GRUMBLE -see: Old Gramps Is Dead; also: Old Man
   Grumble

OLD GRUMBLER -see: Old Gramps Is Dead; also: Old Man
   Grumble

OLD GRUMLY (Game Song) -see: Old Gramps Is Dead
OLD GRUMP'S DEAD AND IN HIS GRAVE (Game Song) -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD GRUNDY (Game Song) -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD HAL O' THE WEST -see: Spaeth (REW), 43 w.m.

OLD HEWSON, THE COBBLER -see: Hobson, The Cobbler

OLD HICKORY

OLD HONEST ABE (Confederate satire) (Civil War Song)
-see: Belden (BS), 356 w.o.

OLD HORSE -see: Encyclopedia

OLD HOSS, OLD HOSS -see: Old Horse

OLD HUMPHERY (Game Song) -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD JESSE -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 71

OLD JOE CLARK -see: Encyclopedia

OLD JOE FINLEY (Nursey Song) -see: Uncle Jim's Wife

OLD JOHN BROWN (Railroad Song) -see: Lomax (ABFS), 40 w.o.

OLD JOHNNY -see: Old Gramps Is Dead; also: War Is Still Raging, The

OLD JUBITER

OLD KENTUCKY -see: Thomas (BMMK), 178 w.o.
OLD KENTUCKY HOME —see: My Old Kentucky Home

OLD KENTUCKY ROAN

OLD KING AND HIS THREE SONS, THE —see: Three Roguish Chaps

OLD KING COLE —see: Encyclopedia

OLD KING JIMMY —see: Old King Cole

OLD KINGSTON JAIL —see: Flanders (BMNE), 25

OLD KRAMER (Game Song) —see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD LADY OVER THE SEA, THE —see: Revolutionary Tea

OLD LAREDO ## —see: Cowboy's Lamen, The; Unfortunate Rake, The

OLD LEATHER BONNET —see: Randolph, III, 222 w.m.

OLD LORD BY THE NORTHERN SEA —see: Jealous Sister, The

OLD LOVE SONG

OLD MAC DONALD HAD A FARM —see: Encyclopedia

OLD MAID, THE —see: Hubbard (BSfu), 159

OLD MAID AND THE BURGLAR, THE —see: Encyclopedia

OLD MAID'S SONG —see: Get Away, Old Man, Get Away; also: I'll Not Marry At All; also: Take Me Out Of Pity; also see: Flanders (NGMS), 180 w.m.
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OLD MAN, THE -see: As Drunk As He Could Be; also:
Old Shoes and Leggings

OLD MAN A-JOGGING THE PLOW -see: Devil And The Farmer's Wife, The

OLD MAN AND A YOUNG MAN, AN -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 420 w.m.


OLD MAN AND THE DOOR, THE -see: Barrin' Of The Door, The

OLD MAN AND WIFE -see: Old Man Grumble

OLD MAN AT HIS GRAVE, AN

OLD MAN CAME HOME, THE -see: As Drunk As I Could Be

OLD MAN CAME TO SEE ME, AN -see: Old Shoes And Leggings

OLD MAN GRUMBLE -see: Encyclopedia

OLD MAN HITCHED UP HIS (HOGS or PICS) TO PLOW, THE -see: Devil and The Farmer's Wife, The

OLD MAN IN THE NORTH COUNTREE -see: Jealous Sister, The

OLD MAN IN THE OLD COUNTREE (or COUNTRY) -see: Jealous Sister, The
OLD MAN IN THE WEST, THE -see: Young Man With A Lazy Wife, The

OLD MAN IN THE WOOD -see: Old Man Grumble

OLD MAN THAT COME OVER THE LEA, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 414 w.m.

OLD MAN THAT (WHO) LIVED IN THE WOOD(S), THE -see:
Old Man Grumble

OLD MAN WHO CAME OVER THE MOOR, AN -see: Old Shoes and Leggings

OLD MAN WHO LIVED IN THE WEST -see: Young Man With A Lazy Wife, The

OLD MAN UNDER THE HILL, THE -see: Devil and The Farmer's Wife, The

OLD MAN'S COURTSHIP, THE -see: Lie Next To The Wall; also: Old Shoes and Leggings; also see: Hubbard (BSfu), 152

OLD MAN'S LAMENT, THE -see: Baby, Lie Easy

OLD MAN'S REFRAIN, THE
OLD MARSE JOHN (Composite of Secular Verses and Religious Refrain) -see: Brown (NCF), III, 508 & 549; Lomax (ABFS), 254 & (FSNA), 508; Scarborough (OTNFS), 163; White (ANFS), 370

OLD MILLER, THE -see: Dishonest Miller, The; 

also see: Hubbard (BSfU), 360

OLD MINER'S REFRAIN, THE (Coal miner remembers) -see: Korson (MVF), 273 w.m.

OLD MISSOURI -see: Randolph, III, 212 w.o.

OLD MISTER GRAY -see: Encyclopedia

OLD MISTER GRUMBLE -see: Old Man Grumble

OLD MOLLY HARE -see: Randolph, II, 359 w.m.

OLD MOSES SMOTE DE WATERS -see: Randolph, II, 374 w.m.

OLD MOTHER FLIP-FLOP -see: Fox and The Town-O, The

OLD MOTHER FLIPPER FLAPPER -see: Fox and The Town-O, The

OLD MOTHER HARE (Fiddle/Dance Tune) -see: Lomax (ABFS), 283 w.m.

OLD MOTHER KETURA (Game Song) -see: All On A Saturday Night
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OLD MOTHER LOGO

OLD NAPPER -see: Encyclopedia

OLD NELSON -see: Tjomas (BMTK), 90 w.o.

OLD NEW ENGLAND GIRL, THE

OLD OAK TREE, THE -see: Flanders (NGMS), 74 w.m.; also:
           Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 107 w.m.

OLD OAKEN BUCKET, THE -see: Encyclopedia

OLD PACKINGHAM -see: Hunters Of Kentucky, The; also:
                      Unfortunate Miss Bailey

OLD PAINT (Cowboy) -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Larkin
                     (SC), 176 w.m.; Lomax (CSFB), 245 w.m.;
                     Moore (BFSSw), 376 w.m. (for different song,
                     same title).

OLD POD-AUGER TIMES -see: Linscott (FSONE), 251 w.m.

OLD POMPEY (Game Song) -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD POMPEY IS DEAD (Game Song) -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD PONTO (IS DEAD) (Game Song) -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD PORK BOSOM
OLD PROSPECTOR'S CRIME, THE (Murder Song) -see:
Burt (AMB), 89 w.m.

OLD QUAKER, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 427 w.o.

OLD RACCOON

OLD RAMILLIES -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 225 w.o.

OLD RATTLER -see: Lomax (ABFS), 66 w.m.

OLD ROBIN (Game Song) -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD ROBIN'S BALLAD -see: Thomas (BMMK), 44 w.o.

OLD ROGER(S) (Game Song) -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

OLD ROSIN THE BEAU -see: Rosin The Bow

OLD ROSIN THE BOW -see: Rosin The Bow

OLD SAILOR'S SONG -see: Colcord (SAS), 138 w.o.

OLD SAM FANNY (Nursery Song) -see: Uncle Jim's Wife

OLD SCOLDING WIFE, THE -see: Devil and The Farmer's
Wife, The

OLD SCOUT'S LAMENT, THE -see: Encyclopedia

OLD SECTION BESS, THE -see: Jerry, Go Ile That Car

OLD SHAWNEE, THE (Murder Song) -see: Pound (ABS), 106
OLD SHEEP-EYE -see: Man Who Married A Witch, The

OLD SHEEPSKIN, THE -see: Young Man With A Lazy Wife, The

OLD SHEEP WENT TO SLEEP -see: Gardner & Chickering
(BSSM), 464 w.o.

OLD SHIBOOTS AND LEGGINS -see: Old Shoes and Leggings

OLD SHIP OF ZION (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

OLD SHOEMAKER, THE -see: Cox (FSS), 491; Sharp, II, 75 w.m.

OLD SHOES AND LEGGINGS -see: Encyclopedia

OLD SISTER PHOEBE (Game Song) -see: Juniper Tree, The

OLD SITTING BULL, CHIEF OF THEM ALL -see: Encyclopedia

OLD SMOKY -see: On Top Of Old Smoky; also: Wagoner's Lad, The

OLD SOLDIER

OLD SOLDIER'S NEVER DIE -see: Kennedy (TAB), 386 w.o.

OLD SONG -see: Silver Dagger, The; also see: Belden (BS), 125 D

OLD SOW SONG -see: Sow Song, The

OLD STEPSTONE, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 381 w.o.
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OLD SWEET PEAS AND BARLEY GROWS (Game Song) -see: Oats and Beans and Barley

OLD TAPFYHAM -see: Old Shoes and Leggings

OLD TAYLOR

OLD TIME CLOG

OLD TIME COWBOY, THE -see: Lomax (CSFB), 191 w.o.

OLD TIME RELIGION -see: Encyclopedia

OLD TOM BOLEN -see: Randolph, III, 170 w.m.

OLD TOM MOORE -see: Days Of Forty-Nine, The

OLD TOWSER

OLD UNCLE NOAH (Humorous approach to Biblical story of Noah and the Ark) -see: Eddy (BSO), 191 w.o.

OLD UNCLE TOM COBLEY -see: Encyclopedia

OLD VIRGINNY NEVER TIRE -see: Clear The Kitchen

OLD WAGONER, THE -see: Johnny Booker

OLD WARSAW POLKA
OLD WITCH (Game Song) -see: Chickamy, Chickamy, Craney, Crow

OLD WOMAN, THE -see: Do Unto Others

OLD WOMAN ALL SKIN AND BONE -see: All Skin and Bone


OLD WOMAN AND THE LITTLE PIG, THE (Nursery Song) -see: Uncle Jim's Wife

OLD WOMAN BY THE SEASHORE -see: Jealous Sister, The

OLD WOMAN FROM SLAB CITY, THE -see: Do Unto Others

OLD WOMAN IN DOVER -see: Do Unto Others

OLD WOMAN OF CLINTON -see: Hubbard (BrSU), 224

OLD WOMAN OF LONDON -see: Do Unto Others

OLD WOMAN OF SLAPSADAM, THE -see: Do Unto Others

OLD WOMAN OF YORKSHIRE, THE -see: Hubbard (BrSU), 224

OLD WOMAN, OLD WOMAN -see: Eddy (BSO), 299 w.o.; Randolph, III, 39 w.m.

OLD WOMAN WHO BOUGHT A PIG, THE (Nursery Song) -see: Uncle Jim's Wife
OLD WOMAN WHO WENT TO MARKET, THE -see: King's Highway, The

OLD WOMAN'S STORY, AN -see: Do Unto Others

OLD ZIP COON -see: Zip Coon

OLD ZIP LYDA COON -see: Randolph, III, 161 w.o.

OLE BULL

OLE COW (Lullaby) -see: Baa! Baa! Black Sheep; also see:
Scarborough, (OTNFS), 148

OLE MARSE JOHN -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 163

OLE MISTER RABBIT # -see: Mister Rabbit

OLE PEE DEE -see: Carmer (SRA), 108 w.m.

OLE SHIP O' ZION, THE (Spiritual) -see: Henry (FSSH), 419; Richardson (AMS), 71

OLE TAR RIVER -see: Carmer (SRA), 129 w.m.

OLE TARE RIVER -see: Carmer (SRA), 128 w.m.

OLEANA (Old Norwegian song with words by Pete Seeger and Alan Lomax) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 88; Ruud (NESB), 187

OLIVER CROMWELL (Game Song) -see: Old Gramps Is Dead
OMA WISE -see: Murder of Naomie Wise, The

OMIE WISE -see: Murder of Naomie Wise, The

ON A COLD FROSTY MORNING -see: Randolph, II, 365 w.m.

ON AND ON -see: Tommy's Now A Soldier

ON BEUNA VISTA'S BATTLEFIELD

ON BOARD THE STEARMER (Gold Rush Adapt.) -see: Dwyer (SGR), 181

ON FIELDMOUNT SPRING

ON JOHNNY MITCHELL'S TRAIN (Coal miners adapt.) -see: Korson (MMP), 237 w.o.

ON MEESH-E-GAN -see: Lomax (ABFS), 334 w.m.

ON MY JOURNEY HOME (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

ON MY WAY TO MEXICO

ON, ON, ON THE BOYS CAME MARCHING (Civil War) -see: Encyclopedia

ON OUR KNEES (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

ON SPRINGFIELD MOUNTAIN -see: Springfield Mountain

ON THAT GREAT GETTIN' UP MORNIN' (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia
ON THAT HILL BY THE TENNESSEE -see: Carmer (SRA), 132 w.m.

ON THAT OTHER BRIGHT SHORE -see: Randolph, IV, 45 w.m.

ON THE BANKS OF A-DUNDEE -see: Banks Of Sweet Dundee, The

ON THE BANKS OF BRANDYWINE -see: Return Of Henry Shawn, The

ON THE BANKS OF SWEET DUNDEE -see: Banks Of Sweet Dundee,

ON THE BANKS OF SWEET WILLIE -see: Carpenter's Wife, The

ON THE BANKS OF THE LITTLE EAU PLEINE -see:

Carmer (SRA), 192 w.m.

ON THE BANKS OF THE OHIO -see: Banks Of The Ohio, The

ON THE BANKS OF THE OLD KNEE -see: Along The Banks Of

The Ohio

ON THE BANKS OF THE OLD PEDEE (Murder Song) -see:

Along The Banks Of The Ohio

ON THE BANKS OF THE OLD PEE DEE (Murder Song) -see:

Along The Banks Of The Ohio; also see:

Eddy (BSO), 233 w.m.; Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 82 w.m.; Pound (ABS), 108

ON THE BANKS OF THE OLD T. B. -see: Along The Banks Of

The Ohio
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ON THE BANKS OF THE OLD TENNESSEE -see: Randolph, IV, 156 w.m.

ON THE BANKS OF THE SACRAMENTO -see: Encyclopedia

ON THE BANKS OF THE SACRAMENTO SHORE -see: On The Banks Of The Sacramento

ON THE BANKS OF THE SWEET DUNDEE -see: Banks Of Sweet Dundee, The

ON THE BANKS OF THE WABASH -see: Encyclopedia

ON THE CHARLIE SO LONG -see: Sandburg (ASb), 365

ON THE EIGHTH DAY OF NOVEMBER (Historical. Deals with defeat suffered by white Ohio soldiers at the hands of Indians on branch of Wabash River, Nov. 8, 1791) -see: Eddy (BSo), 262 w.m.

ON THE GREEN CARPET (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

ON THE HILLS OF GLEN COE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 226

ON THE LAKE OF THE PONCHO PLAINS (Cowboy Adapt.) -see: Lake Of Ponchartrain, The

ON THE LAKES OF PONCHARTRAIN -see: Lake Of Ponchartrain, The
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ON THE OTHER SIDE OF JORDAN (Campground Spiritual)
   -see: We'll Meet Over Jordan

ON THE PRETTY BONNY BANKS OF THE BARBRY-O -see:
   Three Sisters, The

ON THE RED RIVER SHORE -see: Red River Shore, The

ON THE TRAIL TO IDAHO (Cowboy) -see: Lomax (CSFB),
   24 w.o.

ON THE TRAIL TO MEXICO (Var./ Adapt.) -see: Early, Early
   # In The Spring

ON TO THE MORGUE -see: Sandburg (ASb), 199 w.m.

ON TOP OF OLD SMOKY -see: Encyclopedia

ONCE I COURTED A CHARMING BEAUTY BRIGHT

ONCE I COURTED A DAMSEL -see: Beauty Bright, A

ONCE I HAD A SWEETHEART -see: Randolph, IV, 310 w.m.

ONCE I HAD PLENTY OF THYME -see: Seeds Of Love, The

ONCE I LIVED IN COTTONWOOD -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 429

ONCE I WAS HAPPY -see: Randolph, IV, 231 w.m.

ONCE YOU GET THE HABIT (About a natural-born wanderer)
   -see: Lomax (CSFB), 289 w.c.
ONCONSTANT LOVEYER, THE -see: Unconstant Lover, The

ONE AND TWENTY -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 241 w.m.

ONE COLD WINTER'S MORNING -see: Sharp, II, 195

ONE DIME BLUES (Similar to Careless Love) -see:

   Lomax (FSNA), 586 w.m.

ONE-EYED RILEY -see: Botkin (TAFL), 838 w.m.

ONE FINE DAY -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 475 w.m.

ONE FISH BALL -see: Encyclopedia

ONE LITTLE FROG -see: Randolph, III, 390 w.c.

ONE MAN'S STORY (Parody) -see: Bring Back My Bonnie

   To Me

ONE MEAT BALL -see: One Fish Ball

ONE MORE DAY (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia

ONE MORE DRINK FOR THE FOUR OF US

ONE MORE RIVER (Spiritual) -see: One More River To Cross

ONE MORE RIVER TO CROSS (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

ONE MORNING IN JUNE -see: Return Of Willie O'Riley, The

ONE MORNING IN MAY -see: Nightingale, The; also see:

   Brewster (BSI), 350 w.c.
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ONE MORNING, ONE MORNING -see: Nightengale, The

ONE NIGHT AS I LAY ON THE PRAIRIE (Cowboy) -see:

Randolph, II, 187 w.m.

ONE OF THESE DAYS -see: Arnold (FSA), 172 w.m.

ONE SUNDAY MORNING -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 147

ONLY A BRAKEMAN -see: Randolph, IV, 125 w.m.

ONLY A COWBOY (Young Cowpoke killed in stampede)

-see: Lomax (CSFB), 116 w.c.

ONLY A MINER -see: Randolph, IV, 127 w.m.

ONLY A SOLDIER -see: Soldier of Fortune, A

ONLY JUST ACROSS THE RIVER (Gospel) -see: Encyclopedia

ONLY REMEMBERED -see: Randolph, IV, 64 w.m.

ONLY THREE GRAINS OF CORN -see: Three Grains Of Corn

ONLY WAITING (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

OPERA REEL (Fiddle/Dance Tune)

OPPOSSUM, THE -see: Ding Dong Dingle-O

ORANGE AND THE BLUE, THE -see: Green Grows The Laurel

OREGON TRAIL, THE -see: Kennedy (TAB), 67 w.c.
ORPHAN, THE -see: Encyclopedia; also: Orphan Girl, The

ORPHAN BOY, THE

ORPHAN BOYS, THE -see: Spaeth (REW), 28

ORPHAN CHILD, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 194 w.m.

ORPHAN GIRL, THE -see: Encyclopedia

ORPHAN GYPSY GIRL, THE a.k.a. GYPSY GIRL, THE -see:
   Cox (FSS), 335; Eddy (BSO), 224 w.m.;
   Henry (FSSH), 223

ORPHAN SONG, THE -see: Orphan, The; also see: Any or all 'Orphan' Songs

ORPHAN'S SONG -see: Orphan, The; also see: Any or all 'Orphan' Songs

ORPHANS, THE

OSSIAN'S SERENADE

OTHER SHORE, THE -see: Lomax (ABFS), 572 w.m.

OTHER SIDE OF JORDAN, THE -see: Randolph, II, 390 w.c.

OU SOM SOUROUCOU (Creole) -see: Lomax (ABFS), 222 w.m.
OU VAS-TU, MON PETIT GARCON (French)  -see: Barbeau (JSOQ), 9

OUR CAPTAIN'S LAST WORDS (Civil War)

OUR CHERRIES (Theological Satire)  -see: Eddy (BSO), 306 w.o.

OUR COMRADE HAS FALLEN (Civil War)

OUR GALLANT SHIP  -see: Mermaid's Curse, The

OUR GOOD MAN  -see: As Drunk As I Could Be

OUR GRANDFATHER'S DAYS

OUR HOME IS ON THE MOUNTAIN’S BROW  -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 328 w.m.

OUR LAST GRAND CAMPING (Civil War)

OUR LORD IN BEGGAR'S GUISE  -see: French Language Songs, No.

OUR STREET CAR  -see: Thomas (BMMK), 248 w.c.

OUT ALONG, ALL ALONG LITTLE BIG HORN  -see: Old Sitting Bull, Chief Of Them All

OUT IN THE MOONLIGHT  -see: Randolph, IV, 325 w.m.

OUT OF THE WILDERNESS  -see: Randolph, III, 371 w.m.
OUT OF WORK -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 53 w.m.

OUT ON THE SILVERY TIDE -see: Mary In The Silvery Tide

OUTCAST, A SAD SONG

OUTLANDISH KNIGHT, THE -see: Myra Belle Lee

OVER AT INDIAN RIDGE (From the coal mines) -see:
   Korson (MMP), 55 w.o.

OVER THE GARDEN WALL -see: Randolph, IV, 392 w.o.

OVER THE HAPPY LAND OF CANAAN -see: Happy Land Of Canaan,
   The; also: Pocket Full Of Money, A

OVER THE HILLS AT THE POOR-HOUSE -see: Belden (BS),
   280 w.o.

OVER THE HILLS TO THE POORHOUSE -see: Dean (FC), 121

OVER THE WATER TO CHARLIE (Scottish) -see:
   Encyclopedia

OVER THE WAVES -see: Encyclopedia

OVER THERE (Not the World War I song by George M. Cohan)
   -see: Encyclopedia

OVER YONDERS OCEAN (Religious) -see: Chappell (FSRA), 158

OWL AND THE JAY BUSH, THE -see: They Whooped And They
   Hollered
OX DRIVER'S SONG -see: Encyclopedia

OX DRIVING SONG -see: Ox Driver's Song

OXEN SONG, THE -see: Linscott (FSONE), 263 w.m.

OXFORD CITY (Murder Song) -see: Knoxville Girl, The

OXFORD GIRL, THE (Murder Song) -see: Knoxville Girl, The

OXFORD MERCHANT, THE -see: Johnny and The Robber

OXFORD TRAGEDY, THE (Murder Song) -see: Knoxville Girl, The

OYSTER GIRL, THE -see: Chappell (FSRA), 86 w.o.

OYSTER RIVER

OYSTERS, SIR -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 112 w.m.
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PACKAGE OF OLD LOVE LETTERS, A -see: Rosewood Casket, The

PACKENHAM -see: Hunters of Kentucky, The; also: Unfortunate Miss Bailey

PACKING HAM -see: Hunters Of Kentucky, The; also: Unfortunate Miss Bailey

PADDY BACKWARDS (Novelty. Humor.) -see: Creighton (SBNS), 177 w.m.

PADDY DARRY (Fragment of old Irish song) -see: Belden (BS), 293 w.c.

PADDY DOYLE (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia

PADDY O'ROURKE -see: Hubbard (BSfU), 323

PADDY WHACK (Irish soldier song. Humor.) -see: Eddy (BSO), 318 w.c.

PADDY, WON'T YOU DRINK SOME GOOD OLD CIDER?

PADDY WORKS ON THE ERIE -see: Working On The Railway

PADDY WORKS ON THE RAILROAD -see: Working On The Railway

PADDY WORKS ON THE RAILWAY -see: Working On The Railway

PAGE BOY, THE -see: Encyclopedia
PAINS IN MY FINGERS -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 167

PAISLEY OFFICER, THE -see: Gray (SBML), 85;
   Mackenzie (BSSNS), 143 w.o.

PALE RING, THE -see: Magic Ring, The

PALMS OF VICTORY -see: Randolph, IV, 64 w.m.

PANHANDLE COB (How tough a Cowboy has to be) -see:
   Lomax (CSFB), 105 w.o.

PAPER OF PINS (Game Song) -see: If You Will Marry Me

PARDON COME TOO LATE, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 171 w.o.

PARDON OF SYDNA ALLEN, THE -see: Sidney Allen

PARKER -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 254

PARLOR, THE (Parody) -see: Father's Whiskers

PARSLEY VINE, THE -see: True Lover Of Mine, A

PARSON JONES -see: As Drunk As I Could Be

PARTING FRIENDS -see: Lomax (ABFS), 564 w.m.

PARTING SWEETHEARTS -see: True Lover's Farewell, The

PASS UNDER THE ROD -see: Randolph, IV, 87 w.o.

PASSING POLICEMAN, THE -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 192
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PASSION OF JESUS CHRIST (French) - see: La Passion De Jesus-Christ

PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE - see: Thomas (BMMK), 109 w.m.

PAT DOLAN (Trouble in the coal mines) - see: Korson (MMP), 255 w.o.

PAT MALLOY - see: Encyclopedia

PAT MULLALY (Coal mining song) - see: Korson (MMP), 232 w.m.

PAT O'BRIEN - see: Flanders (NGMS), 131 w.m.

PAT WORKS ON THE RAILWAY - see: Working On The Railway

PATRICK ON THE RAILROAD (or RAILWAY) - see: Working On The Railway

PATRICK SHEEHAN

PATRICK SPENSER - see: Captain Spencer

PATRICK'S BABY

PAT'S WEDDING - see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 404 w.o.

PATTIN' - see: Lomax (ABFS), 237 w.m.

PATTONIA, THE PRIDE OF THE PLAIN - see: Plantonio
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PAUL AND SILAS -see: O Lord, Deliver Poor Me

PAUL BUNYAN -see: Encyclopedia

PAUL JONES -see: John Paul Jones

PAUL VANE

PAUL VENEREZ -see: Billy Venero

PAUPER'S DRIVE, THE -see: Encyclopedia

PAW-PAW PATCH, THE -see: Encyclopedia

PAW-PAW PEELING -see: Randolph, III, 364 w.m.

PAY DAY -see: Lomax (FSNA), 285 & (OSC), 274

PAY ME (MY MONEY DOWN) (Work Slave Song) -see:
   Lomax (FSNA), 530; also:
   Parrish (SSGSI)

PEA RIDGE BATTLE, THE (Civil War Broadside) -see:
   Belden (BS), 368 w.o.; also:
   Randolph, II, 247 w.m.

PEACOCK SONG, THE (Coo-Coo) -see: Sandburg (ASb), 237 w.m.

PEACOCK THAT LIVED IN THE LAND OF KING GEORGE, THE
   -see: Hornet and The Peacock, The

PEANUT SONG, THE -see: Jolly Neighbor, The
PEARL BRIGHT -see: Murder Of Pearl Bryan, The

PEARL BRYAN -see: Murder Of Pearl Bryan, The

PEARL (or PEARLIE BRYANT) -see: Murder Of Pearl Bryan, The

PECOS PUNCHER, THE a.k.a. THREE JOLLY COW-PUNCHERS
(Cowboy tells how tough he is) -see:
Lomax (CSFB), 95 w.o.

PECOS QUEEN, THE -see: Lomax (CSFB), 1919, 369

PEDLAR BOLD -see: Robinhoos and The Pedlar

PEDDLER AND HIS WIFE, THE (Murder Song) )Song about
Robbery and Murder, said to be
true incident that occurred in
Kentucky) -see: Fuson, 116;
Henry (FSSM), 330

PEEK-A-BOO

PEELE'S LAMENT, THE (Adapt.) -see: Wearing Of The Green;
also see: Lomax (CSFB), 189 w.o.

PEEP SQUIRREL -see: Chappell (FSRA), 199 w.m.

PEG AND AWL -see: Lomax (FSNA), 283 w.m.

PEGGY-0 -see: Pretty Peggy-0

PEGGY WALKER -see: Lament Of The Wanderer

PENITENT AND THE DRUNKARD, THE (French) -see:
Le Penitent Et L'ivrogne
PERCY (or EDWARD)

PERJURED MAID, THE -see: Henry (FSSH), 147 w.o.

PERJURED SHIP CARPENTER, THE

PERRIE, MERRIE, DIXI, DOMINI -see: Encyclopedia

PERRY, MERRY, DIC'TUM, DOMINEE -see: Lie Next To The Wall

PERRY'S VICTORY

PERSIA'S CREW, THE -see: Colcord (SAS), 203 w.m.

PERSIAN KITTY, THE -see: Encyclopedia

PETER AMBELAY -see: Peter Amerley

PETER AMERLEY -see: Encyclopedia

PETER EMERY (or EMILY) -see: Peter Amerley

PETER, GO RING THEM BELLS (Religious) -see: I Heard From Heaven Today

PETER GRAY -see: Encyclopedia -see: Carmer (SRA), 70

PETER RAMBELAY -see: Peter Amerley

PETRONELLA (Dance Tune) -see Linscott (FSONE), 103

PEWTER MUG
PHARAOH'S ARMY (Religious) -see: O Mary, Don't You Weep;
also: To Turn Back Pharaoh's Army

PHARAOH'S ARMY GOT DROWNED (Spiritual) -see:
O Mary, Don't You Weep

PHARAOH'S DAUGHTER AND THE BABY -see: Encyclopedia

PHILADELPHIA -see: Encyclopedia

PHILANDERING SOLDIER, THE -see: Encyclopedia

PHOEBE IN HER PETTICOAT (Nursery Song) -see: Sharp, II, 346

PICAYUNE BUTLER _see: Encyclopedia

PICK A BALE O' COTTON -see: Jump Down, Spin Around (Pick A Bale Of Cotton)

PICKET GUARD, THE -see: All Quiet Along The Potomac

PICKET LINE BLUES, THE -see: Thomas (BMMK), 238 w.o.

PICNIC ROMP

PICTURE FROM LIFE'S OTHER SIDE, A -see: Randolph, IV, 31 w.m.

PICTURE NO ARTIST CAN PAINT, A -see: Randolph, IV, 352 w.o.

PICTURE ON THE WALL

PIE IN THE SKY (Parody) -see: Sweet Bye And Bye
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PIG IN THE PARLOR (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

PIG SCHOTTISCH (Fiddle/Dance Tune)

PIG TOWN FLING (Fiddle/Dance Tune) -see: Encyclopedia

PIGRIM STRANGER (Religious) -see: I'm A Pilgrim and A Stranger

PIGRIM'S LEGACY, THE -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 377 w.m.

PIGRIM'S SONG -see: Wayfarin' Stranger, The

PIGRIMAGE TO COMPOSTELLA, THE (One of the oldest sailor songs on record. Dates at least from time of Henry VI. Historically interesting, but not really known in U.S.A.)
-see: Bone (CB), 147 w.o.

PINERY BOY, THE (Adapt.) -see: Sailor's Sweetheart, The;
also see: Lomax (FSNA), 112; also:
Rickaby (BSSB), 85

PINK-EYE RABBIT -see: Encyclopedia

PINTO (Bragging Cowboy) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 73 w.o.

PIONEER PREACHER -see: Hudson (FSM), 210 w.o.

PIRATE, THE -see: Captain Kidd
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PIRATES, THE -see: Henry Martin

PIRI-MIRI-DICTUM DOMINI -see: Sing All Around The County

PLAIN QUADRELLE (Dance Tune) -see: Linscott (FSONE), 104

PLAINS OF MEXICO, THE (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia; (For different song, same title)
-see: Belden (BS), 340 w.o.

PLAINS OF WATERLOO -see: Christie (TBA), I, 266; Dean (FC), 118; Ford (VSBS), I, 59;
Hubbard (BSfU), 290; Kidson (TT), 120; Mackenzie (BSSNS), 192 w.o.

PLANTONIA -see: Encyclopedia

PLAY, JOHNNY GUITAR, PLAY

PLAY SONG

PLEASE, MISTER CONDUCTOR -see: Randolph, IV, 184 w.m.

PLUNDERING OF ARLEY -see: Argyle and Airlie

PLYMOUTH TRAGEDY, THE -see: Johnny Doyle

POACHER, THE -see: Encyclopedia

POACHER'S FATE, THE -see: Scarborough (SCSM), 351 & 451 w.m.

POCKET FULL OF MONEY, A -see: Encyclopedia
POKER JIM (Gold Rush Adapt.) -see: Raging Canal, The

POLINKY (Coal mine song) -see: Korson (MMP), 137 w.o.

POLLY AND SWEET WILLIAM

POLLY AND WILLIAM -see: Myra Belle Lee

POLLY AND WILLIE -see: Randolph, I, 415 w.m.

POLLY BAND (or BAUN or BAWN) -see: Polly Bond

POLLY BOND -see: Encyclopedia

POLLY HOLMAN'S WEDDING -see: Dolly Dee Dum Day

POLLY OLIVER -see: Polly Oliver's Masquerade

POLLY OLIVER'S MASQUERADE (Woman masquerades as man) -see: Encyclopedia

POLLY OLIVER'S RAMBLES (woman masquerades as man) -see Polly Oliver's Masquerade

POLLY, PUT THE KETTLE ON (Game and Nursery Song) -see: Encyclopedia

POLLY VAN (or VAUGHN) -see: Polly Bond

POLLY WILLIAMS (Murder Song) -see: Lomax (ABFS), 159 w.m.

POLLY WOLLY DOODLE -see: Encyclopedia
POMPEY IS DEAD -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

PONSAW TRAIN, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 413 w.m.

POODLE DOG WALTZ

PO' BOY -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 326 w.m.; Lomax (ABFS), 142 w.m.; Sandburg (ASb), 30 w.m.

POOR BOY -see: Hung Down My Head and Cried; also:
Logan County Court House; also see:
Henry (FSSH), 329

POOR COUPLE, THE -see: Baring-Gould (BNSR), 26 w.o.; Sharp, II, 260; Williams (FSUT), 94 w.o.

POOR DIGGINGS (Gold Rush Adapt.)

PO' FARMER -see: Lomax (FSNA), # 534 & (OSC), 280 w.m.

POOR GOINS -see: Thomas (BMMK), 145 w.o.

POOR HARD WORKING MAN, THE -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 349 w.o.

POOR HOWARD -see: Who's Been Here Since I've Been Gone?

POOR INCH WORM (Religious) -see: Inchin' Along

POOR JOHNNIE -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

POOR JUNA -see: Carmer (SRA), 106 w.m.
POOR KITTY POPCORN -see: Sanburg (ASb), 431 w.o.

PO' LAZ'US (Negro song, arranged and adapt.) (Lazarus)
-see: Botkin (TAFL), 909 w.m.; also:
Lomax (ABFS), 91 & (FSNA), 567 & (FSUSA), 308 w.m.

POOR LITTLE ELLEN -see: Murder Of Ellen Smith, The

POOR LITTLE JOE -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 190; also:
Randolph, IV, 180 w.o.

PO' LI'L ELLA -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 278

PO' LI'L LOLO -see: Encyclopedia

POOR LITTLE SOLDIER BOY, THE -see: Soldier's Poor Little Boy, A; also see: Hubbard (BSfu), 193

POOR LONESOME COWBOY -see: I'm A Poor Lonesome Cowboy

POOR MAN, POOR MAN

POOR MAN'S LABOUR'S NEVER DONE -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 345 w.o.

POOR MARRIED MAN -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 247

POOR MARY -see: Mary Of The Wild Moor

POOR MARY SITS A-WEEPING (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia
POOR OLD HORSE, THE (Shanty)

POOR OLD MAID(S) -see: Encyclopedia

POOR OLD MAN (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia

POOR OLD ROBINSON CRUSOE

POOR OLD SLAVE

POOR OMA WISE -see: Murder Of Naomie Wise, The

POOR OMIE -see: Murder Of Naomie Wise, The

POOR PADDY WORKS ON THE RAILWAY -see: Working On The Railway

POOR PILGRIM, THE

POOR POLLY

POOR ROBIN -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

POOR SAILOR BOY -see: Flanders (NGMS), 38 w.m.

POOR SOLDIER, THE -see: Soldier Of Fortune, A

POOR STRANGER, THE -see: Forsaken Girl, The; also see: "Sweet Europe", in index

POOR STRANGER A THOUSAND MILES FROM HOME -see: "Sweet Europe" in index; also see: Thousand Miles From Home, A
POOR STRANGER FAR FROM HOME -see: "Sweet Europe" in index; also see: Thousand Miles From Home, A

POOR TAILOR'S HIGH RELATIONS, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 437 w.m.

POOR THING (Nursery Song) -see: Hudson (FSM), 215 w.o.

POOR TOBY -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

POOR WAYFARIN' STRANGER (Campground/Gospel) -see: Wayfarin' Stranger, The

POOR WORKING GIRL, THE -see: Sandburg (ASb), 195 w.m.

POP! GOES THE WEASEL -see: Encyclopedia

POPULAR GAG SONG -see: Randolph, III, 203 w.o.

PORTER ROCKWELL -see: Hubbard (BSfU), 426

PORTLAND COUNTY JAIL -see: Sandburg (ASb), 214 w.m.

PORTLAND FANCY (Fiddle/ Dance Tune) -see Linscott (FSONE), 108

PORTO RICO -see: Sharp, II, 359

POSSUM AND THE BANJO, THE

POSSUM CREEK
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POSSUM SONG, THE -see: Randolph, II, 357 w.m.

POSSUM SOR AND POLECAT JELLY -see: Randolph, III, 154 w.m.

POSSUM UP A GUM STUMP -see: Randolph, II, 361 w.m.

POSSUM UP A 'SIMMON TREE

POST-OAK GROVE

POST-RAIL SONG

POTATOES THEY GROW SMALL -see: Over There

POTTER AND ROBIN HOOD, THE -see: Robin Hood Ballads, The

PRAIRIE GROVE -see: Randolph, II, 275 w.m.

PRATIES THEY GROWS SMALL, THE -see: Over There

PRAY ON, PRAY ON (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

PRAY PAPA -see: Loesser (HAS), 132

PREACHER AND THE BEAR, THE -see: Encyclopedia (c. 1904)

PREACHER AND THE SLAVE, THE -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 332 w.m.; Sandburg (ASb), 222 w.m.

PRENTICE BOY -see: Apprentice Boy, The; also: Knoxville Girl, The; also see: Creighton (SBNS), 304 w.m. (For different song, same title)
PRENTICE'S DRINKING SONG -see: I'll Drink Until I Die

PREPARE US (Religious) -see: When Death Shall Shake This Frame

PRESCOTT'S CONFESSION (Murder Song based on crime committed in 1833) -see: Burt (AMB), 66 w.o.

PRESIDENTS, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 408 w.o.

PRETTIEST LITTLE BABY IN THE COUNTY-O -see: Encyclopedia

PRETTIEST LITTLE SONG OF ALL, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 375 w.m.

PRETTY BIRD -see: Green Grass Grew All Around, The

PRETTY BIRDY -see: Encyclopedia

PRETTY BOY FLOYD (Song about recent hoodlum by Woody Guthrie) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 437

PRETTY COLIN, THE -see: Flanders (AB), I, 103

PRETTY COLLEE, THE -see: Myra Belle Lee

PRETTY FAIR MAID -see: Return Of John Riley, The

PRETTY FAIR MISS -see: Return Of John Riley, The

PRETTY GIRL -see: Encyclopedia
PRETTY GIRL MILKN' HER COW

PRETTY GOLD LEAF, THE -see: Myra Belle Lee

PRETTY GOLDEN QUEEN -see: Myra Belle Lee

PRETTY LITTLE ## GIRL, THE -see: Seventeen Next Monday

PRETTY LITTLE HORSES -see: All The Pretty Little Horses

PRETTY LITTLE PINK -see: My Pretty Little Pink

PRETTY MAID MILKING HER GOAT, THE

PRETTY MARY -see: Banks of The Sweet Dundee, The; also:
Mary In The Silvery Tide

PRETTY MAHEE (or MAUHEE or MAWHEE) -see: Little Mohee

PRETTY MOHEA (or MOHEE) -see: Little Mohee

PRETTY MOLLIE -see: Forsaken Girl, The; also: Murder
Of Naomie Wise, The; also: Pretty Polly

PRETTY MOLLY -see: Forsaken Girl, The; also: Murder
Of Naomie Wise, The; also: Pretty Polly

PRETTY NANCY -see: Barbadoes Lady, also:
Myra Belle Lee

PRETTY NANCY OF LONDON -see: Randolph, I, 329 w.m.
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PRETTY NANCY OF YARMOUTH -see: Barbadoes Lady

PRETTY OMA -see: Murder Of Naomie Wise, The

PRETTY PEGGY 01 -see: Encyclopedia

PRETTY PEGGY OF DERBY -see: Pretty Peggy 01

PRETTY POLLY -see: Encyclopedia; Margaret's Ghost; also:
- Myra Belle Lee; also: Polly Oliver's Masquerade; also see: Creighton (SBNS),
  94 w.m.; Eddy (BSO), 159 w.o.; Gardner and Chickering (BSSM), 220 w.o.;
  Hubbard (BSfu), 60; also see: "Captain Ward" in index

PRETTY POLLY ## AND SWEET WILLIAM -see: Margaret's Ghost

PRETTY POLLY ANN -see: Myra Belle Lee

PRETTY POLLY OLIVER (Woman masquerades as man) -see:
Polly Oliver's Masquerade

PRETTY SAIREY -see: Pretty Saro

PRETTY SALLY -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

PRETTY SALLY OF LONDON -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

PRETTY SALLY, THE FAIR DAMSEL FROM LONDON -see: Sally,
The Rich Southern Lady
PRETTY SALLY, THE RICH IRISH LADY -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

PRETTY SARAH -see: Pretty Saro

PRETTY SARO -see: Encyclopedia

PRETTY YOUNG SHEPHERDESS, THE

PRIDE OF GLENCOE, THE -see: "Donald's Return To Glencoe" in index

PRIDE OF THE PLAINS, THE (Cowboy/Horse) -see: Plantonio

PRINCE CHARLES HE IS KING JAMES'S SON -see: King William was King George's Son

PRINCE CHARLIE -see: Argyle and Airlie

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND MURDER -see: Creighton (SBNS), 306 w.m.

PRINCE EUGENE (French) -see: Le Prince Eugene

PRINCE OF ORANGE, THE (French) -see: Le Prince D'Orange

PRINCE WILLIAM

PRINCE WILLIAM AND LADY MARGARET -see: Margaret's Ghost

PRINCE'S GALOP

PRINCESS AND THE HANGMAN (French) -see: La Princesse Et Le Bourreau

PRINTICE BOY -see: Apprentice Boy, The
PRISONER AND THE GAOLER'S DAUGHTER, THE (French) -see:
Le Prisonnier Et La Fille Du Geolier

PRISONER AT THE BAR, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 348 w.o.

PRISONER FOR LIFE, A -see: Encyclopedia

PRISONER'S SONG, THE -see: Encyclopedia; also see:
Creighton (SBNS), 309 w.m.;
Henry (FSSH), 327; (For different song, same title) see: Mackenzie
(BSSNS), 303 & 403 w.m.

PRODIGAL DAUGHTER, THE

PROMISED LAND, THE -see: Safe In The Promised Land

PROPHET BRIGHAM (Mormon) -see: Hubbard (BSFU), 414

PROSPECTING DREAM (Gold Rush Adapt.) -see: Oh! Susanna

PROUD NANCY -see: Karpeles (FSfN), 47 w.m.

PUNCHEON FLOOR

PURPLE DRESS, THE -see: Mary Hamilton

PUSH BOAT, THE # -see: Thomas (BMMK), 48 w.m.

PUT ME IN MY LITTLE BED -see: Encyclopedia

PUT MY LITTLE SHOES AWAY -see: Encyclopedia
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PUT ON THE SKILLETS -see: Shortenin' Bread

PUT ON YOUR OLD GRAY BONNET (c. 1909)

PUT THE OLD MAN TO SLEEP (Gaelic) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 374 w.m.

PUT THE TRAFFIC DOWN -see: Randolph, II, 410 w.m.

PUT YOUR LITTLE FOOT (Game Song) -see: All On A Saturday Night

PUTMAN'S HILL -see: Tommy's Now A Soldier

PUTNEY HYMN -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 66 w.m.

PUTTING ON AIRS -see: Randolph, III, 230 w.o.

PUTTING ON THE STYLE -see: Encyclopedia
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QUAKER GOES A-COURTIN', THE -see: Encyclopedia

QUAKER SONG, THE -see: Quaker Goes A-Courtin', The

QUAKER'S COURTSHIP, THE -see: Quaker Goes A-Courtin', The

QUAKER'S WOOING, THE -see: Quaker Goes A-Courtin', The

QUANTRELL -see: Encyclopedia

QUARRELING COUPLE, A

QUEBEC -see: Brave Wolfe

QUEEN ELEANOR -see: Confession of Queen Eleanor, The

QUEEN ELEANOR'S CONFESSION -see: Confession of Queen Eleanor, The

QUEEN JANE -see: Death Of Sweet Jane, The

QUEEN OF RUSSIA AND THE PRINCE OF WALES, THE -see:
High Barbaree

QUEEN'S GARDEEN, THE -see: Jew's Daughter, The

QUEER COWBOY, THE -see: Encyclopedia

QUINDARO
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R. F. C.  -see: Thomas (BMMK), 236

RABBIT HASH  -see: Lomax (ABFS), 238 w.m.

RABBLE SOLDIER  -see: Forsaken Girl, The; also see:
Lomax (CSFB), 253 w.m.

RACCOON'S GOT A BUSHY TAIL  -see: Squirrel Is A Pretty
Thing, The

RACCOON UP DE 'SIMMON TREE (Parody)  -see: Golden
Slippers

RACE OF THE TERRAPIN AND THE DEER (Song ver. of an old
folk-tale like "Tortoise and The Hare")
-see: Belden (BS), 504

RAFFLE FOR A STOVE

RAFTSMAN JIM  -see: Botkin (TAFL), 840 w.m.

RAG PAT  -see: Randolph, II, 418 w.m.

RAG TIME ANNIE

RAG TIME COWBOY JOE (c. 1902)  -see: Encyclopedia

RAGGED COAT, THE

RAGGED PAT  -see: Arnold (FSA), 107 w.m.
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RAGING CANAWL (CAN-ALL) -see: Lomax (ABFS), 471 w.o.; Sandburg (ASb), 178 w.o.

RAILROAD BILL -see: Encyclopedia

RAILROAD BUM -see: Hudson (FSM), 250 w.o.

RAILROAD CARS ARE COMING, THE -see: Sandburg (ASb), 358 w.m.

RAILROAD CORRAL, THE -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 232 w.m.; Lomax (CSFB), 42 w.m.

RAILROAD DADDY (BLUES) -see: Thomas (BMMK), 258

RAILROAD FLAGMAN, THE

RAILROAD TO HEAVEN, THE (Religious) -see: Belden (BS), 468 w.o.

RAILROADER, THE -see: I Wouldn't Marry

RAILROADER FOR ME, A -see: I Wouldn't Marry

RAIN AND SNOW -see: Sharp, II, 122

RAIN, RAIN, MY SAVIOR -see: Encyclopedia

RAIN OF DERBY, THE -see: Hudson (FSM), 273 w.o.

RAINBOW, THE -see: Flanders (AB), IV, 264

RAINBOW WILLOW -see: Arms Of Love; also see: Hubbard (BSFU), 137
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RAINING ON THE MOUNTAIN -see: Encyclopedia (American Music, Inc.)

RAISE A RUCKUS TONIGHT -see: Encyclopedia; also see:
   Lomax (ABFS), 253 w.m.

RAISE THE WINDOW a.k.a. DYING MESSAGE, THE -see:
   Belden (BS), 217 w.o.

RALLY, BOYS, RALLY -see: Round Up Four In London (Game Song)

RALLY 'ROUND THE FLAG, BOYS -see: Battle Cry Of Freedom, The

RAM OF DARBY, THE -see: Darby Ram, The

RAMBLING BEAUTY, THE -see: Belden (BS), 191 w.o.;
   Christie (TBA), II, 7; Ord (BSB), 176; Sharp, II, 226

RAMBLING BOY, THE -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Lament Of The Wanderer

RAMBLING COWBOY, THE -see: Joe Bowers; also: Lament Of The Wanderer

RAMBLING GAMBLER (Composite) -see: Gambling Man; also:
   Wagoner's Lad, The; also see: Lomax (CSFB), 266 w.m.

RAMBLING MINER -see: Thomas (BMMK), 248
RAMBLING ROVER (Lamentation for lost love) -see: Creighton (SBNS), 95 w.m.

RAMBLING SHOEMAKER (P D Song about Irish man who deserts English Army) -see: Creighton (SBNS), 179 w.m.

RANCHO GRANDE (Spanish) -see: Alla En El Rancho Grande

RANDALL, MY SON -see: Will Davy, My Son

RANDALL RINE -see: Rinordine

RANGE RIDERS, THE (Married cowpoke says single life was better) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 185 w.o.
(And for some unknown reason, the same song is reprinted on P-280)

RANGER, THE -see: Reynard, The Fox

RANORDINE -see: Rinordine

RANSOMED PETTICOAT, THE (French) -see: Le Cotillon Rachete

RANSUM SCANSUM (Game Song) -see: In My Lady's Chamber

RANTIN', ROVIN' ROBIN (Scottish) -see: Encyclopedia

RANZO (Halvard Shanty) -see: Reuben Ranzo

RANZO RAY (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia
RARE WILLIE DROWNED IN YARROW -see: Encyclopedia; also:
  Lonely Glens of Yarrow;
  also see: Eddy (BSO), 69 w.m.

RASPEL POLE, THE -see: Gallows Tree, The

RAT COON, RAT COON -see: Randolph, II, 339 w.m.

RATTLE SNAKE -see: Lomax (ABFS), 356 w.m. & CSFB), 194
  # w.m. & (FSNA), 165 w.m.

RATTLE UM SNAKE -see: Springfield Mountain

RAW RECRUIT, THE -see: Abraham's Daughter

RAY NEILL (Ver. of "Dublin Bay") -see: Moore (BFSSw),
  228 w.m.; Randolph, IV, 142 w.m.


REAL TOUGH HOMBRE, A -see: Encyclopedia

REAP, BOYS, REAP -see: Sharp, II, 380

REAPERON THE PLAIN, THE -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY),
  74 w.m.

REASON I STAY ON JOB SO LONG -see: Lomax (ABFS), 46 w.m.

REASONS FOR DRINKING -see: Encyclopedia

REBEL PRISONER, THE -see: Forsaken Girl, The
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REBEL SOLDIER, THE -see: Forsaken Girl, The

REBEL'S ESCAPE, THE -see: Encyclopedia; also see:
Carmer (SRA), 149 w.m.

REBORN AGAIN -see: Scarborough (CTNFS), 256

RECUPERDAS DE AMISTAD (Spanish) -see: Encyclopedia

RED BIRD THROUGH THE WINDOW (Game Song) -see:
Encyclopedia

RED HERRING SONG, THE -see: Sow Song, The

RED IRON ORE -see: Lomax (ABFS), 477 w.m.; & (FSNA),
128 w.m.; Rickaby (BSSB), 164 w.m.;
Sandburg (ASb), 176 w.m.

RED LIGHT SALOON, THE (Ribald) -see: Encyclopedia

RED LION HORNPIPE

RED RIVER SHORE, THE -see: Encyclopedia

RED RIVER VALLEY -see: Encyclopedia

RED ROVER, THE -see: Handsome Marty Gray

RED, WHITE AND BLUE -see: Green Grows The Laurel

RED WING -see: Encyclopedia (c. 1907)

REDIO -TEDIO -see: True Lover Of Mine, A
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REDMAN'S FAVORITE SCHOTTISCHE

REDMAN'S REEL

REGULAR ARMY, OH! -see: Dolph (Sound Off!), 6; also:
   Loesser (HAS), 167; Lomax (FSNA), 340

REIGN MASTER JESUS (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

REILLY THE FISHERMAN -see: Karpeles (FSfN), 66

REILLY'S FAREWELL a.k.a. O'RILEY THE FISHERMAN -see:
   MacKenzie (BSSNS), 126 w.o.; O'Connor
   (SBI), 49; (For ver. title, Jack Riley,
   see: Pound (ABS), 39

REILLY'S ANSWER, RELEASEMENT, AND MARRIAGE WITH COLEEN BAWN
   -see: William Reilly and Colleen Bawn

REILLY'S TRIAL -see: William Reilly and Colleen Bawn

REJECTED LOVER, THE -see: Encyclopedia

RELIGION IS THE BEST OF ALL -see: Randolph, IV, 93 w.o.

RELIGION SO SWEET -see: Lomax (ABFS), 582

REMEMBER ME (Not the modern pop song) -see: Arnold
   (FSA), 155 w.m.
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REMON -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 300 w.m.; also:
          Lomax (ABFS), 215 w.m.

RENALDINE -see: Rinordine

REPENTANT SHEPHERDESS, THE (French) -see: Bergere A
       Confesse

REST, COMRADE, REST ####### (Civil War Book) -see:
       Encyclopedia

RESTLESS DEAD, THE -see: Broken Hearted Lover, The

RESTLESS GHOST, THE -see: Encyclopedia

RESURRECTED SWEETHEART, THE -see: Broken Hearted Lover, The

RETOUR DU MARIN, LE (French) -see: Encyclopedia

RETROSPECT -see: Flanders (NGMS), 182 w.c.

RETURN OF HARRY MULDOON, THE -see: Encyclopedia

RETURN OF HENRY SHAWN, THE -see: Encyclopedia

RETURN OF JOHN RILEY, THE -see: Encyclopedia

RETURN OF JOHNNY GERMAN, THE -see: Encyclopedia

RETURN OF THE BROWN-EYED SAILOR, THE -see: Encyclopedia
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RETURN OF THE SOLDIER HUSBAND (French) -see: Retour Du Mary Soldat, Le

RETURN OF WILLIAM HALL, THE -see: Encyclopedia

RETURN OF WILLIE O'RILEY, THE -see: Encyclopedia

RETURNED LOVER SONGS -see: Encyclopedia

RETURNED SOLDIER, THE (French) -see: Belden (BS), 517 w.o.

REUBEN (Railroad Song) -see: Brown (NCF), III, 264 & 560; Lomax (FSNA), 565 & (FSUSA), 254 w.m.

REUBEN AND RACHEL -see: Encyclopedia

REUBEN RANZO (RENZO) (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia

REUBEN WRIGHT AND PHOEBE BROWN

REVOLUTIONARY TEA -see: Encyclopedia

REVOLUTIONARY WAR SONG -see: Happy Land Of Canaan

REXFORD GIRL, THE -see: Knoxville Girl, The

REYNARD -see: Reynard, The Fox; also: They Whooped and They Hollered

REYNARD DINE -see: Rinordine
REYNARD, THE FOX -see: Encyclopedia; also see: They Whooped and They Hollered

RHYMED DANCE CALLS -see: Lomax (CSFB), 242 w.o.

RHYMES AND CHIMES -see: Changing World

RHYMING ALPHABET, THE -see: Alphabet Songs, The

RICH COUNSELLOR -see: Craft Lover, The

RICH IRISH LADY, THE -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

RICH LADY, THE -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

RICH LADY FROM DUBLIN, THE -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

RICH LADY FROM LONDON -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

RICH MAN EXTRA TIRE, THE -see: Henry (FSSH), 147

RICH MERCHANT'S DAUGHTER, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 112 w.o.

RICH MIZER, A -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 423 w.o.

RICH OLD LADY, THE -see: Do Unto Others

RICH OLD MERCHANT, THE -see: Molly's Masquerade

RICH OLD MIZER, A -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM)

RICH RAMBLER, THE
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RICH YOUNG FARMER, THE - see: Return Of William Hall

RICHARDSON THE INFORMER (Boston massacre, March 5, 1770) - see: Burt (AMB), 179 w.c.

RICHIE STORY - see: Jeanie and Jamie

RICKETT'S HORNPIPE

RIDDLE SONG, THE - see: I Gave My Love A Cherry; also: Sing All Around The County

RIDDLES WISELY EXPOUNDED - see: Sing All Around The County

RISSLESON'S DAUGHTER, DINAH - see: Young Man With A Lazy Wife, The

RIDE ABOUT, RIDE ABOUT - see: Randolph, IV, 123 w.m.

RIDE OLD PAINT - see: I Ride Old Paint

RIDE ON, KING JESUS (Spiritual) - see: No Man Can Hinder Him

RIDIN' IN A BUGGY (Composite Song) - see: Lomax (FSNA), 500

RIDIN' OL' PAINT - see: I Ride Old Paint

RIDIN' ON DE CABEL CAR - see: Randolph, III, 275 w.c.

RIDING ON THE DUMMY - see: Randolph, III, 277 w.c.
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RIG-A-JIG (Game Song) -see: Botkin (APPS), 298

RILEY (Work Song) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 529

RILEY LUFFSEY (Unpopular Frenchman in N.D.) -see:
  Burt (AMB), 237 w.o.

RILEY'S GOAT

RING AROUND O' ROSIES -see: Ring Around The Roses

RING AROUND THE ROSES -see: Encyclopedia

RING AROUND THE ROSIE -see: Ring Around The Roses

RING MY MOTHER WORE, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 154 w.m.

RINOR -see: Rinordine

RINORDINE -see: Encyclopedia

RIO GRANDE -see: Away, Rio!; also see: (For different
  song, same title) Thomas (BMMK), 57

RIPPING TRIP, A (Parody) -see: Pop! Goes The Weasel

RIPPYTOE RAY

RISE AND SHINE (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

RISE, MOURNERS (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

RISE, OLE NAPPER -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 102

RISE, RISE, UP SHE RISES -see: Encyclopedia
RISE, SHINE, FOR THY LIGHT IS A-COMIN' (Religious)  
-see: Light Is A-Comin', The

RISE UP SHEPHERD AN' FOLLER -see: Botsford, I, 45 w.m.

RISE UP, WILLIAM REILLY -see: William Reilly  
(And Colleen Bawn)

RISE YE UP -see: Drowsy Sleeper, The; also: Ellen's Elopement

RIISING SUN BLUES, THE -see: Encyclopedia

RISSELTY, ROSSELTY, NOW, NOW, NOW -see: Randolph, III, 190 w.m.

RIVER IN THE PINES, THE (Adapt. of Swedish-Irish tune)  
-see: Lomax (FSNA), 113; Rickaby (BSSB), 119

RIVER LEA, THE -see: Colcord (SAS), 181 w.m.

ROAD TO COOK'S PEAK (western stage driver tells how jolly is the life) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 384

ROAD TO HEAVEN, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 24 w.c.

ROAMING GAMBLER, THE -see: Roving Gambler, The

ROB ROY

ROBBER, THE -see: Rambling Boy, The; also see: Belden (BS), 136 w.c.
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ROBBERS HOOD'S DYIN' -see: Robin Hood Ballads, The

ROBBERS SONG, THE -see: Johnny and The Robber

ROBERT KIDD -see: Captain Kidd

ROBERTA -see: Hey, Momma!

ROBIN AND JOHN -see: Robin Hood Ballads, The

ROBIN HOOD AND LITTLE JOHN -see: Encyclopedia

ROBIN HOOD AND THE # BISHOP -see: Encyclopedia

ROBIN HOOD AND THE CURTEL FRIAR -see: Encyclopedia

ROBIN HOOD AND THE MONK -see: Encyclopedia

ROBIN HOOD AND THE OLD MAID -see: Robin Hood Ballads, The

ROBIN HOOD AND THE PEDLAR -see: Encyclopedia

ROBIN HOOD AND THE POTTER -see: Encyclopedia

ROBIN HOOD AND THE TWENTY POUNDS OF GOLD -see: Robin Hood Ballads, The

ROBIN HOOD RESCUING THREE SQUIRES -see: Encyclopedia

ROBIN HOOD'S DEATH -see: Encyclopedia

ROBIN HOOD'S PROGRESS TO NOTTINGHAM -see: Creighton

(SBNS), 15 W.M.
ROBIN TAMSON'S SMIDDY -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 182 w.m.

ROBINSON CRUSOE

ROCH ROYAL -see: Seven Seas, The

ROCHESTER SCHOTTISCHE

ROCK ABOUT MY SARO JANE -see: Walk Around, My Sarah Jane

ROCK-A-BY LADIES -see: Randolph, III, 388 w.o.

ROCK ALL OUR BABIES TO SLEEP -see: Encyclopedia

ROCK-A MY SOUL (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

ROCK ISLAND LINE -see: Encyclopedia

ROCK ME TO SLEEP, MOTHER -see: Encyclopedia

ROCK THE CRADLE, O! -see: Encyclopedia

ROCK THE DEAR BABY TO SLEEP -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 233

ROCKIT GALOP

ROCKS AND THE MOUNTAINS, THE (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

ROCKS IN DE MOUNTENS -see: Rocks and The Mountains, The

ROCKS OF SCILLY -(Old English Broadside frequently reproduced in American song books last half of 19th century)-see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 140 w.o.
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN TOP, THE -see: Sharp, II, 110

ROCKY ROAD TO GEORGIA -see: Randolph, III, 396 w.o.

ROGER THE TINKER MAN -see: Randolph, III, 262 w.m.

ROGER THE MILLER -see: Young Roger O'Malley

ROLL, ALABAMA, ROLL (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia

ROLL IN MY SWEET BABY'S ARMS -see: Sleep In My Sweet Baby's Arms

ROLL, JOHNNY BOOGER, ROLL -see: Encyclopedia

ROLL, JORDAN, ROLL (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

ROLL ON, BOYS, ROLL -see: Diamond Joe

ROLL ON, BUDDY -see: Walk, On, Buddy

ROLL ON COLOMBIA (Adapt. of "Good Night Irene") -see: Lomax (FSNA), 443

ROLL ON, LITTLE DOGIES, ROLL ON -see: Cowboy's Hymn, The

ROLL ON, SILVER MOON

ROLL OUT! HEAVE DAT COTTON -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Carmer (SRA), 103 w.m.; Keach (MSON) -by Will S. Hays s. 1877
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ROLL THE CHARIOT -see: Encyclopedia

ROLL THE CHARIOT ALONG -see: Roll The Chariot; also see:
Thomas (BMMK), 216

ROLL THE COTTON DOWN (Work Song) -see: Encyclopedia

ROLL THE OLD CHARIOT ## ALONG -see: Roll The Chariot

ROLL THE 'TATER -see: Randolph, III, 391 w.o.

ROLL THEM SIMELONS (Game Song) -see: Hudson (FSM), 302 w.o.

ROLL YOUR LEG OVER (The Man In The Moon) -see:
Encyclopedia

ROLLING DOWN THE MOUNTAIN -see: Running Down The Mountain

ROLLING DOWN TO OLD MAUI -see: Colcord (SAS), 197 w.m.

ROLLING KING (Shanty) -see: Colcord (SAS), 90 w.m.

ROLLING OF THE STONES, THE -see: Two Brothers

ROLLING RIVER -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 270, 402 w.m.

ROLLING STONE, THE -see: Belden (BS), 351 w.o.; Flanders &
Norfleet (CSV), 32; Fuson (BKH),
100; JAFL, XXXV, 408; Randolph,
II, 213 w.m.

ROLLING STONE WILL GATHER NO MOSS, A -see: Hubbard
(BSfu), 307
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ROLLY TRUDOM -see: Dolly Dee Dum Day

ROMAN LADY, THE -see: Romish Lady, The

ROMANCE DE ROMAN CASTILLO (Spanish) -see: Encyclopedia

ROMISH LADY, THE -see: Encyclopedia

RONALD -see: Mark Of Cain, The

ROOKIE, THE (Parody) -see: Reuben and Rachel

ROOKIE'S LAMENT, A -see: Lomax (ABFS), 548 w.m.

ROOM ENOUGH (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

ROOSTER, THE (Spanish) -see: El Gallito

ROOT, ABE, OR DIE (Parody) -see: Root Hog Or Die

ROOT HOG OR DIE -see: Encyclopedia

ROPESMAN -see: Gallows Tree, The

ROSA -see: Encyclopedia

ROSA BETSY LINA

ROSA LEE (or DON'T BE FOOLISH, JOR)

ROSALIEE (Not modern standard) -see: Arnold (FSA), 32 w.m.
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ROSALIE -see: Randolph, IV, 172 w.o.

ROSAMOND'S DOWN FALL -see: Confession Of Queen Eleanor, The

ROSANNA -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 13

ROSE BUSH, THE (Game Song) -see: Mulberry Bush, The

ROSE CONNELLY (Murder Song, with tune similar to "Rosin The Bow") -see: Brown (NCF), II, 248; Laws (NAB), 188; Lomax (FSNA), 267 & (FSUSA), 302

ROSE IN THE GARDEN (Game Song) -see: Oars On The Boat

ROSE OF ALABAMA, THE -see: Carmer (SRA), 77 w.m.

ROSE OF ALLANDALE, THE -see: Encyclopedia

ROSE OF ARDEEN -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

ROSE OF BRITAIN'S ISLE (Woman masquerades as a man to be with sailing lover) -see: Creighton (SBNS), 96 w.m.; Mackenzie (BSSNS), 115 w.o.

ROSE OF ENGLAND -see: Flanders (AB), III, 149

ROSE OF TRALEE -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 344 w.o.

ROSE WALTZ

ROSEMARY AND THYME -see: True Lover Of Mine, A
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ROSEWOOD CASKET, THE -see: Encyclopædia

ROSIE -see: Lomax (ABFS), 62 w.m.

ROSIE NELL -see: Sandburg (ASb), 114 w.m.

ROSIN THE BEAU -see: Rosin The Bow

ROSIN THE BOW -see: Encyclopedia

ROSY APPLES (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

ROUGH! TOUGH! MEN OF THE MOUNTAINS -see: Encyclopedia

ROUND AND ROUND THE LEVEE (Game Song) -see: Till The Moon No Longer Shines

ROUND AND ROUND THE VALLEY (Game Song) -see: Till The Moon No Longer Shines

ROUND AND ROUND THE VILLAGE (Game Song) -see: Till The Moon No Longer Shines

ROUND HER NECK SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON -see: She Wore A Yellow Ribbon

ROUND THAT LADY (Game Song) -see: Round Up Four In London

ROUND THE BAY OF MEXICO -see: Bay of Mexico, The

ROUND THE CORNER (Shanty) -see: Round The Corner, Sally

ROUND THE CORNER, SALLY (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia
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ROUND THE MULBERRY BUSH -see: Mulberry Bush, The

ROUN' THE WALL (Negro Folk Song) -see: Arnold (FSA), 117 w.m.; White (ANFS), 98

ROUND UP FOUR IN LONDON (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

ROUNDED UP IN GLORY -see: Lomax (CBFB), 330 & (SCT), 393

ROVING BACHELOR, THE -see: Hubbard (BSfU), 172

ROVING GAMBLER, THE -see: Gambling Man, The

ROVING JEWEL, THE -see: Katy Cruel

ROVING JOURNEYMAN, THE -see: Gambling Man, The

ROVING LAD, THE -see: Lament Of The Wanderer

ROVING RANGERS, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 240

ROVING SAILOR -see: Hey! Pretty Girl

ROVING SOLDIER, A -see: Gambling Man, The

ROW AFTER ROW -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 211

ROWM BULLIES, ROW #####(Forecastle Song) -see: Colcord (SAS), # 176 w.m.; Doerflinger (SMSB), 106; Lomax (FSNA), 58 w.m.
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ROW OF PINS, A -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 379

ROW, ROW, ROW YOUR BOAT (Round) -see: Encyclopedia

ROWAN COUNTY CREW, THE -see: Randolph, II, 160 w.m.

ROWAN COUNTY TROUBLES -see: Botkin (TAF), 89 w.m.; Thomas (BMMK), 19

ROWDY, THE (Parody) -see: Comin' Thro' The Rye

ROXIE ANN (or ANNE) (Game Song) -see: Randolph, III, 338 w.m.

ROY BEAN -see: Encyclopedia

ROYAL FAMILY, THE -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 394

ROYAL GEORGE, THE -see: Mermaid's Curse, The

RUFUS MITCHELL'S CONFESSION -see: Thomas (BMMK), 179

RULERS OF THE WORLD, THE -see: Encyclopedia

RULES OF THE ROAD -see: Colcord (SAS), 204 w.m.

RUM SALOON SHALL GO, THE -see: Randolph, II, 430 w.o.

RUN ALL NIGHT LONG -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 240

RUN ALL THE WAY (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

RUN ALONG, YOU LITTLE DOGIES -see: Whooppee Ti Yi Yo
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RUN, MARY, RUN (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

RUN, NIGGER, RUN  -see: Encyclopedia

RUN, RUN, RUN (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

RUN TO JESUS (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

RUN WITH THE BULLGINE (Work Song) -see: Encyclopedia

RUNNING DOWN THE MOUNTAIN  -see: Encyclopedia

RUNNING FROM THE FEDERALS

RUREY BAIN  -see: Bangum and The Boar

RUSHING PANIC IN SAN FRANCISCO  -see: Dwyer (SGR), 117

RUSTIC DANCE

RUSTLER, THE (Cowboy) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 105 w.o.

RUSTLIN' GAMBLER, THE  -see: Thomas (BMMK), 129

RUSTY JIGGS AND SANDY SAM  -see: Encyclopedia

RUSTY OLD ROVER  -see: Hobson, The Cobbler

RYE STRAW

RYE WALTZ, THE

RYE WHISKEY, RYE WHISKEY  -see: Encyclopedia

RYNERDINE  -see: Rinordine
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SABLE ISLAND SONG (No. 1 - Humorous experiences of alcoholic) -see: Creighton (SBNS), 310 w.m.; (No. 2 - Original about stealing potatoes) -see: Creighton (SBNS), 312 w.m.

SACKING OF ARLEE, THE -see: Argyle and Airlie

SACRAMENTO (Shanty) -see: Camptown Races

SACRAMENTO GALS -see: Nipping 'Round

SACRAMENTO SHORE, THE -see: On The Banks Of The Sacramento

SACRED BLACK HILLS -see: Encyclopedia

SAD AND LONELY -see: I'm Sad and I'm Lonely

SAD CONDITION -see: Encyclopedia

SAD COUNRTIN', THE -see: Restless Ghost, The

SAD NEWS FROM HOME -see: Jordan & Kessler (SY), 255 w.m.

SAD SONG, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 153 w.m.

SAD STATION -see: If I Go And Find Him

SADDLE TO RAGS -see: Johnny and The Robber

#####
SADIE

SADIE RAY -see: Randolph, IV, 282 w.m.

SAFE IN THE PROMISED LAND -see: Encyclopedia; For Indian Version, see: Belden (BS), 459 B

SAID I TO MYSELF SAID I (Parody) -see: John Brown's Body

SAID THE SPIDER TO THE FLY -see: Spider and The Fly, The

SAIL AWAY, LADY

SAILING AT HIGH TIDE -see: Botkin (TAFL), 812 w.m.

SAILING FROM LONG ISLAND SOUND -see: Encyclopedia

SAILING IN #3 THE BOAT (Game Song) (Reprinted from Newell (GSAC) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 29

SAILING LOVERS, THE (Woman masquerades as man) -see: Encyclopedia

SAILOR, THE -see: Return Of The Brown-Eyed Sailor, The

SAILOR AND HIS BRIDE, THE (Sweetheart of young bride grieves for and wishes to join sailor lost at sea) -see: Cox (FSS), 364; Eddy (BSO), 104; Henry (FSSH), 177 w.m.
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SAILOR AND HIS TRUE LOVE, THE -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 128 w.o.

SAILOR AND THE CHEST, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SAILOR AND THE SHEPHERDESS, THE (An English Broadside) a.k.a. SAILOR'S COURTSHIP, THE -see:
Mackenzie (BSSNS), 148 w.o.

SAILOR AND THE TAILOR, THE

SAILOR BILL (Old Robin's Ballad) -see: Return of The Brown-Eyed Sailor, The; also: Sailor's Sweetheart, The

SAILOR BOLD -see: Sailor's Sweetheart, The

SAILOR BOY -see: I Wouldn't Marry; also: Sailor's Sweetheart, The

SAILOR BOY, THE -see: Sailor And The Chest, The; also: Sailing Lovers, The; also see: Chappell (FSRA), 59 (For different song, same title); Cox (FSS), 364; Eddy (BSO), 104 w.m.; Henry (FSSH), 177; Randolph, I, 354 w.m.

SAILOR BOY FOR ME -see: I Wouldn't Marry

SAILOR BOY'S BRIDE, THE (Ver. of sailor and his bride) -see:
Cox (FSS), 364; Eddy (BSO), 104; Henry (FSSH), 177
SAILOR BOY'S DREAM, THE

SAILOR BOY'S FAREWELL, THE

SAILOR BROWN (Shanty) -see: Colcord (SAS), 182 w.m.

SAILOR COURTED, A (Young man defies wealthy mother
to wed servant girl) -see: Creighton
(SBNS), 99 w.m.

SAILOR CUT DOWN IN HIS PRIME, THE -see: Saint James' Hospital; also: Unfortunate Rake, The

SAILOR LAD, THE a.k.a. SAILOR AND HIS BRIDE, THE -see:
Cox (FSS), 364; Eddy (BSO), 104; Henry
(FSSH), 177 w.m.

SAILOR SONG -see: Return Of John Riley, The

SAILOR'S ALPHABET, THE -see: Alphabet Songs, The; also see:
Creighton (SBNS), 210; Eckstorm &
Smyth (MM), 233

SAILOR'S BRIDE, THE -see: Flanders (NGMS), 231 w.m.

SAILOR'S "COME-ALL-YE" -see: Colcord (SAS), 137 w.o.

##
SAILOR'S CONFESSION, THE (About the *Patriot*, a ship seized by pirates, who killed all hands and passengers. One of the passengers was Theodosia Burr, daughter of Aaron Burr. Ship sailed from Charleston, S. C., New Years Eve, 1812, on its way to New York. Theodosia was the wife of S.C. Governor Alston.) —see: Burt (AMB), 257 w.o.

SAILOR'S COURTSHIP a.k.a. SAILOR AND THE SHEPHERDESS
(An English Broadside) —see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 148 w.o.

SAILOR'S DREAM, A (Spanish) —see: Sueno De Un Marino

SAILOR'S GRAVE, THE —see: Colcord (SAS), 162 w.m.; Jordon & Kessler (SY), 324 w.m.

SAILOR'S HORNPIPE

SAILOR'S RETURN, THE —see: Return of John Riley, The

SAILOR'S SWEETHEART, THE —see: Encyclopedia; also see: Molly's Masquerade

SAILOR'S TRADE, THE —see: Sailor's Sweetheart, The

SAILOR'S TRADE IS A WEARY LIFE, THE —see: Sailor's Sweetheart, The
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SAILOR'S TRAGEDY, THE -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 243 w.o.

SAILORS ON SHORE

SAINT JAMES' HOSPITAL -see: Unfortunate Rake, The

SAINT JAMES INFIRMARY -see: Saint James' Hospital; also:
  Unfortunate Rake, The

SAINT JOHN'S RIVER -see: Encyclopedia

SAINT LOUIS, BRIGHT CITY -see: Randolph, II, 151 w.m.

ST. PATRICK'S BELLS -see: Lord Lovel

SAINT PATRICK'S DAY

SAINT STEPHEN AND HEROD -see: Flanders (AB), I, 239 w.m.

ST. VARNIE'S BELL -see: Lord Lovel

SALADIN'S CREW (Song of historical mutiny and murder, for
  which four men were hanged) -see:
  Creighton (SBNS), 241 w.m.

SALANGADOU -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 304 w.m.;
  Lomax (ABFS), 223 w.m.

SALEM MURDERER, THE a.k.a. DEATH OF JOSEPH WHITE, THE
  (Mass., 1830) -see: Burt (AMB), 87 w.o.

SAL'S GOT A MEAT SKIN -see: Henry (FSSH), 437; Richardson
  (AMS), 94; White (ANFS), 271
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SALLY AND BILLY -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

SALLY AND HER LOVER -see: Sailing Lovers, The

SALLY AND HER TRUE LOVE BILLY -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

SALLY ANN (or ANNE) (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

SALLY BROWN (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia

SALLY BUCK -see: Leaping Stag, The

SALLY COME UP

SALLY DOVER -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady; also see: Chappell (FSRA), 74

SALLY FROM LONDON -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

SALLY GOODIN

SALLY GO ROUND THE CHIMNEY POT

SALLY IN OUR ALLEY -see: Encyclopedia

SALLY MONROE -see: Pretty Polly

SALLY SAILSWORTH -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

SALLY SIMPSON (Novelty) -see: Encyclopedia

SALLY, THE RICH SOUTHERN LDAY -see: Encyclopedia
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SALT HORSE SONG, THE -see: Flanders (BMNE), 226

SALT WATER SEA, THE -see: Carpenter's Wife, The; also Myra Belle Lee

SALTY DOGS (Cowboy) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 110 w.o.

SAM BASS (Outlaw Ballad) -see: Encyclopedia

SAM HALL (Criminal) -see: Encyclopedia

SAMMY BROWN, THE MUSIC MAN -see: Encyclopedia

SAMPSON (Spiritual) -see: If I Had My Way I'd Tear This Building Down; also see: Lomax (FSNA), 478 & (OSC), 6

SAMUEL HALL -see: Sam Hall

SAMUEL YOUNG (Young man in love dies in the Mexican War) -see: Sharp, II, 271

SAN FRANCISCO GIRLS -see: Encyclopedia; also: Nipping 'Round

SANDFORD BARNES -see: State Of Arkansas, The

SANDS OF DEE -see: Encyclopedia

SANDY (Children's Song) -see: Henry (FSSH), 403

SANDY HOOK
SANDY LAND (Fiddle Tune) -see: Sally Ann (Anne)

SANDY SAM AND RUSTY JIGGS -see: Rusty Jiggs and Sandy Sam

SANFORD BARNES -see: State Of Arkansas

SANTA FE TRAIL, THE (c. Robbins Music Corp., New York) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 308 w.m.

SANFORD BARNES -see: State Of Arkansas

SANTY ANNA -see: Plains Of Mexico, The

SARAH H. FURBER (Murder song. Old Broadside) -see: Burt (AMB), 38 w.o.

SATAN'S A LIAH -see: Sandburg (ASb), 250 w.m.

SATAN'S KINGDOM (Religious; revival type) -see: Brown (NCF), III, 661; Lomax (FSNA), 72

SATURDAY NIGHT (Another Lomax Composite) -see: Brown (NCF), III, 533; Lomax (FSNA), 499; White (ANFS), 175 & 336

SAUCY ANNA LEE

SAUCY SAILOR, THE -see: Go Away, You Dirty Sailor; also: Seeds Of Love, The

SAVE ME, LORD, SAVE ME (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

SAVE MY FATHER'S PICTURE FROM THE SALE -see: Randolph, IV, 383 w.m.
SAVE YOUR MONEY WHEN YOU'RE YOUNG -see: Finger (FB), 138 w.o.

SAW MILL SONG, THE -see: Linscott (FSONE), 280 w.m.

SAW YE MY SAVIOUR? (Religious) -see: Flanders (BMNE), 122

SAW YOU MY TRUE LOVE JOHN? -see: False Rooster, The

SAY OH! BEWARE -see: Little Sparrow

SAYS ROBIN TO BOBBIN (Children) -see: Little Hunters, The

SCANDALIZE MY NAME (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

SCARBOROUGH FAIR -see: True Lover Of Mine, A

SCHLOF, BOBBELE -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 302 w.m.

SCHOOL DAYS (Not the Tin Pan Alley song) -see: Thomas (BMMK), 251

SCHOOL DAYS OF LONG AGO -see: # # # # # Randolph, IV, 399 w.o.

SCHOONER E. A. HORTON, TJE -see: Flanders (BMNE), 239

SCHULE AROON -see: Tommy's Now A Soldier

SCHUYLKILL ROWING SONG -see: Carmer (SRA), 67 w.m.
SCOLDING WIFE, THE -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Devil And The Farmer's Wife, The; also:
Dumb! Dumb! Dumb!

SCOTCH DITTY, A -see: Maid Of Edinburgh

SCOTCH NO. 2

SCOTLAND'S BURNING -see: Linscott (FSONE), 283 w.m.

SCOTTISH MERCHANT'S DAUGHTER, THE -see: No, John! No!

SEA CAPTAIN, THE -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 94; also:
Mackenzie (BSSNS), 394 w.m.

SEA LINE

SEA STORM

SEAMAN AND HIS LOVE, A -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM),
152 w.o.

SEAMAN'S COMPLAINT, THE

SEE SAW MARGERY DAY (Children's Song) -see: Encyclopedia

SEE THE WATERS GLIDING -see: Nightengale, The

SEE THE WOMAN AT THE WELL -see: ###### Encyclopedia; also;
Seeds Of Love, The

SEEING NELLIE HOME -see: Aunt Dinah's Quilting Party
SEEING THE ELEPHANT (Parody) -see: Boatman Dance, The

SEIZURE OF THE E. F. HORTON (American ship is captured by English) -see:Creighton (SBNS), 314 w.m.; Eckstorm & Smyth (MM), 303 w.o.

SEND THEM ANGELS DOWN (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

SENeca SQUARE DANCE

SENO WRECK, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 296 w.o.

SENSIBLE MINER, THE (Adapt.) -see: Irish Emigrants' Lament, The

SEPT ANS SUR MER (French) -see: Encyclopedia

SEQUEL TO LORENA, A -see: Lorena

SEQUEL TO NINETY-NINE YEARS, A -see: Ninety-Nine Years

SERGEANT, HE IS THE WORST OF ALL, THE -see: Sandburg (ASb), 435 w.m.

SERIOUS POLKA

SET DOWN, SERVANT -see: Lomax (ABFS), 584 w.m.

SET YOU DOWN, MY OWN TRUE LOVE -see: False Young Man, The
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SETTIN' ON A RAIL

SETTLIN' DOWN -see: Arnold (FSA), 39 w.m.

SEVEN BLESSINGS OF MARY -see: Seven Joys Of Mary, The

SEVEN BRETHREN, THE -see: Ellen's Elopement

SEVEN BROTHERS, THE -see: Ellen's Elopement

SEVEN-CENT COTTON, AND FORTY-CENT MEAT -see: Botkin (TAFL), 877 #

SEVEN DAUGHTER'S, THE -see: Myra Belle Lee

SEVEN GOLD CITIES -see: Encyclopedia

SEVEN GYPSIES IN A ROW -see: Gypsy Davy

SEVEN JOYS OF MARY, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SEVEN KINGS' DAUGHTERS, THE -see: Myra Belle Lee

SEVEN LONG YEARS -see: I'll Drink Until I Die; also see: Belden (BS), 436 w.o.

SEVEN LONG YEARS DID SIM COURT THE WIDDER -see: Belden (BS), 436 w.o.

SEVEN LONG YEARS IN STATE PRISON -see: Sandburg (ASb), 218 w.m.

SEVEN SEAS, THE -see: Encyclopedia
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SEVEN SLEEPERS, THE -see: Ellen's Elopement

SEVEN YEARS a.k.a. MAID AND THE PALMER, THE -see:
   Niles (BB), 88 w.m.

SEVEN YEARS AT SEA (French) -see: Sept Ans Sur Mer

SEVENTEEN COME SUNDAY -see: Seventeen Next Monday

SEVENTEEN NEXT MONDAY -see: Encyclopedia

SH-TA-RA-DAH-DEY (Lullaby) -see: Sandburg (ASb), 36 w.m.

SHABBY-DE-RUE -see: Get Away, Old Man,
   Get Away; also: I Wouldn't Marry

SHAB-I-DA-RU-DY -see: Get Away, Old Man, Get Away; also:
   I Wouldn't Marry; also see:
   Eddy (BSO), 186 w.m.

SHACK BULLY HOLLER -see: Lomax (ABFS), 45 w.m.

SHAD, THE -see: Sharp, II, 364

SHADY GROVE -see: Alice Fey

SHADY OLD CAMP, THE (Adapt.) -see: Sweet Alive, Ben Bolt

SHAKER FUNERAL HYMN (Shaker Society Song) -see: Andrews
   (GS), 102; Lomax (FSNA), 74.
SHALL I SHOW YOU HOW THE FARMER? -see: Encyclopedia

SHALL WE GATHER AT THE RIVER -see: Beautiful River

SHALLO BROWN (Work Song) -see: Encyclopedia

SHAMUS O'BRIEN -see: Randolph, IV, 259 w.m.

SHANGHAI CHICKEN -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 195

SHANNON AND THE CHESAPEAKE, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SHANNON SIDE, THE

SHANTY BOAT WALTZ

SHANTY BOY, THE

SHANTY BOY AND THE Farmer's Son, THE -see: Lomax (ABFS), 446 w.m.

SHANTY BOYS, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SHANTY-MAN'S LIFE, THE -see: Dreary Life, The

SHAWL DANCE

SHE CAME ROLLING DOWN THE MOUNTAIN -see: Running Down The Mountain

SHE DIED ON THE TRAIN

SHE'S GONE TO BE A MORMONITE -see: Randolph, III, 266 w.o.
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SHE'S LIKE THE SWALLOW -see: Encyclopedia

SHE LOVED HER HUSBAND DEARLY -see: Do Unto Others

SHE NEVER BLAMED HIM

SHE PROMISED SHE'D MEET ME -see: Sandburg (ASb), 207 w.m.

SHE SAID SHE WAS ONLY FLIRTING -see: She Was Only Flirting

SHE SAID THE SAME TO ME

SHE WAS HAPPY TILL SHE MET YOU -see: Randolph, IV, 346 w.o.; Sandburg (ASb), 38 w.m.

SHE WAS ONLY FLIRTING -see: Encyclopedia

SHE'LL BE COMING ROUND THE MOUNTAIN -see: Encyclopedia

SHE WON'T GET UP -see: Randolph, III, 121 w.o.

SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON -see: Encyclopedia

SHEEPSKIN AND BEESWAX -see: Randolph, III, 153 w.m.

SHEFFIELD APPRENTICE, THE -see: Encyclopedia; also:

    Boston Burglar, The

SHEFFIELD PRENTICE, THE -see: Boston Burglar, The; also: Sheffield Apprentice, The

SHEFFIELD PARK -see: Butcher Boy, The
SHELLS OF THE OCEAN, THE -see: Young Woman's Sorrow, A

SHENANDOAH (Shanty/Ballad) -see: Encyclopedia

SHENANDOAH, THE -see: Colcord (SAS), 175 w.m.

SHENANDOAH WALTZ, THE

SHEPHERD'S DAUGHTER, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SHEPHERD'S DAUGHTER AND THE KING, THE -see: Shepherd's Daughter, The

SHEPHERD'S SONG, THE -see: Katie Morey

SHEPHERDESS, WHENCE COME YOU? (Canada/French) -see: Botsford, I, 69 w.m.

SHERFIELD APPRENTICE, THE -see: Boston Burglar, The; also Sheffield Apprentice, The

SHERFIELD PRINTICE, THE -see: Boston Burgler, The; also see: Sheffield Apprentice, The

SHERIFF'S DAUGHTER, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SHERMAN CYCLONE, THE (Song about a tornado) -see: Moore (BFSSw) 339; Owens (TFS), 128
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SHERMAN'S MARCH TO THE SEA -see: Encyclopedia

SHINE ON (By Luke Schoolcraft) -see: Downes & Siegmeister
(TAS), 254 w.m.

SHINE ON, HARVEST MOON (c. 1908)

SHINE ON ME

SHINE REEL -see: Scarborough (OTNPS), 213

SHINE, SHINE (Religious) -see: All Around Heaven; also:
Oh, My Soul's Gonna Shine

"SHINNING" ON THE STREET -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 47 w.m.

SHIP A-RAGING, THE -see: Mermaid's Curse, The

SHIP A-SAILING, A -see: Linscott (FSONE), 284 w.m.

SHIP IN FIRE, THE -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 90 w.m.

SHIP ROCK ASHORE

SHIP ### CARPENTER, THE -see: Carpenter's Wife, The; also:
Pretty Polly

SHIP SET SAIL FOR NORTH AMERICAN, A -see: Golden Vanity, The

SHIP THAT IS SAILING BY, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 95 w.o.
SHIP THAT NEVER RETURNED, THE (Woman masquerades as sailor)
-see: Ship Carpenter, The; also see: Flanders (NGMS), 198 w.o.; Hubbard (BSfu), 209 w.o.; Randolph, IV, 140 w.o.; Sandburg (ASb), 146 w.m.

SHIP'S CARPENTER, THE -see: Carpenter's Wife, The; also:
Pretty Polly; also see: Hubbard (BSfu), 28

SHIPWRECK, THE -see: Mermaid's Curse, The; also see:
Hubbard (BSfu), 210

SHIRT OF LACE, THE -see: True Lover Of Mine, A

SHIVERING IN THE COLD

SHOCK ALONG, JOHN -see: Botkin (TAFL), 906 w.m.

SHOEMAKER, THE -see: Randolph, III, 378 w.m.; also:
Sharp, II, 75

SHOES, BOOTS, AND LEGGINGS -see: Old Shoes and Leggings

SHOO FLY, THE (Irish View - Coal Mines) -see: Korson (MMP), 27 w.m.; also: Randolph, II, 352

SHOO FLY, DON'T BOTHER ME -see: Kennedy (TAB), 154 w.o.

SHOO, SHOO, SHOO-LYE -see: Lomax (ABFS), 298 w.m.

SHOOL
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SHOOT THE BUFFALO (Game Song/Ballad) -see: We'll Roam
   The Forest Over

SHOOTING OF HIS DEAR, THE -see: Polly Bond

SHORT LIFE OF TROUBLE

SHORTENIN' BREAD -see: Encyclopedia

SHORTY GEORGE -see: Lomax (ABFS), 234 w.m.

SHOT MY PISTOL IN DE HEART OF TOWN -see: Lomax (ABFS),
   52 w.m.

SHOULD OLD ACQUAINTANCE BE FORGOT (Scottish) -see:
   Auld Lang Syne

SHOUT, A -see: Arnold (FSA), 91

SHOUT, SHOUT, WE'RE GAINING GROUND -see: Randolph, IV, 72 w.m.

SHOVELIN' IRON ORE -see: Sandburg (ASb), 183 w.m.

SHOW ME THE WAY (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

SHOW PITY, LORD! -see: Randolph, IV, 70 w.m.

SHREVEPORT GIRL, THE -see: Knoxville Girl, The

SHREWD MAIDEN, THE -see: Katie Morey

SHULE AGRAH -see: Tommy's Now A Soldier
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SHULE ARON -see: Tommy's Now A Soldier

SHULE AROON -see: Tommy's Now A Soldier

SHULE, SHULE -see: Tommy's Now A Soldier; also see:
   Randolph, I, 400 w.m.

SI HANKS

SI HUBBARD -see: Sandburg (A3b), 350 w.m.

SI MON PAPA LE SAVAIT (French) -see: Barbeau (FSFC), 113

SIC HIM, TOWSE!

SICILIAN CIRCLE

SIDNEY ALLEN -see: Encyclopedia

SIEGE OF PLATTSBURG -see: Lomax (ABFS), 510 w.m.

SIGNING THE PLEDGE -see: Randolph, II, 425

SIFT ALONG, BOYS (Cow Trail Song) -see: Botsford, I, 8

SILK MERCHANT'S DAUGHTER, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SILKY FROM SULE SKERRY -see: Encyclopedia

SILLY OLD MAN, THE (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia; also:
   Johnny and The Robber

SILVER BELLS OF MEMORY

SILVER DAGER, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 88
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SILVER DAGGER, THE (Suicide) -see: Encyclopedia

SILVER FLAGON, THE (Theft, Murder, Hanging 1813) -see:
  Burt (AMB), 133 w.o.

SILVER HEELS POLKA

SILVER JACK -see: Hudson (FSM), 206 w.o.; Laws (NAB), 157;
  Lomax (CSFB), 234 w.o.; &(FSNA), 119 w.m.;
  Rickaby (BSSB), 125

SILVER THREADS AMONG THE GOLD -see: Encyclopedia

SILVER TIDE, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 73 w.c.

SILVERY MOON, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 319 w.m.

SILV'RY RIO GRANDE, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SILVERY TIDE, THE -see: Mary In The Silvery Tide

SILVY ## (or SYLVA) (Woman masquerades as a man) -see:
  Nina

SIM AND THE WIDOW -see: Belden (BS), 436 w.o.

SIM COURTED THE WIDOW -see: Randolph, III, 79 w.m.

SIMON SLICK -see: Kicking Mule, The; also see: Brewster
  (BSI), 335 w.m.

SIMPLE PLOUGHBOY, THE (Woman masquerades as man) -see:
  Mackenzie (BSSNS), 130 w.o.; also:
  Sharp, I, 369 w.m.
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SIMPLE SIMON (Children's Song) -see: Encyclopedia

SIMPSON BUSH, MURDERER -see: Thomas (BMMK), 137

SINBAD -see: Colcord (SAS), 184 w.m.

SINCE I LEFT ARKANSAS -see: Randolph, III, 33 w.m.

SINCE LOVE CAN ENTER AN IRON DOOR (Servant man rescues rich sweetheart from room in which father locked her) -see: Creighton (SBNS), 181 w.m.

SINDY -see: Cindy

SINFUL TO FLIRT -see: She Was Only Flirting

SINFUL MAIDEN, THE -see: Fair and Foolish Maiden

SING ALL AROUND THE COUNTY -see: Encyclopedia

SING HALLELUJAH! -see: Encyclopedia

SING HOI FOR ANTHRACITE (Coal miners) -see: Korson (MMP), 285 w.o.

SING HOI FOR MINERS (Coal Miners) -see: Korson (MMP), 284 w.o.

SING KENTUCKY-O -see: Encyclopedia

SING SALLY O! (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia

SINGLE GIRL, THE I Wish I Was Single Again
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SINGLE MAN, THE (Male Ver.) -see: I Wish I Was Single Again

SINGLE SAILOR, THE -see: Return Of John Riley

SINKING IN THE LOWLANDS LOW -see: Golden Vanity, The

SINKING OF THE TITANIC -see: Titanic, The

SINNER MAN (Spiritual) -see: Oh! Sinner Man

SINNER'S WARNING, THE a.k.a. DEATH IS A MELANCHOLY CALL
(Death-bed confession of life of sin and fear of death) -see: Belden (BS), 464; JAFL, XXXV, 423, XLVI, 44; Scarborough (OTNFS), 95

SINNERS WILL CALL FOR THE ROCKS AND THE MOUNTAINS
-sees: Randolph, IV, 89 w.c.

SIN'S REWARD -see: Fair and Foolish Maiden

SIoux INDIANS, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SIR ANDREW BARTON -see: Henry Martin

SIR GAUNIE AND THE WITCH -see: Man Who Married A Witch, The

SIR HUGH -see: Jew's Daughter, The
SIR JAMES CAMPBELL -see: Flanders (AB), III, 237

SIR JAMES THE ROSE (or ROSS) -see: Barry (BBfM), 284;
Child IV, 155; Coffin (BTB), 128; Greig & Keith (LL), 137; Mackenzie (BSSNS), 48 w.o. & 394 w.m.

SIR LIONEL -see: Bangum and The Boar

SIR NEIL AND GLENGYLE -see: Christie (TBA), I, 82;
Mackenzie (BSSNS), 76 w.o. & 395 w.m.

SIR PATRICK SPENS -see: Captain Spencer

SIR PETER PARKER -see: Encyclopedia

SIR ROBERT PEEL

SIR ROGER -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

SIR WILLIAM & DIANA -see: Vilikens & Dinah

SISTAH CA'OLINE -see: Arnold (FSA), 94

SISTER CYARLINE -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 184

SISTER PHOEBE -see: Juniper Tree, The

SISTERN AND BRETHREN -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 340 w.m. (c.)
SIT DOWN! (NO, I WON'T SIT DOWN!) (Spiritual) -see: 
   Encyclopedia

SIX HAND REEL

SIX KINGS' DAUGHTERS, THE -see: Myra Belle Lee

SIX LITTLE GIRLS A-SKATING WENT (Game) -see: Three Old 
    Maids #### At A Skating Rink

SIX QUESTIONS, THE -see: Lie Next To The Wall

SIXTEEN TONS (Modern-type Folksong of coal miners, written 
    by Marie Travis, recorded by Tennessee Ernie, 
    published by American Music, Inc., and re-
    printed by permission in: Lomax (FSNA), 294

SKATING SONG -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 179 w.m.

SKEPTIC'S DAUGHTER, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 25 w.m.

SKEW BALL -see: Stew Ball

SKEW-BALL BLACK, THE -see: Stew Ball; also see: Lomax 
    (CSFB), 14 w.o.

SKI-BOOTS AND LEGGINGS -see: Old Shoes and Leggings

SKIN-AND-BONE LADY, (or WOMAN) -see: All Skin and Bone

SKIN AND BONES LADY, THE -see: All Skin and Bone
SKINNER'S SONG -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 230

SKIP TO MY LOO -see: Skip To My Lou

SKIP TO MY LOU -see: Encyclopedia

SKYE BOAT SONG, THE -see: Flora Macdonald

SLAV HO! ####### (Shanty) -see: Colcord (SAS), 97 w.m.

SLEEP IN MY SWEET BABY'S ARMS -see: Encyclopedia

SLEEP, SACRED DUST OF NOBLE DEAD (Civil War Book)

SLEEPING IN THE BATTLEFIELD (Civil War Book)

SLEEPY ROBIN WALTZ

SLIDING SCALE, THE (Coal Mine Song) -see: Korson (MMP), 222 w.o.

SLIGHTED SOLDIER, THE -see: Sweet Talking Soldier, The

SLIM GAL

SLOOP JOHN B., THE -see: Encyclopedia

SMART SCHOOL BOY, THE -see: Boy and The Stranger, The

SMELLER SONG, THE -see: Encyclopedia; also: Such A Beauty I Did Grow; also see: Arnold (FSA), 80 w.m.

SMOKEY MOUNTAIN
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SNAGTOOTH SAL -see: Lomax (ABFS), 405 w.m.

SNAIL, SNAIL (Fragment) -see: Tommy's Now A Soldier

SNAKE BAKED A HOE-CAKE (Children's Song) -see: Encyclopedia

SNAKE IN THE GRASS -see: Randolph, IV, 340 w.o.

SNAKE RIVER MASSACRE (Indians wipe out whites along Oregon Trail, Aug. 20, 1854) -see: Burt (AMB), 138 w.o.

SNAPOO -see: Mademoiselle From Armentieres

SNAPPING JIG

SNOW STORM, THE -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 83 w.m.

SO HANDY (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia

SO PRECIOUS TO YOUR SOUL (Spiritual) -see: You'll Feel The Fire A-Burnin'

SO WE HUNTED AND WE HOLLERED -see: We Hunted and We Hollered

SOBER QUAKER, THE -see: Quaker Goes A-Courting, The

SOLD IN HELL -see: Wicked Polly; also see: Chappell (FSRA), 194
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SOLDIER, A  -see: Ellen's Elopement; also: Soldier Of Fortune, A

SOLDIER, THE -see: Ellen's Elopement; also: Soldier Of Fortune, A; also: Sweet Talking Soldier, The

SOLDIER AND HIS LADY, THE -see: Philandering Soldier, The

SOLDIER BOY, (A or THE) -see: Return Of John Riley, The; also: Sailor's Sweetheart, The; also: William Hall; also see: (For different song, same title) Henry (FSSH), 367; also: Brewster (BSI), 342 w.m.

SOLDIER BOY FOR ME -see: I Wouldn't Marry

SOLDIER BOY WITH THE CURLY HAIR, THE -see: Last Fierce Charge, The

SOLDIER BOYS, THE -see: Last Fierce Charge, The

SOLDIER BRIDELS LAMENT, THE -see: Child 92 in Index

SOLDIER FROM MISSOURI, A -see: Along The Kansas Line

SOLDIER LOVER -see: Philandering Soldier, The; also: Sailor's Sweetheart, The

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE, A -see: Encyclopedia
SOLDIER OF THE CROSS, A  -see: Chappell (FSRA), 152

SOLDIER OF THE CROSS (Religious) (Not same as above listed song) -see: Am I A Soldier Of The Cross?

SOLDIER OF THE JUBILEE, A (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

SOLDIER OF WATERLOO, THE -see: Drummer Boy Of Waterloo, The

SOLDIER RODE FROM THE EAST TO THE WEST -see:
  Philandering Soldier, The

SOLDIER, SOLDIER, MARRY ME  -see: Soldier, Soldier (Will You Marry Me?)

SOLDIER, SOLDIER, (WILL YOU MARRY ME?) -see: Encyclopedia

SOLDIER, SOLDIER, WON'T YOU MARRY ME? -see: Soldier, Soldier (Will You Marry Me?)

SOLDIER, WON'T YOU MARRY ME? -see: Soldier, Soldier, (Will You Marry Me?)

SOLDIER'S ALPHABET  -see: Alphabet Songs, No. 5

SOLDIER'S BOY, THE -see: Soldier's Poor Little Boy, A

SOLDIER'S DANCE

SOLDIER'S DREAM SONG (Civil War Book)
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SOLDIER'S FARE, THE (How soldiers fared in Civil War) -see: Arnold (FSA), 4; also compare Hudson (FSM), 257

SOLDIER'S FAREWELL, THE -see: Philandering Soldier, The

SOLDIER'S HOMELESS BOY, A -see: Soldier's Poor Little Boy, A

SOLDIER'S JOY -see: Encyclopedia

SOLDIER'S LETTER, THE -see: Randolph, II, 314 w.o.

SOLDIER'S POOR LITTLE BOY, A -see: Encyclopedia

SOLDIER'S RETURN, THE -see: Return Of Harry Muldoon, The

SOLDIER'S SONG -see: Brewster (BSI), 353 w.o.

SOLDIER'S SWEETHEART, A -see: Beauty Bright, A

SOLDIER'S WOOING, THE -see: Ellen's Elopement; also: Soldier Of Fortune, A

SOLDIERS OF THE CROSS -see: Encyclopedia

SOLOMON LEVI -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Loesser (HAS), 309

SOLOMON'S TEMPLE

SOME FOLKS -see: Encyclopedia
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SOME FOLKS SAY A NIGGER WON'T STEAL -see: Run, Nigger, Run

SOME FOLKS SAY JOHN WAS A BAPTIST -see: Randolph, IV, 60 w.m.

SOME LOVE COFFEE -see: Sharp, II, 383

SOME OF THESE DAYS (Religious/Spiritual) (Nor the popsong) -see: Arnold (FSA), 170 w.m.

SOMEONE -see: Sandburg (ASb), 464 w.m.

SOMEONE'S DARLING -see: Encyclopedia; also see:
Glass & Singer (SS), 217 w.m.

SOMEONE'S KNOCKIN' AT YOUR DOOT (Spiritual) -see:
Encyclopedia

SOMEONE'S TALL AND HANDSOME -see: Randolph, III, 94 w.m.

SOMETHING GOT HOLD OF ME -see: Randolph, IV, 78 w.m.

SOMETIMES -see: Arnold (FSA), 144

SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE A MOTHERLESS CHILD (Spiritual) -see
Motherless Child, A

SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE I WANNA GO HOME (Spiritual)
SON OF A GAMBOLIER, THE (Similar to "Rambler Wreck From Georgia Tech") -see: Sandburg (ASb), 44 w.m.; Shay (PFDC), 59 w.o.

SON OF A GUN (Cowboy Song) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 287 w.o.

SONG ABOUT SNOWBALL -see: Arnold (FSA), 102 w.m.

SONG AND DANCE -see: Randolph, II, 373 w.m.

SONG BALLAD -see: Three Dead Sons; also see: Belden (BS), 57

SONG BALLET -see: William and Polly

SONG BALLET OF MOLLIE BONDER -see: Polly Bond

SONG BALLET OF YOUNG SHOLLITY, THE

SONG OF A HERO -see: Henry (FSSH), 178

SONG OF A SOLDIER -see: Ellen's Elopement; also:

Soldier Of Fortune, A

SONG OF A THOUSAND YEARS (Civil War Book)

SONG OF ALL SONGS, THE -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 33 w.m.; Spaeth (REW), 49 w.o.

SONG OF BROTHER GREEN -see: Dying Soldier, The
SONG OF DR. CRANE (Teacher kills pupil when she refuses to marry him. Hangtown, Calif., 1854) -see: Burt (AMB), 177 w.o.

SONG OF EIGHTEEN-SIXTY-ONE -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 443

SONG OF LIES, THE (French) -see: La Chanson Des Mensonges

SONG OF MORMON DEFIANCE -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 440

SONG OF THE ARGONAUTS (Adapt.) -see: Auld Lang Syne

SONG OF THE CROPPY BOY -see: Croppy Boy, The

SONG OF THE CROW -see: Carrion Crow, The; also see: Arnold (FSA), 119

SONG OF THE KANSAS EMIGRANTS (Adapt.) -see: Encyclopedia; Auld Lang Syne

SONG OF THE ROBBERS, THE (Tenn. bank robbers) -see: Burt (AMB), 206 w.o.

SONG OF THE STATES -see: Ain't Gonna Rain No More

SONG OF THE SUGAR MAKERS -see: Linscott (FSONE), 238 w.m.

SONG OF THE TANGIER GOLD MINES -see: Creighton (SBNS), 316 w.m.
SONG OF THE TIMES -see: Encyclopedia; also see:
    Hard, Hard Times

SONG OF THE VERMONTERS, 1799 -see: Flanders (NGMS),
    269 w.m.

SONG OF THE WEST -see: Encyclopedia

SONG ON THE DEATH OF COLONEL CRAFFORD (Historical -
    Dealing with the disastrous defeat of
480 white men, led by Col. Crawford, on
June 6, 1782, against the Delaware Indians
on the Sandusky River, in Ohio. Col. Crawford
was burned at the stake on June 17, 1782) -see:
    Eddy (BSO), 260 w.o.

SONORA FILIBUSTERS, THE (Adapt.) -see: Sweet Alice, Ben Bolt

SONS OF COLUMBIA, THE (Murder Song) -see: Fuller and
    Warren

SONS OF LIBERTY, THE -see: Liberty Song; also: North
    Amerikee

SOON I WILL BE DONE (Religious) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 472 w.m.

SORGHUM SYRUP -see: Lomax (FSNA), 255

SOUND OFF! (World War II Marching Song) -see: Lomax
    (FSNA), 595 w.m.
SOURKRAUT (Novelty) -see: Loesser (HAS), 46

SOURWOOD MOUNTAIN -see: Encyclopedia

SOUTH AUSTRALIA (Shanty) -see: Colcord (SAS), 90

SOUTHERN ENCAMPMENT, THE -see: Randolph, II, 276 w.m.

SOUTHERN GIRL, THE -see: Bonnie Blue Flag, The; also: Glass & Singer (SS), 230 w.m.

SOUTHERN GIRL'S SONG -see: Bonnie Blue Flag, The

SOUTHERN OATH, THE (Civil War Song, Confederate) -see: Belden (BS), 359 w.o.

SOUTHERN SOLDIER BOY, THE -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Glass & Singer (SS), 274 w.m.

SOUTHERN WAGON, THE -see: Wait For The Wagon

SOW AND THE LITTLE PIGS -see: Carrion Crow, The

SOW AND THE OIGS -see: Carrion Crow, The

SOW SONG, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SOW TOOK THE MEASLES, THE -see: Sow Song, The

SPANISH AMERICAN SONGS (Notes) -see: Encyclopedia
SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR  -see: Thomas (BMMK), 103

SPANISH AND AMERICAN WAR, THE

SPANISH JOHNNY  -see: Lomax (ABFS), 123 w.m.

SPANISH LADIES  -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 257 w.o.

SPANISH LADY, THE  -see: No, John! No!

SPANISH MAID, A  -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 123 w.m.

SPANISH MAID, THE  -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 125 w.m.

SPANISH MAIDEN, THE  -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 418 w.o.

SPARKING ON SUNDAY NIGHT  -see: Randolph, III, 228 w.m.

SPARKING SUNDAY NIGHT  -see: Randolph, III, 92 w.o.

SPARKLING AND BRIGHT  -see: Encyclopedia

SPEAKING OF COWBOY'S HOME  -see: Lomax (CSFB), 315 w.o.

SPEED, BONNIE BOAT  -see: Flora Macdonald

SPEED THE PLOW  -see: Linscott (FSONE), 111

SPELLING SONG, THE  -see: Alphabet Songs

SPIDER AND THE FLY, THE  -see: Encyclopedia

SPIRIT OF NEW ORLEANS
SPIRIT OF THE LORD HAS FELL ON ME, THE (Religious)
-see: ### Chappell (FSRA), 160

SPIRITUAL RAILWAY, THE -see: Flanders (NGMS), 53 w.m.

SPLITTIN' RAILS

SPOTTED FAWN, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SPRIG OF SHILLELAGH

SPRIG OF THYME, THE -see: Seeds Of Love, The

SPRINGFIELD BURGLAR, THE

SPRINGFIELD MOUNTAIN -see: Encyclopedia

SQUARE LITTLE WINDOW -see: Encyclopedia

SQUAT DOWN, JOSEY -see: Ring Around The Roses

SQUID-JIGGING GROUND, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SQUIRE OF EDINBOROUGH TOWN, THE -see: Edinburg Town;
   Edinborough Town, The; Mid Of Edinburgh;
   Squire Of Edinboro Town

SQUIRE OF TAMWORTH, THE -see: Dog and Gun

SQUIRE RELANTMAN -see: Larkin, The Mason

SQUIRREL, THE -see: Squirrel Is A Pretty Thing, The
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SQUIRREL IS A PRETTY THING, THE -see: Encyclopedia

STACKERLEE -see: Stagolee

STAGE ROBBER, THE (BLACK BART) -see: Encyclopedia

STAGOLEE -see: Encyclopedia

STAMPEDE, THE -see: Lomax (ABFS), 392 w.o. & (CSFB), 99 w.o.

STAND BACK, OLD MAN, GET AWAY -see: Randolph, III, 127 w.m.

STAND THE STORM (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

STAND TO YOUR GLASSES (Air Force Parody - From 18th Bomber Wing in Korea) -see:
Lomax (FSNA), 444; also see:
Western Folklore Quarterly, III, 4 (1953), 240

STAND UP FOR UNCLE SAM, BOYS (Civil War Book)

STANDING IN THE NEED OF PRAYER -see: It's Me, O Lord

STANDIN' ON THE WALLS OF ZION -see: Sandburg (ASb), 484 w.m.

STAR OF BANNACK, THE (Murder Song. Nellie Paget Case, 1864) -see: Burt (AMB), 53 w.m.
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STAR OF COLUMBIA -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 97 w.m.

STAR-SPANGLED BANNER (Civil War Book) -see: Encyclopedia

START THAT CASEY GOT, THE (Coal Miner's Adapt.) -see: Korson (MMP), 59 w.o.

STARVED IN PRISON (Civil War Book) -see: Encyclopedia

STARVING TO DEATH ON MY GOVERNMENT CLAIM -see: Encyclopedia

STATE OF ARKANSAS, THE -see: Encyclopedia

STATELY SOUTHERNER, THE -see: Colcord (SAS), 126 w.m.

STATES AND CAPITALS -see: Randolph, IV, 409 w.m.

STAY, FATHER, STAY -see: Randolph, II, 426 w.o.

STAY ON THE FARM -see: Randolph, IV, 391 w.o.

STEAL APPLES FOR ME -see: Randolph, III, 392 w.o.

STEAL #### AWAY (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

STEAL AWAY TO JESUS -see: Steal Away

STEAM-BOAT QUICKSTEP (Dance Tune) -see: Linscott (FSONE), 112

STEAM-BOAT WALTZ
STEAM DOCTOR, THE (Song of satire directed at Dr. Samuel Thomson, 1769-1843, founder of a Medical Sect that bore his name and believed only in Vegetable medicines) -see: Belden (BS), 442 w.m.

STEAM NAVIGATION THIEVES, THE (Parody) -see: Creation Song, The

STEEL LAYING HOLLER -see: Lomax (ABFS), 10 w.m.

STEP TO THE MUSIC, JOHNNY

STEPFATHER, THE

STEPMOTHER, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 196 w.m.

STERLING PRICE (Civil War Song of Confederate General) -see: Belden (BS), 355 w.o.

STERN OLD BACHELOR, A -see: Randolph, III, 246 w.o.

STEVE O'DONNELL'S WAKE -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 317

STEWBALL -see: Encyclopedia

STICK TO YOUR MOTHER, TOM -see: Randolph, IV, 181 w.m.

STILL GROWING -see: Encyclopedia

STOLEN BABY, THE -see: Thomas (BMMK), 154
STOLEN BRIDE, THE (Adapt.) -see: Down In The Valley

STONE RIVER -see: Carmer (SRA), 124 w.m.

STONE THAT GOES ROLLING WILL GATHER NO MOSS, THE

STONEWALL JACKSON -see: Encyclopedia

STONEWALL JACKSON'S REQUIEM -see: Stonewall Jackson

STONEWALL JACKSON'S WAY -see: Stonewall Jackson; also
see: Glass & Singer (SS), 74 w.m.

STORMALONG (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia

STORY OF CREATION -see: Creation Song, The

STORY OF GEORGE MANN (Murder Song) #### (Historical -
George Mann and Gustave Ohr
murdered and robbed John Whatmaugh
at Alliance, Ohio, for which they
were hanged Dec. 16, 1879) -see:
Eddy (BSO), 276 w.o.

STORY OF GUSTAVE OHR (Murder Song - see above title) -see:
Eddy (BSO), 274 w.m.

STRAIGHT ACROSS THE HALL -see: Go Straight Across The Hall

STRANGE PROPOSAL, A -see: Lie Next To The Wall
STRANGER AT THE SCOOP, A (Coal mining song) -see:
  Korson (MMP), 227 w.o.

STRAWBERRY BUSH, THE (Game Song) -see: Mulberry Bush, The

STRAWBERRY LANE -see: True Lover Of Mine, A

STRAWBERRY ROAN, THE -see: Encyclopedia

STREAMS OF LOVELY NANCY -see: Thousand Miles From Home, A;
  also see: JFSS, IV, 310

STREETS OF DERRY, THE -see: Gallows Tree, The

STREETS OF LAREDO, THE -see: Cowboy's Lament, The;
  also: Unfortunate Rake, The

STRIKING A LEAD (Spiritual) -see: Old Dan Tucker

STRING TOWN

STROLLIN O'ER THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE -see: Carmer (SRA), 14 w.m.

SUCH A BEAUTY I DID GROW (Novelty) -see: Encyclopedia

SUCH A GETTIN' UPSTAIRS -see: Carmer (SRA), 73 w.m.

SUCKING CIDER THROUGH A STRAW ###### (c.) -see: Downes &
  Siegmeister, (TAS), 290 w.m.; also: Sandburg (ASb), 329 w.m.

SUENO DE UN MARINO (Spanish) -see: Encyclopedia
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SUFFOLK MIRACLE, THE -see: Restless Ghost, The

SUGAR AND TEA (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

SUGAR BABE -see: Encyclopedia

SUGAR BETTY ANN

SUGAR IN MY COFFEE -see: Randolph, III, 377 w.m.

SUGAR IN THE GOURD

SUGAR LOAF TEA -see: Sugar And Tea

SUGAR-LUMP -see: Botkin (TAFL), 810 w.m.

SUGAR NOTCH ENTOMBMENT (Coal Mine Song) -see: Korson (MMP), 193 w.o.

SUGARTOWN -see: Went Up On The Mountain Top

SUKEY SUDDS (Fragment) -see: Randolph, III, 190 w.o.

SUNSHINE FOLLOWED RAIN -see: Chappell (FSRA), 98

SUNNY SOUTH, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SUSAN BROWN

SUSAN VAN DUSAN -see: Lomax (ABFS), 409 w.o.
SUSANNAH CLARGY -see: Sharp, II, 261

SUSSEX FARMER, THE -see: Devil and The Farmer's Wife, The

SUZETTE (Creole) -see: Botsford, I, 50 w.m.

SWALLOW, MESSENGER OF LOVE, THE (French) -see:
L'Hirondelle, Messagere De L'Amour

SWAMPER'S REVENGE ON THE WINDFALL, THE

SWANEE RIVER -see: Old Folks At Home

SWAPPING SONG, THE -see: Foolish Boy, The

SWANNANOA TOWN -see: Love Me Strong Baby; also see:
Sharp, II, 42

SWANNANOA TUNNER -see: Henry (FSSH), 448

SWEET ADELINE (c. 1903) -see: Encyclopedia

SWEET ALICE, BEN BOLT -see: Encyclopedia

SWEET AS THE FLOWERS IN MAY TIME -see: Randolph, IV, 353 w.o.

SWEET BETSY FROM PIKE -see: Encyclopedia

SWEET BIRD

SWEET BY AND BYE (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

SWEET CANAAN (Religious) -see: Sweet Canaan's Happy Land
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SWEET CANAAN'S HAPPY LAND -see: Encyclopedia

SWEET DUNDEE, THE -see: Banks Of Sweet Dundee, The

SWEET EUROPE a.k.a. HAPPY STRANGER, THE; POOR STRANGER, THE; POOR STRANGER FAR FROM HOME, A; TWO STRANGERS IN THE MOUNTAINS ALONE -see: Cox (FSS), 346; Randolph, I, 270 w.m.

SWEET EVELINA -see: Randolph, IV, 344 w.o.

SWEET FAIR ELLA

SWEET GRAMACHREE -see: Flanders (NGMS), 34 w.m.

SWEET JANE -see: Seven Seas, The

SWEET KITTY CLOVER -see: Linscott (FSONE), 286 w.m.

SWEET LARILLA -see: Murder Of Florence, The

SWEET LITTLE BIRDIE, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 411 w.m.

SWEET MAISRY -see: Lovely Maisie

SWEET MAMA -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 242

SWEET MARIE

SWEET MARY -see: Index Listing Farewell, Sweet Mary

SWEET MEMORIES OF THEE
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SWEET NELLIE -see: Myra Belle Lee

SWEET NELSON, MY SON -see: Will Davy, My Son

SWEET ONIE -see: Murder Of Oma Wise, The

SWEET SOLDIER BOY -see: Sweet William (The Sailor Boy)

SWEET SUNNY SOUTH, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 242 w.m.; Hubbard (BSfu), 220

SWEET TALKING SOLDIER, THE -see: Encyclopedia

SWEET THING -see: Randolph, III, 197 w.m.

SWEET TRINITY, THE -see: Golden Vanity, The

SWEET WILLIAM -see: Arm's Of Love; also: Ellen's Elopement; also: Lament Of A Border Widow; also: Margaret's Ghost; also: Sailor's Sweetheart, The; also: Unconstant Lover, The

SWEET WILLIAM (THE SAILOR BOY) -see: Sailor's Sweetheart, The

SWEET WILLIAM AND LADY MARGARET -see: Margaret's Ghost

SWEET WILLIAM'S GHOST -see: Sweet Willie's Ghost

SWEET WILLIE -see: It's Sinful To Flirt
SWEET WILLIE'S GHOST -see: Encyclopedia

SWEETHEART IN THE ARMY, A -see: Return Of John Riley, The

SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES

SWINE HERDERS -see: Hog Drovers

SWINE-STEALERS -see: Hog Drovers

SWING A LADY -see: Dance A Lady

SWING LOW, SWEET CHARIOT -see: Encyclopedia

SWINGING IN THE LANE -see: Randolph, IV, 397 w.m.

SWORD OF BUNKER HILL, THE (Civil War Book) -see: Encyclopedia

SYLVANIA LESTER -see: Chappell (FSRA), 132

SYLVIA RODE OUT ONE DAY -see: Nina; also see: Hubbard (BSFU), 88
T. V. A. —see: Thomas (BMMK), 233

TABOUR

TACKING OF A FULL-RIGGED SHIP OFF SHORE (Poem of ship Caught In Storm That has been set to Music) —see: Creighton (SBNS), 321 w.m.; Eckstorm & Smyth (MM), 216 w.o.

TAILOR AND THE CROW, THE —see: Carrion Crow, The

TAILOR IN THE CHEST, A —see: Sailor And The Chest, The; also see: Hubbard (BSFU), 228

'TAINT GWINA (E) RAIN NO MO' —see: Ain't Gonna Rain No More

TAKE AWAY THE WHISKEY —see: Hubbard (BSFU), 407

TAKE BACK THE HEART —see: Spaeth (REW), 46 w.m.

TAKE BACK YOUR GOLD —see: Randolph, IV, 341 w.o.

TAKE ME OUT OF PITY —see: Encyclopedia

TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME (c. 1908)

TAKE THIS HAMMER —see: Gone On Home; also: John Henry Songs
TAKE YOUR FEET OUT DE SAND -see: Arnold (FSA), 145 w.m.

TAKE YOUR GUN AND GO, JOHN (Civil War Book) -see:
   Encyclopedia; also see: Glass & Singer (SS), 105 w.m.

TAKE YOUR OLD CLOAK ABOUT YE (Scottish) -see: Encyclopedia

TAKE YOUR TIME, MISS LUCY -see: Encyclopedia

TAKES A WORRIED MAN -see: Encyclopedia

TALE OF A LITTLE PIG -see: Lomax (ABFS), 308 w.m.

TALKING BLUES, THE -see: Encyclopedia

TALKING COLUMBIA (Gutherie) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 442

TALKIN' DUSTBOWL BLUES (Composed by Woody Gutherie) -see:
   Lomax (FSNA), 434

TALL ANGEL AT THE BAR -see: Arnold (FSA), 165 w.m.

TAM LANE -see: Scarborough (SCSM), 250 & 422

TAM PEARCE -see: Old Uncle Tom Cobley

TAMKIN -see: Larkin, The Mason

TANEY COUNTY -see: Randolph, II, 139 w.m.
TARRY TROUSERS -see: Butterworth (FSS), 22; also: JFSS, II, 153, IV, 327; also: Sharp, II, 168, (FSE), II, 6, (FSSOM), ### 41

TASSELS ON HER BOOTS -see: Randolph, III, 257 w.o.

TATTLETALE BIRDY, THE -see: Pretty Birdy

TATTOO ON THE ARM, THE

TATTOOED LADY, THE -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Shay (PFDC), 59 w.o.

TAVERN, THE ####### (Fragment) -see: Belden (BS), 258 w.o.

TEA TAX, THE -see: Loesser (HAS), 95

TEAR FOR THE COMRADE THAT'S GONE, A (Civil War Book)

TEARIN' OUT-A WILDERNESS -see: Lomax (ABFS), 336 w.m.

TEENY COW, THE -see: Old Man Grumble

TELL ALL THE WORLD, JOHN -see: Arnold (FSA), 173; also: Work (ANSS), 171

TELL ME WHAT MONTH WAS MY JESUS BORN IN? (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

TELL ME WHERE THE DOVE HAS FLOWN (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia
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TELL ME WHERE TO FIND HIM (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

TELL OLD BILL -see: Old Bill

TEMPERANCE SONG -see: Drunkard's Doom, The

TEMPEST, THE (Dance Tune) -see: Linscott (FSONE), 113

TEN BROECK, THE RACE HORSE -see: Thomas (BMMK), 134

TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE -see: Encyclopedia

TEN LITTLE INDIANS -see: Encyclopedia

TEN LITTLE DEVILS -see: Devil And The Farmer's Wife, The

TEN LITTLE NIGGERS -see: Ten Little Indians

TEN MILE

TEN POUND HAMMER -see: John Henry Songs, The

TEN THOUSAND CATTLE -see: Ten Thousand Cattle Straying;
also see: Lomax (CSFB), 128 w.m.

TEN THOUSAND CATTLE STRAYING -see: Encyclopedia; also see:
Lomax (CSFB), 128 w.m.

TEN THOUSAND GOD-DAMN CATTLE -see: Lomax (CSFB), 130 w.m.

TEN THOUSAND MILES -see: Seven Seas, The
TEN THOUSAND MILES AWAY -see: Colcord (SAS), 159 w.m.;
Hubbard (BSfu), 143;
Randolph, IV, 151 w.m.;
Sandburg (ASb), 100 w.m.

TEN THOUSAND MILES AWAY FROM HOME -see: Lomax (ABFS),
28 w.m.; Sandburg (ASb), 456 w.m.

TEN VIRGINS, THE (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

TENDERFOOT, THE -see: Sandburg (ASb), 274 w.m.

TENNESSEE BOYS, THE -see: Advice To American Girls

TENNESSEE KILLER, THE -see: Randolph, II, 166 w.o.

TENNESSEE REEL

TENNIS BALLS, THE -see: King Henry's Tribute

TENTING TONIGHT (ON THE OLD CAMP GROUND) (Civil War Book)
-see: Encyclopedia

TEUTON'S TRIBULATIONS, THE -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY),
206 w.m.; Loesser (HAS), 153

TEXAN BOYS, THE -see: Advice To American Girls

TEXAS (Game Song) -see: Hudson (FSM), 301 w.o.

TEXAS COWBOY, THE -see: Working Cowboy, The; also see:
Lomax (CSFB), 22 w.o.
TEXAS COWBOYS, THE -see: Lomax (CSFB), 291 w.o.

TEXAS RANGER, THE -see: I Was A Southern Soldier

TEXAS RANGERS, THE -see: I Was A Southern Soldier

TEXIAN BOYS, THE -see: Advice To American Girls

TEXICAN RANGER -see: I Was A Southern Soldier

TEXY RANGERS, THE -see: I Was A Southern Soldier

THANKSGIVING HYMN, THE -see: Give Thanks, All Ye People

THAT IS EVEN SO! (Adapt.)

THAT LAST FIERCE FIGHT -see: Last Fierce Charge, The

THAT LITTLE BLACK MUSTACHE -see: Little Black Mustache, The

THAT PRETTY LITTLE GAL -see: Lament Of The Wanderer;
also see: Lomax (ABFS), 281 w.o.

THAT SOUTHERN WAGON (Adapt.) -see: Wait For The Wagon

THEM PRETTY GIRLS WON'T HAVE ME -see: Encyclopedia

THEN HURRAH FOR HOME (Adapt.)

THERE GOES A REDBIRD THROUGH THE WINDOW (Game Song)
-see: Red Bird Through The Window
THERE GOES TOPSY THROUGH THE WINDOW (Game Song) -see: Red Bird Through The Window

THERE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE AIR (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

THERE IS A FOUNTAIN FILLED WITH BLOOD (Religious) -see: Cleansing Fountain

THERE IS A TAVERN IN THE TOWN

THERE IS AN ALE-HOUSE IN YONDER TOWN

THERE IS AN EYE THAT NEVER SLEEPS (Gospel) -see: Encyclopedia

THERE IS SOMEBODY WAITING FOR ME -see: Randolph, IV, 216 w.o.

THERE'S A GOOD TIME COMING, BOYS -see: Encyclopedia

THERE'S A GREAT CAMP MEETING (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

THERE'S A HOLE IN THE BUCKET -see: Encyclopedia

THERE'S A HEAVENLY HOME UP YONDER (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

THERE'S A MAN GOIN' ROUND TAKIN' NAMES -see: Encyclopedia

THERE'S A MEETING HERE TONIGHT (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia
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THERE'S GOLD IN THE BLACK HILLS -see: Encyclopedia

THERE'S MANY A MAN KILLED ON THE RAILROAD -see:
   Sandburg (ASb), 371 w.m.

THERE'S NAE LUCK ABOUT THE HOUSE (Scottish) -see:
   There's No Luck About The House

THERE'S NO LUCK ABOUT THE HOUSE (Scottish) -see:
   Encyclopedia

THERE'S NO ONE CARES FOR ME

THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME -see: No Place Like Home

THERE'S WHISKEY IN THE JAR -see: Encyclopedia

THERE SHE BLOWS! -see: Colcord (SAS), 189 w.m.

THERE SHE STANDS, A LOVELY CREATURE -see: Encyclopedia;

THERE WAS A FROG -see: Ding Dong Dingle-O

THERE WAS A JOLLY MILLER -see: Jolly Miller, The

THERE WAS A LAD BORN IN KYLE (Scottish) -see: Rantin', Rovin' Robin

###
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THERE WAS A LADY, AND A LADY WAS SHE  -see: Three Dead Sons

THERE WAS A LADY IN HER FATHER'S GARDEN  -see: Returned Lover Songs

THERE WAS A LITTLE SHIP  -see: Golden Vanity, The

THERE WAS A LITTLE TREE  -see: Green Grass Grew All Around, The

THERE WAS A MAN AND HE WAS MAD  -see: Jumping Johnny

THERE WAS A MAN WHO LIVED IN THE WEST  -see: Sing All Around The County

THERE WAS A MIGHTY KING  -see: Three Rougish Chaps; also see: Eddy (BSO), 197 w.m.

THERE WAS A ROMISH LADY  -see: Romish Lady, The

THERE WAS A YOUNG LADY  -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

THERE WAS AN OLD AND WEALTHY MAN  -see: Restless Ghost, The

THERE WAS AN OLD FROG  -see: Ding Dong Dingle-O

THERE WAS AN OLD JAYNOR  -see: Jealous Sister, The
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THERE WAS AN OLD MAN -see: All Bound Round With A Woolen String; also: Old Man Grumble

THERE WAS AN OLD MILLER -see: Dishonest Miller, The

THERE WAS AN OLD SOLDIER -see: Kennedy (TAB), 187 w.o.; also: Sandburg (ASb), 432 w.m.

THERE WAS AN OLD SONG -see: Ding Dong Dingle-0

THERE WAS AN OLD WOMAN -see: All Skin and Bone

THERE WAS AN OLD WOMAN AND SHE HAD A LITTLE PIG -see: Uncle Jim's Wife; also see: Eddy (BSO), 179 w.m.

THERE WAS AN OLD WOMAN IN DOVER -see: Do Unto Others

THERE WAS AN OLD WOMAN LIVED IN THE WEST -see: Jealous Sister, The

THERE WAS AN OLE FISH (Spiritual) -see: I've Got A Home Up Yonder

THERE WAS THREE WORMS ON YONDER HILL

THERE WILL BE ONE VACANT CHAIR -see: Vacant Chair, The

THESE BONES GONNA RISE AGAIN -see: Encyclopedia

THESE TEMPERANCE FOLKS -see: Randolph, II, 421 w.m.
THEY GOTTA QUIT KICKIN' MY DAWG AROUN' -see: Kickin' My Dog Around

THEY LED MY LORD AWAY (Religious) -see: Tell Me Where To Find Him

THEY PUT ME UP TO KILL HIM -see: Randolph, II, 166 w.o.

THEY SAY HE COURTS ANOTHER -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 123

THEY SAY IT'S SINFUL TO FLIRT -see: She Was Only Flirting

THEY WHOOPED AND THEY HOLLERED -see: Encyclopedia

THINGS I USED TO DO -see: Sandburg (ASb), 482 w.m.

THINGS IMPOSSIBLE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 385 w.o.

THINNEST MAN I EVER SAY, THE

THIRTY YEARS AGO -see: Thomas (BMMK), 197 w.o.

THIS IS A SIN-TRYIN WORLD -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 176 w.m.

THIS LADY SHE WEARS A DARK-GREEN SHAWL (Game Song) -see:
I Love Her To My Heart

THIS LOVELY TURTLE-DOVE (French) -see: Cette Aimable Tourterelle
THIS OLD TIME RELIGION (Religious) -see: Old Time Religion

THIS TRAIN -see: Encyclopedia

THIS WICKED RACE (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

THOMAS AND ELLEN -see: Floyd Thomas and Fair Eleanor

THOMAS DUFFY (Murder in the coal mines) -see: Korson (MMP), 265 w.o.

THOMAS WALSH (Murder song - Man shot in 1902) -see: Burt (AMB), 82 w.o.

THORNYMoor FIELDS a.k.a. NOTTINGHAMSHIRE POACHER, THE -see: Broadwood & Maitland (ESC), 50; also: Eddy (BSO), 154 w.m.

THOSE GAMBLER’S BLUES -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 324 w.m.; Sandburg (ASb), 220 w.m.

THOSE HAPPY DAYS -see: Encyclopedia

THOSE WEDDING BELLS SHALL NOT RING OUT! -see: Randolph, IV, 342 w.o.

THOU HAST LEARNED TO LOVE ANOTHER -see: You Have Learned To Love Another

THOUSAND MILES FROM HOME, A -see: Encyclopedia
THREADING THE NEEDLE (Game Song) -see: Needle's Eye, The

THREE ANGEL VISITANTS

THREE BABES, THE -see: Babes In The Woods; also: Evil Mother, The; also: Three Dead Sons

THREE BUTCHERS, THE -see: Flanders (NGMS), 238 w.m.

THREE BLACKBIRDS, THE -see: Two Hungry Crows

THREE BLACK CROWS -see: Two Hungry Crows

THREE BLIND MICE -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Linscott (FSONE), 283

THREE BUTCHERS, THE -see: Encyclopedia

THREE CHILDREN SLIDING ON ICE -see: Linscott (FSONE), 288 w.m.

THREE CROWS, THE -see: Two Hungry Crows

THREE DEAD SONS -see: Encyclopedia

THREE DREAMS, THE -see: Hubbard (BSfU), 366

THREE DUKES (Game Song) -see: Three Knights A-Riding

THREE GALLANT HUNTSMEN -see: Three Butchers, The

THREE GIRLS DROWNED -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 301 w.m.
THREE GRAINS OF CORN -see: Encyclopedia

THREE GYPSIES -see: Gypsy Davy

THREE HUNTERS, THE -see: Flanders (NGMS), 127 w.m.

THREE HUNTSMEN, THE -see: Reynard, The Fox

THREE JEWS -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 446 w.o.; Hubbard (BSfu), 372

THREE JOLLY FRENCHMEN -see: They Whooped and They Hollered

THREE JOLLY WELSHMEN -see: They Whooped and They Hollered; also see: Korson (MMP), 62 w.o.

THREE JOVIAL HUNTSMEN -see: They Whooped and They Hollered

THREE JOVIAL WELSHMEN -see: They Whooped and They Hollered

THREE KINGS -see: Hog Drovers

THREE KNIGHTS A-RIDING (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

THREE KNIGHTS FROM SPAIN -see: Three Knights A-Riding

THREE LADIES PLAYED AT BALL -see: Evil Brother, The

THREE LITTLE BABES, (or BABIES) -see: Evil Mother, The; Three Dead Sons
THREE LITTLE GIRLS A-SKATING WENT (Game) -see: Three Old Maids At A Skating Rink

THREE LITTLE PIGS (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

THREE LITTLE SHIPS (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

THREE LOVING BROTHERS -see: Henry Martin

THREE MEN WENT A-HUNTING -see: They Whooped and They Hollered

THREE MERRY BUTCHERS AND THE HIGHWAYMAN -see: Three Butchers, The

THREE NIGHTS -see: As Drunk As I Could Be

THREE NIGHTS OF EXPERIENCE -see: As Drunk As I Could Be

THREE OLD CROWS -see: Two Hungry Crows

THREE OLD MAIDS AT A SKATING RINK (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

THREE OLD MAIDS ON A SAUCER BRIM -see: Jealous Sister, The

THREE PERISHED IN THE SNOW -see: Arnold (FSA), 98 w.m.

THREE PIGS -see: Lomax (ABFS), 307 w.m.

THREE POISONED ROSES (French) -see: Les Trois Roses Empoisonnees
THREE RAVENS, THE - see: Two Hungry Crows

THREE ROGUES, THE - see: Three Roguish Chaps

THREE ROGUISH CHAPS - see: Encyclopedia

THREE SCOTCH ROBBERS, THE - see: Henry Martin

THREE SHIPS - see: Golden Vanity, The

THREE SISTER, THE - see: Encyclopedia; also: Jealous Sister, The

THREE SONS, THE - see: Three Roguish Chaps

THREE TRUE LOVERS, THE - see: Floyd Thomas and Fair Eleanor

THREE WISE OLD WOMEN - see: Randolph, I, 439 w.o.

THREE WORTHY BUTCHERS OF THE NORTH - see: Flanders (NGMS), 291 w.o.

THREE YOUNG LADIES - see: Three Sisters, The

THROUGH THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOWS (Religious) - see: Encyclopedia

TICONDEROGA
TIDEO (Game Song) -see: Toddy-0

TIE-HACKIN'S TOO TIRESOME (Work Song) -see: Randolph, III, 260 w.m.

TIE-SHUFFLING CHANT (Work Song) -see: Lomax (ABFS), 14 w.m.

TIE-TAMPING CHANT (Work Song) -see: Lomax (ABFS), 17 w.m.

TIGER AND THE LION, THE -see: Encyclopedia

TILL I DIE (Negro Folk Song) -see: Arnold (FSA), 150 w.m.; White (ANFS), 145

TILL I FIND MY DEN -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 334 w.m.

TILL THE COWS COME HOME

TILL THE MOON NO LONGER SHINES (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia

TIM FINNEGAN'S WAKE (Old Irish Song) -see: Encyclopedia

TIM FLAHERTY -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 203 w.m.

TIMBER -see: Sandburg (ASb), 386 w.m.

TIMBROOK -see: Randolph, IV, 412 w.m.

TIME ENOUGH YET -see: Belden (BS), 197 w.o.; JAPL XXXIX, 182; Randolph, III, 75 w.m.
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TIME HAS COME, THE (MY DEAREST DEAR) —see: My One True Love

TIME TO BE MADE A WIFE

TIMES GETTIN' HARD, BOYS —see: Sandburg (ASb), 242 w.m.

TIP TOP, PRETTY BETTY MARTIN —see: Hey! Betty Martin

TIPPECANOE AND TYLER, TOO (Political Campaign Song) —see: Harrison Song, The

TIRANTI, MY LOVE —see: Will Davy, My Son

'TIS A WONDER (Spiritual) —see: Sharp, II, 294

'TIS FINISHED (or SING Hallelujah) — (Civil War Book)

'TIS JORDAN'S RIVER (Religious) —see: Jordan's River

'TIS NOT ALWAYS THE BULLET THAT KILLS —see: Randolph, IV, 337 w.c.

TITANIC, THE —see: Encyclopedia

TITLES OF SONGS —see: Randolph, III, 282 w.m.

TITTERY NAN —see: Linscott (FSONE), 292 w.m.
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TO ANACREON IN HEAVEN -see: Spaeth (REW), 9 w.m.

TO BAKE A CAKE FOR CHARLEY (CHARLIE) -see: Weevily Wheat

TO BE A FARMER'S BOY -see: Farmer Boy

TO CALIFORNIA GO -see: On The Banks Of The Sacramento

TO CANAAN (Song of the Six Hundred Thousand) -see:
Glass & Singer (SS), 120 w.m.

TO CHEER THE HEART -see: Combs (FSMEU), 168

TO HUNTSVILLE -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 243

TO LONDON (Game Song) -see: Round Up Four In London

TO LONDON I DID GO (For Children) -see: Hudson (FSM),
275 w.o.

TO LOVE, TO LOVE (Spanish) -see: Amar, Amar

TO MIDNIGHT (Cowboy's Epitaph) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 327 w.o.

TO THE WEST -see: Carmer (SRA), 150 w.m.; also: Jordon
& Kessler (SY), 285 w.m.

TO THE WEST AWHILE TO STAY -see: Randolph, II, 208 w.m.

TO TURN BACK PHARAOH'S ARMY (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia
TO WORK UPON THE RAILWAY -see: Working On The Railway

TOAST ## (Fragment) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 63 w.o.

TOBACCO UNION -see: Randolph, III, 274 w.m.

TOCOWA -see: State Of Arkansas, The

TODDY-O (Game Song)

TOKEN, THE -see: Return Of The Brown-Eyed Sailor, The

TOM BO-LIN -see: Tom Bolynn; also: Tom Bowling

TOM BOLYNN -see: Encyclopedia

TOM BOWLING -see: Encyclopedia (this is different song)

TOM-BIG-BEE RIVER -see: Encyclopedia

TOM CAT -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 91

TOM DOOLEY -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Brown, II; also: Henry (FSSH), 325 w.o.

TOM DULA (Murder Song) -see: Tom Dooley

TOM'S GONE TO HILO (Shanty) -see: Tommy's Gone To Hilo

###
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TOM JOAD ##(c.) -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 343 w.m.

TOM MOORE -see: Days Of Forty-Nine

TOM O'NEIL (Irish rich heiress claims she is pregnant by young Priest) -see: Creighton (SBNS), 187 w.m.; O'Conor (SBI), 8 w.c.

TOM O'NEIL -see: Creighton (SBNS), 187 w.m.; O'Conor (SBI), 8 w.c.

TOM REDMAN -see: Reynard, The Fox

TOM ROACH a.k.a. DOUBLE TRAGEDY, THE (Murder in Utah, 1891) -see: Burt (AMB), 244 w.o.

TOM SHERMAN'S BARROOM ####### -see: Cowboys Lament; also: Unfortunate Rake, The

TOM TACKLE -see: Loesser (HAS), 86

TOM TWIST -see: Hubbard (BSfU), 327

TOM WILLOUGHBY -see: Flat River Girl, The

TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA -see: Encyclopedia

TOMMY (Game Song) -see: Old Gramps Is Dead

TOMMY, DON'T GO -see: Encyclopedia

TOMMY SONG, THE -see: Old Gramps Is Dead
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TOMMY'S GONE TO HILO (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Linscott (FSONE), 150 w.m.

TOMMY'S HANGING DAY

TOMMY'S NOW A SOLDIER -see: Encyclopedia

TOMORROW WE'LL BE SOBER -see: Encyclopedia

TONE DE BELL EASY -see: Lomax (ABFS), 605 w.m.

TONGO ISLAND -see: Loesser (HAS), 92

TOO WANDERING TRUE LOVERS, (THE CUCKOO) -see: Scarborough (SCSM), 313

TOO-RIL-TE-TOO -see: Linscott (FSONE), 293 w.m.

TOP Hand (Satire on would-be cowboy) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 72 w.o.

TOSSED AND DRIVEN -see: Randolph, IV, 43 w.m.

T'OTHER SIDE OF JORDAN

TOTTENHAM TOAD, THE -see: Sharp, II, 347

TOUGH NOT THE CUP -see: Randolph, II, 427 w.o.

TOUGH UTAH BOY, A -see: Hubbard (BSfU), 425
TOUT PITIT NEGRESSE (Creole) -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 212

TRADES, THE (French) -see: Les Corps De Matiers

TRAGEDIA DE HERACLIO BERNAL -see: Lomax (ABFS), 368 w.m.

TRAGEDY, THE -see: Knoxville Girl, The

TRAGEDY OF HENRY AND SERVILLA, THE (Murder and Suicide) -see: Burt (AMB), 44 w.o.

TRAGETY OF HENRY GREEN, THE (Murder Song) -see: Henry Green

TRAGIC HOME-COMING, THE (French) -see: Le Retour Funeste

TRAGIC LOVER, THE (Spanish) -see: De Suenturado

TRAGICAL ACCOUNT, A (Deals with events of July, 1778, when Maj. John Butler, a Troy, with a company of 1600, marched into the Wyoming Valley of Pennsylvania and slaughtered at least 600 people) -see: Burt (AMB), 129 w.o.

TRAIL END -see: Blood On The Saddle

TRAIL TO MEXICO, THE -see: Encyclopedia; also: Early, Early In The Spring
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TRAIN IS A-COMING, THE -see: Scarborough (0TNFS), 253

TRAIN THAT NEVER RETURNED, THE (Adapt.) -see: Ship That Never Returned, The; also see: Randolph, IV, 146 w.o.

TRAMP, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 368 w.m.

TRAMP ON THE STREET -see: Encyclopedia

TRAMP. TRAMP, TRAMP (Civil War Book) -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Glass & Singer (SS), 164 w.m.

TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP, KEEP ON A-TRAMPING -see: Sandburg (ASb), 185 w.o.

TRAMPIN' (TRYIN' TO MAKE HEAVEN MY HOME) (Spiritual)

TRAMP'S STORY, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 369 w.o.

TRAVEL ON, AND NEVER MIND -see: Encyclopedia

TREAD LIGHTLY YE COMRADES (Civil War Book)

TREADMILL, THE -see: Randolph, III, 263 w.m.

TREE IN THE WOOD, THE -see: Green Grass Grew All Around, The

TRIP CHARLIE

TRIP ON THE ERIE, A -see: Lomax (ABFS), 465 w.o.
TROOPER AND THE MIAD, THE -see: Philandering Soldier, The
TROOPER AND THE TURK, THE -see: John Thomson and The Turk
TROTTIN' SONG (Lullaby - Same as "Dulcie Jones") -see:
Arnold (FSA), 35 & 146 w.m.
TROUBLE THE WATER (Religious) -see: Let God's Saints Come In
TROUBLED IN MIND (c. Leeds Music Corporation) -see:
Encyclopedia
TROUBLED SOLDIER, THE -see: Thousand Miles From Home, A
TRUE AND TREMBLING BRAKEMAN, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 146 w.o.
TRUE BOTTOM'D BOXER, THE -see: Finger (FB), 50
TRUE LOVE FROM THE EASTERN SHORE -see: My Old Sweetheart
TRUE LOVE-HENRY -see: Returned Lover Songs
TRUE LOVER, THE -see: False True Lover, The; also:
Silver Dagger, The
TRUE LOVER OF MINE, A -see: Encyclopedia
TRUE LOVER'S FAREWELL, THE -see: Seven Seas, The; also see:
Brewster (BSI), 348 w.o.
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TRUE SAILOR BOY - see: Sailor's Life, The

TRUE SWEETHEART, A - see: Returned Lover Songs

TRUST HIM NOT

TRUST SHAVE, THE

TRUTH TWICE TOLD, THE - see: Thomas (BMMK), 191 w.o.

TRUTHFUL LOGGER, THE - see: Encyclopedia

TRYING HARD - see: Encyclopedia

TUM, TUM OLOLEE - see: Skip To My Lou

TUMKIN - see: Larkin, The Mason

TUNE THE OLD COW DIED ON, THE - see: Randolph, III, 148 w.m.

TURKEY IN THE STRAW - see: Zip Coon

TURKEY SHIVAREE, THE - see: Golden Vanity, The

TURKISH LADY, THE - see: Young Bateman; also see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 66 w.o.

TURKISH ROVER - see: Creighton (SBNS), 26 w.m.

TURN COAT - see: Thomas (BMMK), 78 w.o.
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TURN THAT CINNAMON -see: Randolph, III, 39 w.o.

TURNIP GREENS -see: Hudson (FSM), 202; Randolph, II, 370 w.m.; Sandburg (ASb), 347 w.m.

TURNIP PATCH, THE -see: Randolph, III, 208 w.o.

TURNPIKE GATE, THE -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 78 w.m.

TURPIN HERO -see: Index Listing of Black Bess; also see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 311 w.o.

TURTLE DOVE, THE -see: Butcher Boy, The; also see: Brewster (BSI), 348 w.o.

TWA BROTHERS, THE -see: Two Brothers

TWA CORBIES, THE -see: Two Hungry Crows

TWA SISTERS, THE -see: Jealous Sister, The

'TWAS IN THE TOWN OF PARSBORO (Drunken bully gets his comeuppance in a brawl) -see: Creighton (SBNS), 324 w.m.

'TWAS NINE YEARS AGO -see: Randolph, III, 240 w.m.

'TWAS ON DE BLUFF -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 72

'TWAS WINTER AND BLUE TORY NOSES -see: Loesser (HAS), 70
TWELVE APOSTLES, THE -see: Encyclopedia

TWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS, THE -see: Encyclopedia

TWELVE WHITE HORSES (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

TWENTY-FIVE MILES TO LONDON (Game Song) -see: Round Up Four In London

TWENTY-ONE YEARS -see: Randolph, II, 156 w.m.

TWENTY YEARS AGO -see: Forty Years Ago; also for a nonsense song with same title, see: Shay (PFDC), 84 w.o.

TWIG SO TENDER -see: Randolph, IV, 113 w.m.

TWILA WAS A CITY MAIDEN -see: Randolph, IV, 342 w.o.

'TWILL NEBER DO TO GIB IT UP SO -see: Carmer (SRA), 87 w.m.

TWIN BALLOTS, THE -see: Randolph, II, 402 w.m.

TWIN SHAFT DISASTER, THE (Coal miners Adapt.) -see: Korson (MMP), 199 w.o.

TWIN SHAFT MINE SQUEEZE, THE (Coal Mine Tragedy) -see: Korson (MMP), 197 w.o.
TWIN SISTERS, THE (Dance Tune) -see: Linscott (FSONE), 115

TWINKLE LITTLE STAR -see: Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star

TWINKLE, TWINKLE, LITTLE STAR (Nursery Song) -see Encyclopedia

TWISTIFICATION (Game Song - Western Ver.) -see: Weevily Wheat; also see: Lomax (FSNA), 316

TWISTING ON THE TRAIN -see: Randolph, III, 276 w.o.

TWO BONNY LASSES -see: Encyclopedia

TWO BORN BROTHERS -see: Encyclopedia

TWO BROTHERS -see: Encyclopedia

TWO CROWS, THE -see: Two Hungry Crows

TWO DUKES -see: Death Of Sweet Jane, The

TWO HUNGRY CROWS -see: Encyclopedia

TWO LANTERNS, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 135 w.o.

TWO LITTLE BABES -see: Evil Mother, The

TWO LITTLE BOYS, THE -see: Two Brothers
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TWO LITTLE CHILDREN -see: Encyclopedia

TWO LITTLE GIRLS, IN BLUE -see: Randolph, IV, 338 w.o.

TWO LITTLE SISTERS, THE -see: Jealous Sister, The

TWO LITTLE WHITE BABES, THE -see: Henry (FSSH), 156

TWO LOVERS, THE -see: True Lover Of Mine, A

TWO MAGICIANS -see: Barry (BBfM), 442

TWO MAIDENS WENT MILKING ONE DAY -see: Milk Maids, The

TWO NOBLE KINSMEN, THE -see: Flanders (AB), IV, 176

TWO OLD CROWS -see: Two Hungry Crows

TWO ORPHANS, THE

TWO RIGS OF RYE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 163 w.m.

TWO SISTERS, THE -see: Jealous Sister, The; also see:
   Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 32 w.m.;
   Hubbard (BSfU), 5

TWO STRANGERS IN THE MOUNTAINS ALONE -see: Index Listing of Sweet Europe

TWO SWEETHEARTS -see: Randolph, IV, 390 w.o.
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TWO WAGONERS -see: Hog Drovers

TWO WHITE HORSES -see: Sandburg (ASb), 472 w.m.

TWO YOUNG DAUGHTERS, THE -see: Jealous Sister, The

TYBURN HILL -see: Linscott (FSONE), 295 w.m.

TYING A KNOT IN THE DEVIL'S TAIL -see: Rusty Jiggs and Sandy Sam

TYLUS AND TALUS -see: Randolph, III, 343 w.m.

TYRANNA, MY SON -see: Will Davy, My Son

TYRANTY -see: Will Davy, My Son

TYRANTY, MY SON -see: Will Davy, My Son
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U-S-U RANGE, THE (Cowboy says conditions are bad) —see: Lomax (CSBE), 96 w.o.

UGLY MUG (Game Song) —see: All On A Saturday Night

UH-UH, NO —see: Get Away, Old Man, Get Away; Hey! Pretty Girl; I Wouldn't Marry; No, John! No; Quaker Goes A-Courting, The

UN, DEUX, TROIS (Creole Dance Song) —see: Lomax (ABFS), 218 w.m.

UNCLE JIM'S WIFE (Nursery Song) —see: Encyclopedia

UNCLE JOE —see: Randolph, III, 182 w.m.

UNCLE JOE'S "HAIL COLUMBIA" (Civil War Book) —

UNCLE JOHN (Game Song) —see: Encyclopedia

UNCLE JOHNNY (Game Song) —see: Uncle John

UNCLE NED —see: Carmer (SRA), 134 w.m.; Randolph, II, 335 w.m.

UNCLE RAT —see: Frog And The Mouse, The

UNCLE RAT'S COURTSHIP

UNCLE SAM SIMMIE —see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 468 w.m.

UNCLE SAM'S FARM —see: Encyclopedia

UNCLE TAHIAH —see: Indian And The Little White Girl, The
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UNCLE TOM'S RELIGION -see: Jordan & Kessler (SY), 344 w.m.

UNCONSTANT LOVER (OR LOVYER), THE -see: Encyclopedia;
also see: Botsford, I, 1 & Brewster (BSI), 346 w.o.

UNDAUNTED MARY -see: Banks Of Sweet Dundee, The

UNDER THE CREEP-O-MELLOW TREE -see: Gallows Tree, The

UNDER THE JUNIPER TREE -see: Juniper Tree, The

UNDER THE WEEPING WILLOW -see: Murder Of Florella

UNDER THE WILLOW -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Bury Me Beneath The Willow

UNFORTUNATE LAD -see: Unfortunate Rake, The

UNFORTUNATE MAN, THE - see: Encyclopedia

UNFORTUNATE MISS BAILEY -see: Encyclopedia

UNFORTUNATE RAKE, THE -see: Encyclopedia

UNFRIENDLY WORLD (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

UNGRATEFUL KNIGHT, THE -see: Fair And Foolish Maiden

UNHAPPY MINER, THE -see: Black & Robertson (GRSB), 2, w.m.

UNICORN (Experiences of Novice Aboard Ship) -see: Creighton (SBNS), 326 w.m.
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UNION VOLUNTEER, THE -see: Randolph, II, 296 w.m.

UNITED ORDER, THE -see: Hubbard (BSfU), 396

UNQUIET GRAVE, THE -see: Broken Hearted Lover, The

UNTIL I REACH-A MA HOME (Spiritual)

UNTRUE LOVER, THE -see: Drowsy Sleeper, The

UNWILLING BRIDE, THE -see: Young Man With A Lazy Wife, The

UP ECHO CANYON -see: Hubbard (BSfU), 451

UP IN A BALLOON -see: Jordan & Kessler (SY), 155 w.m.

UP JUMPED THE CROW (Game Song Adaptation) -see: We'll Roam
The Forest Over

UP SHE GOES (Shanty) -see: Colcord (SAS), 92 w.m.

UP SHE RISES -see: Rise, Rise, Up She Rises; also see:
Sharp, II, 368

UP THE TRAIL (Poems Of Cowboy Life) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 1-2
w.o.

UPIDEE (College Song) -see: Encyclopedia

UPON THE RIO COLORADO -see: Encyclopedia

UPON THIS HILL I STAND -see: Indian Tribal Songs, no.

UTAH CARL -see: Utah Carroll

UTAH CARROLL -see: Encyclopedia
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VACANT CHAIR, THE (Civil War Book) - see: Encyclopedia;
also see: Glass & Singer (SS), 233-34 w.m.

VAIN MAN (Religious) - see: Encyclopedia

VALE OF OUR OWN GENESEE, THE - see: Carmer (SRA), 21 w.m.

VALIANT SOLDIER, THE - see: Soldier Of Fortune, The

VAN DIEMAN'S LAND (Old And Popular In Great Britain) - see:
Banks Of NewFoundland, The; also see:
Creighton (SBNS), 131 w.m.; Dean (FC), 95; Hubbard (BSfU), 269; Mackenzie (BSSNS), 304, 404 w.m.

VANCE SONG, THE - see: Encyclopedia

VARSOVIENNE

VENETIAH HORNPIPE

VENEZUELA - see: Encyclopedia

VERMONT - see: Flanders (NGMS), 1, w.m.

VERMONT BOYS IN GARDNER, THE - see: Flanders (NGMS), 110 w.m.

VERMONT FARMER'S SONG, THE - see: Flanders (NGMS), 102 w.m.

VERSOS DE MONTALGO - see: Sandburg (ASb), 302-04

VICAR OF BRAY, THE - see: Encyclopedia
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VICKSBURG SOLDIER -see: Hudson (FSM), 261

VICTORIOUS MARCH (Song deals with the siege of Vicksburg, Miss., during Civil War) -see: Belden (BS), 369-71 w.o.

VICTORY OF COMMODORE PERRY, THE -see: Encyclopedia

VIEW THE HEAVENLY LAND (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

VILIKENS AND DINAH -see: Encyclopedia

VILIKENS AND HIS DINAH -see: VILIKINS AND DINAH

VILIKINS AND HIS DINAH -see: Vilikens And Dinah

VILLAGE PRIDE, THE (American Version of "Paisley Officer, The") -see: Mary Of The Wild Moor in Encyclopedia; also see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 222, w.o.

VILLIKINGS AND DINAH -see: Vilikens And Dinah

VILLIKINS AND HIS DINAH -see: Vilikens And Dinah; also see: Hudson (FSM), 146-47

VINTON'S HORNPIPE

VIRGINAL THREE, THE -see: Golden Vanity, The

VIRGINIA JONES (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia
INDEX OF TITLES and SONG FINDER -540

VIRGINIA REEL -see: Encyclopedia

VIRGINIA'S BLOODY SOIL (Modernized version of an Irish "Come-All-Ye" Tune) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 99 w.m.

VIRGINIAN LOVER, THE -see: Sharp, II, 149-50

VIVA L'AMERICA, HOME OF THE FREE -see: Jordan & Kessler (SY), 385 w.m.

VOCAL MINER, THE

VOILA LA RECOMPENSE (French) -see: Barbeau (JSQ), 42

VOLUNTEER ORGANIST, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 346 w.o.

VOLUNTEER'S FAREWELL (Civil War Book)

VOYAGEUR'S SONG -see: Carmer (SRA), 143 w.m.

VOYEZ CE MULET LA (Creole Dance Song) -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 119
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W. B. A. (Dialect song from coal mines) - see: Korson (MMP), 220 w.c.

W. P. A. BALLAD - see: Thomas (BMMK), 244 w.o.

WABASH CANNONBALL, THE - see: Encyclopedia

WADE IN THE WATER (Spiritual) - see: Encyclopedia

WAGGONERS, THE (Pioneers Moving West) - see: Belden (BS), 301 w.o.

WAGNER

WAGNER BOY - see: Wagoner's Lad, The

WAGONEER, THE - see: Wagoner's Lad, The

WAGONERS, THE - see: Company of Boatmen, A; also:
  Wagoner's Lad, The

WAGONER'S LAD, THE - see: Encyclopedia

WAILIE, WAILIE - see: O Waly, Waly

WAILLIE, WAILLIE - see: O Waly, Waly

WAIT A LITTLE LONGER (Religious) - see: There's A Good Time Coming, Boys; also: We Will Sing A New Song
WAIT FOR THE MUSIC (Parody-Gold Rush) -see: Wait For The Wagon

WAIT FOR THE WAGON -see: Encyclopedia

WAIT FOR THE WAGONS (Parody) -see: Wait For The Wagon

WAIT TILL I GET ON MY ROBE (Religious) -see:
Oh, Yes! Oh, Yes!

WAKE NICODEMUS (Civil War Book) -see: Encyclopedia;
also see: Glass & Singer (SS), 92 w.m.

WAKE SNAKES -see: Richardson (AMS), 104

WAKE UP, JACOB! (Cowboy Holler) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 366

WAKE UP, YOU DROWSY SLEEPERS -see: Drowsy Sleeper, The

WAKKEN -see: Joaquin Murieta

WAL, I SWAN (Same as "Joshua Ebenezer Frye") -see:
Shay (PFDC), 64 w.o.

WALK ALONG JOHN -see: Randolph, II, 383 w.m.

WALK AROUND, MY SARAH JANE -see: Encyclopedia

WALK IN DE PARLOR -see: Creation Song, The
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WALK IN JERUSALEM JUST LIKE JOHN (Religious) -see:

Encyclopedia

WALK JAW BONE -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 122 w.m.

WALK ON, BUDDY -see: Encyclopedia

WALK THROUGH THE GATE (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

WALK TOM WALKER (Banjo Piece) -see: Arnold (FSA), 30 w.m.;
Cox (FSS), 502

WALKING DOWN BROADWAY -see: Spaeth (REW), 55 w.m.

WALKING JOHN -see: Larkin (SC), 69

WALKING ON THE GREEN GRASS -see: Botkin (TAFL), 807 w.m.

WALKY-TALKY JENNY -see: Sandburg (ASb), 48 w.m.

WALLACE -see: Flanders (AB), III, 133

WALLFLOWERS (Game Song) -see: Water, Water Wild Flower

WALTZ, THE ###### (Sance Tune) -see: Linscott (FSONE), 118

WALTZ THE HALL -see: Randolph, III, 291 w.m.

WALTZING MATILDA -see: Encyclopedia

WALY, WALY -see: O Waly, Waly
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WANDERIN' -see: Encyclopedia

WANDERING BOY, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 370 w.o.

-see: Larkin (SC), 143; also:
Lomax (CSFB), 305 w.o.; Randolph II, 204 w.m.

WANDERING WILLIE (Scottish) -see: Encyclopedia

WAR BIRD'S BURLESQUE, A -see: Sandburg (ASb), 438 w.m.

WAR IN CAMP

WAR IN MISSOURI IN '61, THE -see: Belden (BS), 366 w.o.

WAR IS STILL RAGING, THE -see: Encyclopedia

WAR SONG -see: Rebel's Escape, The; also see: Lomax (ABFS), 534 w.m.

WAR SONG OF THE REVOLUTION (Tory viewpoint, around 1780) -see: Belden (BS), 295 w.o.

WARFARE IS RAGING, THE -see: War Is Still Raging, The

WARMING DEATHS, THE -see: Silver Dagger, The

WARNING -see: Little Sparrow
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WARRENTY DEED, THE -see: Encyclopedia

WARREN AND FULLER (Murder Song) -see: Fuller and Warren

WARS OF AMERICAN, THE -see: Lomax (OSC), 43 w.m.

WARS OF GERMANY, THE -see: Molly's Masquerade; also:
Silk Merchant's Daughter, The;
also: Willie Taylor

WASHING DAY -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 225 w.m.;
Linscott (FSONE), 296 w.m.

WASHIN' SONG -see: Arnold (FSA), 142 w.m.

WASHINGTON AND LINCOLN (Civil War Book)

WASHINGTON MARCH, THE -see: Encyclopedia

WASN'T IT A MIGHTY DAY? -see: Encyclopedia

WATCHER, THE -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 104 w.m.

WATER BIRCH -see: Jew's Daughter, The

WATER BOY (Negro Work Song - John Henry type) -see:
Shay (PFDC), 61 w.o.

WATER, WATER, WILD FLOWER (Game Song) -see: Encyclopedia
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WATERFALL, THE (19th Century hair style)

WATERFORD GIRL, THE -see: Knoxville Girl, The

WATERFORD TOWN -see: Knoxville Girl, The

WATERLOO -see: Drummer Boy Of Waterloo, The; also see:
Mackenzie (BSSNS), 182 w.o.;
Sharp, II, 176 w.m.

WAXFORD GIRL, THE (Murder Song) -see: Knoxville Girl, The

WAY DOWN IN CAIRO -see: I Hear My True-Love Cry

WAY DOWN IN CUPID'S GARDIN -see: Apprentice Boy, The

WAY DOWN IN MEXICO (Dates from Mexican War) -see:
Lomax (CSFB), 365 w.o.

WAY DOWN IN OLD VIRGINIA -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 225

WAY DOWN IN RAKENSACK -see: Randolph, III, 35 w.o.

WAY DOWN IN THE PAW-PAW PATCH -see: Paw-Paw Patch, The

WAY DOWN ON BINGO FARM -see: Bingo Farm

WAY DOWN ON THE OLE PEE DEE -see: Carmer (SRA), 110 w.m.

WAY DOWN THE OHIO -see: Encyclopedia; also see:
Sharp, II, 275
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WAY DOWN UPON THE SWANEE RIVER -see: Old Folks At Home

WAY DOWN YONDER IN THE CORNFIELD -see: Encyclopedia

WAY DOWN YONDER IN THE PAW-PAW PATCH -see: Paw-Paw Patch, The

'WAY IN THE KINGDOM (Spiritual)

###

WAY OUT IN IDAHO (IDYHO) -see: In The Hills Of Arkansas; also see: Larkin (SC), 77 w.m.; Lomax (CSFB), 265 w.m.

WAY OUT WEST (Poem by Chas. Siringo) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 333 w.o.

WAY OUT WEST IN KANSAS

WAY OVER IN THE BLOOMING GARDEN -see: Lomax (ABFS), 293 w.m.

WAY OVER IN THE HEAVENS (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

WAY OVER IN THE NEW BURYIN' GROUND -see: Sandburg (ASb), 473 w.m.
WAY OVER JORDAN (Religious) -see: View The Heavenly Land

WAY TO HEAVEN, THE (Religious) (Same as "Railroad to Heaven, The") -see: Belden (BS), 468

WAY UP ON CLINCH MOUNTAIN -see: Sandburg (ASb), 307

WAY UP ON THE KANSAS LINE -see: Encyclopedia

WAYFARING STRANGER -see: Encyclopedia

WAYS OF ARKANSAS, THE

WAYWARD YOUTH, THE -see: Encyclopedia

WE ALL CAN TELL (Gospel) -see: Sturgis (CE), 30

WE ARE ALL A PANNING

WE ARE ALMOST HOME (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

WE ARE BOUND FOR CALIFORNIA (Sea Shanty) -see: Cape Cod Shanty

WE ARE CLIMBING JACOB'S LADDER (Religious) -see: Soldiers Of The Cross

WE ARE CLIMBING THE HILLS OF ZION (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia
WE ARE COMING, FATHER ABR'AM -see: Glass & Singer (SS), 113

WE ARE COMING, SISTER MARY

WE ARE FOUR BUMS -see: Sandburg (ASb), 192 w.m.

WE'RE ALL AWAY TO SEA -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 259 w.o.

WE'RE ALL BOUND TO GO (Shanty) -see: Heave Away

WE'RE ALL DODGING -see: Randolph, III, 218 w.o.

WE'RE ALL NODDIN' -see: All Noddin'

WE'RE BOUND FOR AUSTRALIA (Shanty) -see: Cape Cod Shanty

WE'RE BOUND FOR (TO) THE RIO GRANDE (Shanty) -see: Away, Rio!

WE'RE COMING ARKANSAWS -see: In The Hills Of Arkansas

WE'RE GONNA KILL THE OLD RED ROOSTER -see: She'll Be Coming Around The Mountain

WE'RE HOMeward BOUND (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia

WE'RE MARCHING DOWN TO OLD QUEBEC -see: Randolph, III, 296 w.m.

WE'RE MARCHING ON TO WAR -see: Randolph, IV, 71 w.m.

WE'RE THE BOYS FOR MEXICO -see: Yankee Doodle
WE'RE THE NOBLE LADS OF CANADA -see: Noble Lads Of Canada, The

WE FOUGHT LIKE THE DIVIL a.k.a. LARRY O'GAFF (Irish Song dating from last half of 19th century - same melody as Irish Washerwoman in Encyclopedia) -see: Eddy (BSO), 314 w.m.

WE GONNA HAVE A GOOD TIME -see: Arnold (FSA), 161 w.m.

WE HAVE THE NAVY -see: Randolph, II, 257 w.m.

WE'VE COME TO JUDGMENT (Religious)

WE'VE DONE OUR HITCH IN HELL -see: Lomax (ABFS), 552 w.o.

WE HUNTED AND WE HOLLERED -see: They Whooped and They Hollered

WE LOVE THE NAME OF TEXAS -see: Moore (BFSSw), 302 w.m.

WE SHALL BE FREE (Religious & Political) -see: Encyclopedia

WE SHALL RISE, HALLELUJAH! -see: Randolph, IV, 73 w.m.

WE SHALL WALK THROUGH THE VALLEY IN PEACE (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia
WE WERE COMRADES TOGETHER (IN THE DAYS OF THE WAR)  
(Civil War Book) -see: Glass & Singer (SS), 238 w.m.

WE WHOOPED AND WE HOLLERED -see: They Whooped and They Hollered

WE WILL ALL HAVE RELIGION JUDGMENT DAY (Spiritual)  
-see: Encyclopedia

WE WILL ROAM THE FOREST OVER -see: We'll Roam The Forest Over

WE WILL SING A NEW SONG (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

WE'LL ALL GO DOWN TO ROWSER'S (or ROUSER'S) -see:  
Randolph, III, 318 w.m.

WE'LL ALL GO TO BOSTON -see: Randolph, III, 315 w.m.

WE'LL CROWN THEM WITH ROSES -see: Randolph, II, 430 w.o.

WE'LL DIE IN THE FIELD (Religious) -see: Gospel War, The

WE'LL FIGHT FOR UNCLE ABE -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 355 w.m.

WE'LL FIGHT IT OUT HERE ON THE OLD UNION LINE  
(Civil War Book)
WE'LL GET THERE ALL THE SAME -see: Randolph, II, 419 w.m.

WE'LL GO NO MORE A-ROVIN' (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia;
    also see: A-Rovin'

WE'LL HUNT THE BUFFALO -see: We'll Roam The Forest Over

WE'LL MEET OVER JORDAN (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

WE'LL OVERTAKE THE ARMY (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

WE'LL ROAM THE FOREST OVER -see: Encyclopedia

WE'LL ROAM THE PRAIRIES OVER -see: We'll Roam The Forest Over

WE'LL SHOOT THE BUFFALO -see: We'll Roam The Forest Over

WE'LL STAND THE STORM (Religious) -see: Stand The Storm

WE WON'T GO HOME TILL MORNING

WEALTHY MERCHANT, THE -see: Molly's Masquerade

WEALTHY MERCHANT'S DAUGHTER, THE -see: Molly's Masquerade

WEALTHY OLD MIAD, THE -see: Warrenty Deed, The

WEARING OF THE GREY (Adapt.)-see: Wearing Of The Green;
    also see: Glass & Singer (SS), 280 w.m.
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WEARING OF THE GREEN -see: Encyclopedia

WEAVER, THE -see: Sandburg (ASb), 460 w.m.

WEAVER IS HANDSOME, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 173 w.m.

WEAVER HAD A WIFE, THE -see: Henry (FSSH), 306

WEAVILY WHEAT -see: Weevily Wheat

WEDDING BELLS -see: Fatal Wedding, The

WEDDING OF BALLYPOREEN, THE -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 342 w.o.

WEDDING OF BEAN ROCK HOLLOW -see: Arnold (FSA), 24 w.m.

WEDDING OF THE FROG AND THE MOUSE -see: Frog and The Mouse, The

WEDLOCK -see: Lomax (ABFS), 567 w.m.

WEE COOPER O' FIFE -see: Young Man With A LAZY WIFE, THE

WEE HOUSE IN THE WOOD -see: Thomas (BMMK), 265 w.o.

WEEP-O-MELLOW TREE -see: Gallows Tree, The

WEEP O'ER THE HEROS AS THEY FALL (Civil War Book)

WEEP-WILLOW TREE, THE -see: Golden Vanity, The
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WEEPING KATE -see: Katie's Romance

WEEPING MARY (Spiritual) -see: Jackson (SFBA), 178;
(WSSU), 225; also: Lomax
(FSNA), 249

WEEPING, SAD AND LONELY (Civil War Book) -see:
Encyclopedia; also see: Glass & Singer (SS), 264 w.m.

WEEPING WILLOW, THE -see: Bury Me Beneath The Willow;
Murder Of Florella, The;
Murder Songs, No.

WEEPING WILLOW TREE, THE -see: Bury Me Beneath The Willow

WEELY WHEAT -see: Encyclopedia

WELCOME -see: Thomas (BMMK), 254 w.c.

WELL MET, MY OLD TRUE LOVE -see: Carpenter's Wife, The

WELL SOLD THE COW -see: Johnny And The Robber

WELLINGTON AND WATERLOO -see: Plains Of Waterloo, The-
for index listing

WENT TO THE RIVER -see: Randolph, II, 330 w.m.
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WENT UP ON THE MOUNTAIN -see: Richardson (AMS), 50

WERE YOU THERE? -see: Encyclopedia

WERE YOU THERE WHEN THEY CRUCIFIED MY LORD? (Spiritual) -see: Were You There?

WEST COUNTRIE, THE -see: Jealous Sister, The

WEST TEXAS (Western Satire) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 413 w.o.

WESTERN HOME, THE

WESTERN OCEAN (Novelty type - would be rambler) -see:
   Creighton (SBNS), 133 w.m.

WESTWARD HO! (Why California is preferred) -see:
   Lomax (CSFB), 415 w.o.

WEXFORD GIRL, THE (Murder Song) -see: Knoxville Girl, The

WEXFORD STREET -see: Croppy Boy, The

WHALE SONG, THE -see: Greenland Fisheries, The

WHAT A COURT HATH OLD ENGLAND -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 52 w.m.

WHAT A HAPPY NEW YEAR! (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

WHAT ARE LITTLE BABIES MADE OF? -see: What Are We Made Of?
WHAT ARE LITTLE BOYS MADE OF? -see: What Are We Made Of?
also see: Sharp, II, 334

WHAT ARE LITTLE GIRLS MADE OF? -see: What Are We Made Of?

WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO WITH THE BABY-O -see:
Prettiest Little Baby In The County-O

WHAT ARE WE MADE OF? -see: Encyclopedia

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO WITH A DRUNKEN SAILOR? -see:
Drunken Sailor

WHAT BLOOD ON THE POINT OF YOUR KNIFE? -see:
Mark Of Cain, The

WHAT FOLKS ARE MADE OF -see: Lomax (ABFS), 303 w.m.

WHAT KIND A SHOES YOU GWINE TO WEAR? (Spiritual)

WHAT KIND OF SHOES ARE YOU GOING TO WEAR? (Religious)
-see: I'm A Soldier Of The Cross

WHAT KIN' O PANTS DOES THE GAMBLER WEAR? -see:
Sandburg (ASb), 240 w.m.

WHAT MAKES US STRIKE? (Coal mine song) -see:
Korson (MMP), 219 w.o.
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WHAT MY MAMMA TOLD ME -see: Arnold (FSA), 37 w.m.; White (ANFS), 330

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH A DRUNKEN SAILOR? -see: Drunken Sailor

WHAT TOM SAW IN ARKANSAS -see: State Of Arkansas, The

WHAT WAS YOUR NAME IN THE STATES? -see: Encyclopedia

WHAT'S THE MATTER NOW? (English humor dating from at least 1820) -see: Belden (BS), 255 w.o.

WHAT'LL WE DO WITH THE BABY? -see: Prettiest Little Baby in The County-0; also see: Sharp, II, 336

WHEN A FELLOW FALLS IN LOVE -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 168

WHEN A MAN FALLS IN LOVE WITH A LITTLE TURTLE DOVE

WHEN A MAN'S IN LOVE -see: Creighton & Senior (TSNS), 214; Lomax (FSNA), 146

WHEN A WOMAN BLUE -see: Sandburg (ASb), 236 w.m.

WHEN ADAM WAS (FIRST) CREATED -see: Adam and Eve's Wedding Song; also see: Sharp, II, 272
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WHEN BOYS GO A-COURTING -see: Encyclopedia

WHEN DARKIES ARE SAD

WHEN DEATH SHALL SHAKE THIS FRAME (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

WHEN E'ER I TAKE MY WALKS ABROAD -see: Randolph, IV, 90 w.o.

WHEN HIS TRAIN COMES ALONG (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

WHEN I GET ON YONDER HILL -see: Randolph, III, 209 w.o.

WHEN I GROW UP -see: Thomas (BMMK), 256 w.c.

WHEN I LEFT THE STATES FOR GOLD -see: Belden (BS), 347

WHEN I ROCK THE DEAR SNOOKUMS TO SLEEP -see: Hubbard (BSfU), 232

WHEN I WAS A BRAVE COWBOY (Love rejected for adventure) -see: Lomax (CSFB), 228 w.m.

WHEN I WAS A COWBOY (Song published by Ludlow Music, 1959) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 381 w.m.; (ABFS), 379 w.m.

WHEN I WAS A LITTLE BOY -see: Foolish Boy, The
WHEN I WAS A YOUNG MAN (Girl changes her mind and does not marry him) -see:
Creighton (SBNS), 101 w.m.;
Eddy (BSO), 181 w.m.

WHEN I WAS IN MY PRIME -see: Seeds Of Love, The

WHEN I WAS SINGLE -see: I Wish I Was Single Again

WHEN I WAS YOUNG AND FOOLISH -see: Sandburg (ASb), 219 w.m.

WHEN I WENT OFF TO PROSPECT -see: Black & Robertson (GRSB), 26 w.m.

WHEN I'M GONE (Minstrel Version of older song, "Don't You Grieve After Me.") -see: Lomax (FSNA), 471

WHEN JESUS CHRIST WAS HERE BELOW

WHEN JESUS WEPT -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 23 w.m.

WHEN JIM GETS TO KLONDIKE (Coal Mine Song) -see:
Korson (MMP), 236 w.o.

WHEN JOHNNY COMES MARCHING HOME AGAIN (Civil War Song) -see: Encyclopedia

WHEN MOSES SMOTE THE WATER (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia
WHEN MY BLOOD RUNS CHILLY AND COLD -see: Lomax (ABFS), 610 w.m.

WHEN OLD MAUCH CHUNK WAS YOUNG (Coal miners adapt.)
-see: John Anderson, My Jo; also see: Korson (MMP), 35 w.o.

WHEN PAPPY GOES TO TOWN

WHEN PAT MALONE FORGOT THAT HE WAS DEAD -see: Hubbard (BSFU), 318

WHEN POOR MARY CAME WANDERING HOME -see: Mary Of The Wild Moor

WHEN SHALL I GET THERE? (Religious) -see: There's A Heavenly Home Up Yonder

WHEN SHE COMES -see ; She'll Be Coming Around The Mountain

WHEN SHERMAN MARCHED DOWN TO THE SEA (Civil War)
-see: Sherman's March To The Sea

WHEN THE BATTLE IT WAS WON -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 297 w.o.

WHEN THE BLACK DIAMOND BREAKER WAS BURNED TO THE GROUND
WHEN THE BREAKER STARTS UP FULL TIME (Coal Mines)  
-see: Korsen (MMP), 29 w.m.

WHEN THE CURTAINS ### OF NIGHT ARE PULLED BACK  
-see: Sandburg (ASb), 259 w.m.

WHEN THE (DE) GOOD LORD SETS YOU FREE (Religious)  
-see: Lomax (ABFS), 254 w.m.

WHEN THE HEAVINLY ROLL IS CALLED (Religious)  
-see: Encyclopedia

WHEN THE KYE COMES HOME (Scottish)  
-see: Encyclopedia

WHEN THE LEAVES BEGIN TO FALL

WHEN THE PARLEY DEW IS FADED  
-see: Arnold (FSA), 59

WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN (Spiritual)  
-see: Encyclopedia

WHEN THE STARS BEGIN TO FALL (Spiritual)  
-see: O Lord What A Morning

WHEN THE SWALLOWS HOMeward FLY

WHEN THE WINE WHIRLS (French)  
-see: La Grande Et La Petite

WHEN THE WORK'S ALL DONE THIS FALL  
-see: Encyclopedia
WHEN THE WORLD'S ON FIRE (Religious) -see: Arnold (FSA), 137 w.m.; also:
Work (ANSS), 60

WHEN THIS CRUEL WAR IS OVER -see: Weeping, Sad and Lonely

WHEN THIS OLD HAT WAS NEW (Parody) (Political Song)

-see: Harrison, Song, The; also
see: Belden (BS), 336 w.o.

WHEN THIS WARFARE'LL BE ENDED (Religious) -see:
Encyclopedia

WHEN WE WERE UNDER THE KING -see: Three Roguish Chaps

WHEN YE GANG AWA, JAMIE (or JEMMY) -see: Jeanie and Jamie

WHEN YOU AND I WERE YOUNG, MAGGIE -see: Encyclopedia

WHEN YOU GO A-COURTIN' -see: Encyclopedia; also see:
Best Loved Amer. (F/S), 42

WHEN YOU HEAR THAT WHISTLE BLOW -see: Henry (FSSH), 424

WHERE ARE YOU GOING, ABE LINCOLN? (Parody Adapt.) -see:
Lord Louel

WHERE ARE YOU GOING, MY PRETTY MAID? -see: Seventeen
Next Monday; also see:
Hubbard (BSfu), 148
WHERE BE GOING, LITTLE BOY? (French) -see: Ou Vas-Tu, Mon Petit Garcon?

WHERE HAS MY LITTLE DOG GONE? -see: Encyclopedia

WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN A-WANDERING -see: Will Davy, My Son

WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN, MY OWN DEAREST ONE? -see: Will Davy, My Son

WHERE HUDSON'S WAVE -see: Carmer (SRA), 41 w.m.

WHERE NOW ARE THE HEBREW CHILDREN (Religious) -see: Safe In The Promised Land

WHERE, OH WHERE (Parody) -see: Safe In The Promised Land

WHERE, OH WHERE HAS MY LITTLE DOG GONE? -see: Where Has My Little Dog Gone?

WHERE, OH WHERE IS DEAR LITTLE SUSIE? -see: Paw-Paw Patch, The

WHERE, O WHERE IS OLD ELIJAH? -see: Encyclopedia

WHERE THE BULLETS FLY -see: Early, Early In The Spring

WHERE THE OLD JAMES RIVER FLOWS -see: Encyclopedia

WHERE THE SUN NEVER SHINES -see: In The Pines
WHERE THEY WERE -see: Sandburg (ASb), 442 w.m.

WHERE WAS MOSES WHEN THE LIGHTS WENT OUT?

WHIP-POOR-WILL -see: Randolph, IV, 354 w.m.

WHISKEY IN THE JAR -see: There's Whiskey In The Jar

WHISKEY (or WHISKY) JOHNIE (or JOHNNY) (Shanty)
-see: Encyclopedia

WHISKEY, LEAVE ME ALONE -see: Encyclopedia

WHISKEY, NANCY (Scottish) -see: Nancy Whisky

WHISKEY SELLER, THE -see: Randolph, II, 408 w.m.

WHISPERING HOPE (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

WHISTLE, THE (Spanish) -see: El Chiflido

WHISTLE, DAUGHTER, WHISTLE -see: Encyclopedia; also see:
Sharp, II, 169

WHISTLE O'ER THE LAVE O'T (Scottish) -see: Encyclopedia

WHISTLE PIG -see: Ground-Hog Song, The

WHISTLING GYPSY -see: Gypsy Rover, The

WHISTLING RUFUS -see: Randolph, II, 367 w.m.
WHITE AS THE SNOW (French) -see: Blanche Comme La Neige

WHITE CAPTIVE, THE (or OLBAN) -see: Amanda and Algin

WHITE COCKADE (Dance Tune) -see: Linscott (FSONE), 120

WHITE-HEADED BOY, THE -see: Flanders (BMNE), 180

WHITE MAIDEN CAPTIVE, THE

WHITE PATERNOSTER -see: Flanders (BMNE), 33

WHITE PILGRIM, THE -see: Brewster (BSI), 358 w.o.; Flanders (NGMS), 187 w.m.; Hudson (FSM), 209 w.o.; Randolph, IV, 56 w.m.

WHITE RIVER SHORE, THE -see: Soldier Of Fortune, A

WHITE SLAVE OF THE MINE, A (Coal mine song) (Comp. by S. W. Boyd) -see: Korson (MMP), 114 w.o.

WHITE STEED OF THE PRAIRIES, THE -see: Finger (FB), 99 w.o.; Lomax (CSFB), 227 w.o.

WHITE WINGS -see: Randolph, IV, 295 w.m.

WHITTINGHAM FAIR -see: True Lover Of Mine, A
WHO BUILT THE ARK? (Spiritual) -see: Noah Built
   The Ark

WHO DAT? (Lullaby) -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 154

WHO DOETH ALL THINGS WELL (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

WHO IS AT MY BEDROOM WINDOW? -see: Drowsy Sleeper, The

WHO IS THE MAN? -see: Downes & Siegmeister (TAS), 18 w.m.

WHO IS TAPPING AT MY BEDROOM WINDOW? -see: Drowsy
   Sleeper, The

WHO'S BEEN HERE SINCE I'VE BEEN GONE? -see:
   Encyclopedia

WHO'S GOING TO SHOE YOUR PRETTY LITTLE FETT? -see:
   Seven Seas, The

WHO'S GONNA SHOE YOUR PRETTY LITTLE FOOT -see:
   Seven Seas, The

WHO'S THE PRETTY GIRL MILKIN' THE COW? -see:
   Sandburg (ASb), 40 w.m.

WHO KILLED COCK ROBIN? -see: Encyclopedia

WHO KILLED POOR ROBIN? -see: Who Killed Cock Robin?
WHO MOAN FOR ME? (Game Song) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 418; Scarborough (OTNFS), 117

WHO SHALL RULE THIS AMERICAN NATION (Civil War Book)

WHO WAS IT? -see: My Brother, O My Brother

WHO WILL BOW AND BEND LIKE A WILLOW -see: I Will Bow And Bend

WHO WILL CARE FOR MOTHER NOW? (Civil War Book) -see: Glass & Singer (SS), 261 w.m.

WHO WILL SHOE YOUR FEET? -see: Seven Seas, The

WHO WILL SHOE YOUR PRETTY LITTLE FOOT? -see: Seven Seas, The

WHOA BACK, BUCK (### c. 1936, Macmillan, New York; c. 1959, Folkways Music Inc.) (Leadbelly's variant of an old ploughman's song) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 532 & (FSUSA), 232 & (OSC), 284

WHOA! HA! BUCK AND JERRY BOY (Mormon song to the tune of Turkey in the Straw) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 334 w.m.
WHOAA, MULE! -see: Kicking Mule, The; also: Simon Slick

WHOAA, MULE, WHOA! -see: Simon Slick; also see:

Hubbard (BSfu), 349

WHOLE HOG OR NONE, THE -see: Randolph, III, 280 w.m.

WHOOPEE HIGH Ogie -see: Whoopee Ti Yi Yo

WHOOPE Ti Yi Yo -see: Encyclopedia

WHORE'S LAMENT, THE -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 272

WHOSE OLD COW? (Cowboy song written by Jack Thorp)

-see: Lomax (CSFB), 117 w.o.

WHY DO YOU BOB YOUR HAIR, GIRLS? -see: Randolph, IV, 83 w.m.

WHY, EDWARD, YOU LOOK SO HEALTHY NOW -see: Drunkard's Dream, The

WICKED GIRL, THE -see: Downward Road Is Crowded, The

WICKED KNIGHT, THE (French) -see: Le Mechant Guillon

WICKED POLLY -see: Downward Road Is Crowded, The

WIDDECOMBE FAIR -see: Old Uncle Tom Cobley

WIDE MISSOURI, THE -see: Shenandoah

WIDE MIZZOURA, THE -see: Shenandoah
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WIDOW IN THE COTTAGE BY THE SEA, THE -see:
   Randolph, IV, 160 w.m.

WIDOW WITH DAUGHTERS TO MARRY, THE -see: Juniper Tree, The

WIDOW'S A-COURTIN' -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 237

WIDOW'S DAUGHTER, THE -see: Flanders (NGMS), 129 w.o.

WIDOW'S OLD BROOM, THE -see: Randolph, III, 107 w.m.

WIDOW'S PLEA, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 355 w.o.

WIFE BEREAVED OF HER HUSBAND, A (lament of a woman
   alone, looking forward to death) -see: Belden (BS), 467 w.o.

WIFE, CHILDREN, AND FRIENDS -see: Spaeth (REW), 21 w.m.

WIFE LAPPED IN MORREL'S SKIN -see: Young Man With A Lazy Wife, The

WIFE OF AUCHTERMUCHTY, THE -see: Flanders (BMNE), 191

WIFE OF KELSO, THE -see: Do Unto Others

WIFE OF THE FREE, THE -see: Three Dead Sons
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WIFE OF USHER'S WELL, THE -see: Three Dead Sons

WIFE WHO WOULDN'T SPIN TOW, THE -see: Randolph, III, 123 w.m.

WIFE WRAPPED IN A WETHER'S SKIN, THE -see: Young Man With A Lazy Wife, The

WIFE WRAPIT IN WETHER'S SKIN, THE -see: Young Man With A Lazy Wife, The

WILD AND RECKLESS HOBO -see: Randolph, IV, 360 w.m.

WILD BILL JONES -see: Encyclopedia

WILD BRONC PEELER -see: Lomax (CSFB), 85 w.o.

WILD COLLONINA (or COLLOINA) BOY, THE -see: Wild Colonial Boy, The

WILD COLONIAL BOY, THE -see: Encyclopedia

WILD COWBOY, THE -see: Cowboy's Lament; also see: Unfortunate Rake, The

WILD FLOWER -see: Water, Water, Wild Flower

WILD GOOSE, THE -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 266 & 401 w.m.

WILD HORSE
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WILD MIZ-ZOU-RYEM THE -see: Lomax (ABFS), 543 w.m.

WILD MONTANA BOY, THE -see: Wild Colonial Boy, The;
also see: Lomax (SFB), 167

WILD MOOR, THE -see: Mary Of The Wild Moor

WILD MUSTARD RIVER, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering
(BSSM), 276 w.o.

WILD RATTLING COWBOY, A (In prison for shooting a man,
not guilty, of course) -see:
Lomax (CSFB), 221 w.o.

WILD RIPPLING WATER, THE -see: Nightengale, The

WILD ROVER, THE (Man with plenty of money tests friend¬
ship by pretending to be without funds)
-see: Creighton (SBNS), 134 w.m.; also:
Hubbard (BSfU), 274

WILD ROVERS, THE -see: Hubbard (BSfU), 174; Randolph,
IV, 117 w.o.

WILD, WILD TEXAS BOY, THE -see: Wild Colonial Boy, The

WILDWOOD FLOWER -see: Encyclopedia

WILKES LOVELL -see: Flanders (NGMS), 217 w.m.

WILKINS AND DINAH -see: Vilikens and Dinah
WILL DAVY, MY SON —see: Encyclopedia

WILL RAY —see: Billy Grimes

WILL THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN? (Religious) —see: Encyclopedia

WILL THE WEAVER —see: Encyclopedia

WILL YOU COME TO THE BOW'R? —see: Encyclopedia

WILL YOU LOVE ME WHEN I'M OLD? —see: Randolph, IV, 344 w.o.

WILL YOU WEAR (THE) RED? (JENNIE JENKINS) —see: Jenny Jenkins; also see: Linscott (FSONE), 299 w.m.; also: Sharp, II, 371

WILLIAM AND DINAH (or DIANA) —see: Vilikens and Dinah

WILLIAM AND ELLEN —see: Ellen's Elopement

WILLIAM AND MARGARET

WILLIAM AND MARY (Disguised lover) —see: Returned Lover, No.

WILLIAM AND NANCY —see: Encyclopedia; also: William & Polly

WILLIAM AND POLLY (Woman masquerades as a man) —see: Encyclopedia

WILLIAM BEADLE (Murder Ballad) —see: Burt (AMB), 6 w.o.

WILLIAM COOK —see: Randolph, IV, 40 w.w.

WILLIAM HALL —see: Return Of William Hall, The
WILLIAM KIDD -see: Captain Kidd

WILLIAM OF ORANGE -see: William And King James

WILLIAM O'REILLY

WILLIAM REILLY (and COLLEEN BAWN) -see: Encyclopedia

WILLIAM REILLY'S COURTSHIP -see: William Reilly (and Colleen Bawn)

WILLIAM TAYLOR (Woman masquerades as man) -see: Willie Taylor

WILLIE -see: It's Sinful To Flirt

WILLIE AND JOHNNY -see: Two Brothers

WILLIE AND MARY -see: Drowsy Sleeper, The

WILLIE CAME OVER THE MAIN WHITE OCEAN (Var.) -see:

Myra Belle Lee

WILLIE CAME OVER THE OCEAN (Var.) -see: Myra Belle Lee;
also see: Randolph, I, 47 v.m.

WILLIE CAME OVER THE SEA (Var.) -see: Myra Belle Lee

WILLIE, DARLING -see: Drowsy Sleeper, The

WILLIE DEAR -see: Randolph, IV, 339 v.o.

WILLIE DOWN BY THE POND -see: It's Sinful To Flirt
WILLIE MAC INTOSH -see: Barry (BBfM), 264; Child, III, 456; Moore (BFSSw), 95

WILLIE MCGEE MCGAW -see: Two Hungry Crows

WILLIE MOORE -see: Randolph, IV, 309 w.m.

WILLIE OF HAZEL/GREEN -see: Johnny Hazelgreen

WILLIE O WINSBURY -see: Johnny Barber

WILLIE RILEY -see: William Reilly (and Colleen Bawn)

WILLIE TAYLOR (Woman masquerades as a man) -see:

WILLIE THE WEEPER -see: Encyclopedia

WILLIE, WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN? -see: Will Davy, My Son

WILLIE'S LADY -see: Flanders (AB), I, 124 w.o.

WILLIE'S LYKE-WAKE -see: Flanders (AB), I, 242 w.o.

WILLIKINS AND HIS DINAH -see: Vilikens and Dinah

WILLING THE MILL -see: Dishonest Miller, The

WILLOW TREE, THE -see: Randolph, IV, 172 w.m.

WILLY RANSOME -see: Will Davy, My Son
WILLY THE WEEPER —see: Willie The Weeper

WILLY, WILLY —see: Randolph, IV, 176 w.o.

WILSON PATENT STOVE, THE —see: Randolph, III. 251 w.m.

WILSON'S CLOG (Fiddle Tune)

WILY AULD CARLE, THE —see: Do Unto Others

WIND BLEW UP, THE WIND BLEW DOWN, THE —see: Broken-Hearted Lover, The

WIND IT BLEW UP THE RAILROAD TRACK, THE —see: When Johnny Comes Marching Home Again; also see: Sandburg (ASb), 379 w.m.

WIND THAT BLEW O'ER THE WILD MOOR, THE —see: Mary of The Wild Moor

WIND THAT SHAKES THE BARLEY, THE

WINDING SHEET COFFIN, THE —see: Randolph, IV, 94 w.o.

WINDS THAT BLOW ACROSS THE WILD MOOR, THE —see: Mary Of The Wild Moor

WINDSOR

WINDY BILL —see: Larkin (SC), 57; Lomax (CSFB), 113; Randolph, III, 178 w.m.
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WINNEPEG WHORE, THE —see: Wichita Whore, The

WINTER'S NIGHT —see: Seven Seas, The

WISCONSIN EMIGRANT'S SONG, THE —see: Flanders (NGMS), 106 w.m.

WISCONSIN SOLDIER BOY, THE —see: Dying Ranger, The

WISH I WAS IN HEAVEN SITTIN' DOWN (Spiritual)

WITCH SONG, THE —see: Flanders (BMNE), 13 & (NGMS), 41

WITCHITA WHORE, THE —see: Encyclopedia

WITH A ROLL OF THE DRUMS —see: Encyclopedia

WITH HER DOG AND GUN —see: Dog and Gun

WITH HIS OLD GRAY BEARD A-HANGING —see: Old Shoes and Leggings

WITH THE MEN ON THE PLAINS (Adapt.) —see: With A Roll Of

The Drums

WITHIN A MILE OF EDINBORO —see: Johnie and Jennie

WITTAM MILLER, THE (Murder Song) —see: Knoxville Girl, The

WIZARD OIL —see: Randolph, III, 271 w.o.; Sandburg (ASb), 53 w.m.

WOE BE UNTO YOU —see: Lomax (ABFS), 604 w.m.

WOMAN AND THE DEVIL, A —see: Devil And The Farmer's Wife, The
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WOMAN BLUE —see: Lomax (ABFS), 196 w.m.

WOMAN LIVED IN A FAR COUNTRY, A —see: Three Dead Sons, The

WOMAN TO THE PLOW, THE

WOMAN'S RESOLUTION —see: Common Bill

WOMAN'S RIGHTS —see: Randolph, III, 264 w.m.

WOMAN'S SHIRT AND APRON a.k.a. BARRACK STREET (Sailor gets himself robbed, by prostitute) —see: Creighton (SENS), 226 w.m.

WOMAN'S THE CAUSE OF IT ALL —see: Kennedy (TAB), 365 w.o.

WONDER WHAR IS GOOD OLD DANIEL (Spiritual) —see: Encyclopedia;
also: Where, O Where Is Old Elijah?;
also see: Arnold (FSA), 164 w.m.

WONDERFUL ACCOUNT OF A LITTLE GIRL TEN YEARS OLD, A

WONDERFUL CROCODILE, THE —see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM),
469 w.m.; Lomax (ABFS), 498 w.m.

WOODLAND SCHOTTISCH (Fiddle Tune)

WOODMAN, SPARE THAT TREE —see: Spaeth (REW), 23 w.m.
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WOODSMAN'S ALPHABET, THE -see: Encyclopedia;
Alphabet Songs

WOOING, THE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 417 w.o.

WORK'S BEING DONE, THE (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

WORK SONG, THE a.k.a. COLD FROSTY MORNING -see: Arnold
(FSA), 116; Scarborough (OTNFS), 208 & 216; White (ANFS), 382; Hubbard (BSfU), 461

WORKING COWBOY, THE -see: Encyclopedia

WORKIN' ON THE BUILDING (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

WORKING ON THE RAILWAY -see: Encyclopedia

WORLD WAR, THE -see: Thomas (BMMK), 107

WORLD WAS MADE IN SIX DAYS, THE -see: Hubbard (BSfU), 335

WORLD WENT WELL WITH ME THEN, THE -see: Hubbard (BSfU), 243

WORRIED MAN BLUES -see: Takes A Worried Man

WORTHINGTON -see: Sandburg (ASb)

WOUNDED SOLDIER

WOUNDED SPIRIT ###### (Fragment) -see: Belden (BS), 196 w.o.
WRAGGLE-TAGGLE GYPSIES, THE -see: Gypsy Davy

WRAN, THE -see: Flanders (BMNE), 58

WRAP ME UP IN MY TARPAULIN JACKET -see: Sandburg (ASb), 436 w.m.

WRECK OF NUMBER NINE -see: Wreck Of Old Number Nine, The

WRECK OF OLD NINETY-SEVEN, THE -see: Encyclopedia

WRECK OF OLD NUMBER NINE, THE -see: Encyclopedia

WRECK OF THE ATLANTIC -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 229 w.o.

WRECK OF THE GLENALOON -see: Mackenzie (BSSNS), 387 w.o.

WRECK OF THE HUNNICUT CURVE, THE -see: Thomas (BMMK), 122 w.o.

WRECK OF THE SIX-WHEEL DRIVER, THE (Railroad song similar to "Casey Jones") -see: Lomax (ABFS), 39 w.o.

WRECK OF THE SOUTHERN OLD 97 -see: Randolph, IV, 132 w.m.

WRECK OF THE THIRTY-SIX, THE -see: Thomas (BMMK), 120 w.o.

WRECK ON THE C & O -see: Encyclopedia

WRECKED SHIP, THE -see: Mermaid's Curse, The
WRESTLIN' JACOB (Spiritual) —see: Let Me Go, Jacob

WRETCHED RAMBLING BOY, THE

WYANDOTTE'S FAREWELL SONG, THE (White man's version of how displaced Indian feels)
—see: # Carmer (SRA), 188 w.m.;
Eddy (BSO), 264 w.m.
YANKEE DOODLE -see: Encyclopedia

YANKEE DOODLE DANDY-0 -see: Colcord (SAS), 130; Laws (NAB), 121; Lomax (FSNA), 49; Whall (SSSS), 61

YANKEE DUTCHMAN, THE -see: Randolph, II, 268 w.m.

YANKEE JOHN STORMALONG (Work Song) -see: Encyclopedia

YANKEE MAID -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 189 w.m.

YANKEE MAN OF WAR, THE (Civil War Song) -see: Belden (BS), 379-80

YANKEE MANUFACTURES -see: Jordon & Kessler (SY), 192 W.M.

YANKEE SHIP AND A YANKEE SKIPPER, A (Shanty) -see: Encyclopedia

YANKEE TROT, THE

YANKEES ARE COMING, THE -see: Hudson (FSM), 264 w.o.

YARROW -see: Lonely Glens Of Yarrow, The; also see: Eddy (BSO), 69 w.m.

YE ANCIENT YUBA MINER OF THE DAYS OF '49

YE CAVALIERS OF DIXIE -see: Kennedy (TAB), 169 w.o.

YE GENTLEMEN OF ENDLAND (Sailor Compares Life Ashore With Life At Sea) -see: Creighton (SBNS) 136 w.m.
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YE GUARDIAN POWERS — see: Randolph, IV, 243 w.m.

YE PARLIAMENT OF ENGLAND — see: Encyclopedia

YE SONS OF COLUMBIA (Murder Song) — see: (Fuller & Warren)

YEAR OF JUBELO, THE — see: Year Of Jubilo

YEAR OF JUBILEE, THE (Religious) — see: Encyclopedia

YEAR OF JUBILO, THE — see: Encyclopedia

YELLOW GOLDEN TREE, THE — see: Golden Vanity, The

YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS, THE — see: Encyclopedia; also see: Glass & Singer (SS), 227-29 w.m.

YELLOW-STONE, THE — see: Encyclopedia

YONDER COMES MY PRETTY LITTLE GIRL — see: Gambling Man, The

YONDER COMES SISTER MARY (Spiritual) — see: Keys Of Bethlehem, The

YONDER COMES THE HIGH SHERIFF — see: Sandburg (ASb), 213 w.m.

YONDER SCHOOL — see: Two Brothers

YONDER STANDS A LOVELY CREATURE — see: If You Will Marry Me; also see: Yonder Stands Two People

YONDER STANDS TWO PEOPLE (Game Song) — see: Encyclopedia
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YONDER STANDS YOUNG COUPLE (Game Song) -see: Yonder Stands Two People

YORKSHIRE BITE, THE -see: Johnny And The Robber

YORKSHIRE BOY, THE -see: Johnny And The Robber

YORKSHIRE IN LONDON, A -see: Hubbard (BSfu), 118

YOU AND I WALTZ

YOU CAIN' LOSE-A ME, CHOLLY (Leadbelly Song) -see: Lomax (FSNA), 502

YOU CAN'T MAKE A LIVIN' IN A COTTON MILL - see: Encyclopedia

YOU FAIR AND PRETTY LADIES -see: Little Sparrow

YOU FIGHT ON -see: Sandburg (ASb), 248 w.m.

YOU GENTLEMEN OF ENGLAND -see: Colcord (SAS), 138 w.m.

YOU GENTLEMEN OF ENGLAND FARE -see: Flanders (BMNE), 193

YOU GET A LINE AND I'LL GET A POLE -see: Crawdad Hole, The

YOU GOT TO CROSS IT FOH YOHSELF -see: Sandburg (ASb), 486 w.m.

YOU Gotta CLEAR (THE) DE LINE -see: Arnold (FSA), 166 w.m.

YOU HAVE LEARNED TO LOVE ANOTHER -see: Encyclopedia

YOU KNOW I CAN'T STAY HERE (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia
YOU MUST LIVE HOLY (Religious) -see: Randolph, IV, 82 w.m.

YOU NEVER MISS THE WATER TILL THE WELL RUNS DRY

YOU SHALL BE A TRUE LOVER OF MINE -see: True Lover Of Mine, A

YOU STOLE MY PARD -see: Randolph, III, 393 w.o.

YOU TELL ME YOUR DREAM

YOU WHO DON'T BELIEVE IT (adaptation) -see: Blue Tail Fly, The

YOU WONDER WHY I'M A HOBO -see: I Don't Want To Be Rich

YOU YOUNG AND PRETTY GIRLS -see: Encyclopedia

YOU'LL FEEL THE FIRE A-BURNIN' (Spiritual) -see: Encyclopedia

YOU'RE FROM THE NATION -see: Randolph, III, 392 w.o.

YOU'RE IN THE ARMY NOW -see: Loesser (HAS), 175

YOUNG ALANTHIA -see: Linscott (FSONE), 303 w.m.

YOUNG ALBION -see: Amanda And Algin

YOUNG AND SINGLE SAILOR, THE -see: Return Of The Brown-Eyed Sailor

YOUNG ASTRONOMER'S GAZE, A -see: Thomas (BMNK), 255-66 w.o.
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YOUNG BATEMAN —see: Encyclopedia

YOUNG BEHAN —see: Young Bateman; ######also see: Sharp, I, 77

YOUNG BEICHAN —see: Young Bateman

YOUNG BENJIE (Not known in U.S.A.) —see: Barry (BBfMO, 453

YOUNG BRINNON ON THE MOOR —see: Brennan On The Moor

YOUNG BUT DAILY GROWING

YOUNG CHARLOTTE —see: Encyclopedia

YOUNG CHARLOTTE —see: Young Charlotte

YOUNG CHIEF, THE —see: Amanda and Algin

YOUNG COLLINS —see: George Collins

YOUNG COMPANIONS —see: Wayward Youth, The

YOUNG COWBOY, THE —see: Cowboy's Lament, The; also

Unfortunate Rake, The

YOUNG DAN TUCKER —see: Old Dan Tucker

YOUNG DIANA —see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 395 w.m.

YOUNG EDMOND —see: Edwin In The Lowlands Low

YOUNG EDMONDALE —see: Edwin In The Lowlands Low
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YOUNG EDMOND DEIL -see: Edwin In The Lowlands Low; also see: Randolph, II, 59-64

YOUNG EDMUND -see: Edwin In The Lowlands Low

YOUNG EDWARD -see: Drummer Boy Of Waterloo

YOUNG EDWARD IN THE LOWLANDS LOW -see: Edwin In The Lowlands Low

YOUNG EDWARD OF THE LOWLANDS -see: Edwin In The Lowlands Low

YOUNG EDWARDS a.k.a. BATTLE OF MILL SPRINGS, THE -see: Cox (FSS), 264 w.o.

YOUNG EDWIN IN THE LOWLANDS LOW -see: Edwin In The Lowlands Low

YOUNG EMMA

YOUNG GIRL CUT DOWN IN HER PRIME, THE -see: Unfortunate Rake, The

YOUNG HENRY -see: Ann Marie And Henry

YOUNG HENRY GREEN -## (Murder Song) -see: Henry Green

YOUNG HUNTING -see: Ann Marie And Henry; also see: Sharp, I, 101-14

YOUNG INDIAN LASS -see: Little Mohee; also see: var. Creighton (SBNS), 103 w.m.; Mackenzie (BSSNS), No. 57
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YOUNG JACK THE FARMER -see: Molly's Masquerade

YOUNG JIMMY THE MILLER -see: Young Roger O'Malley

YOUNG JOHNIE -see: Feather Bed's, The

YOUNG JOHNNY -see: Feather Bed's, The

YOUNG JOHNNY OF HAZELGREEN -see: Johnny Hazelgreen

YOUNG JOHNNY SCOTT -see: Johnny Scott

YOUNG JOHNSTONE -see: Encyclopedia

YOUNG KATE -see: Kate's Deception

YOUNG LADIES -see: Little Sparrow

YOUNG LITTLE MATHY GROVES -see: Handsome Marty Gray

YOUNG MAN WHO DID NOT HOE CORN, THE -see: Lazy Young Man, The

YOUNG MAN WHO WOULDN'T HOE (OR PLOW) CORN, THE -see: Lazy Young Man, The

YOUNG MAN WITH A LAZY WIFE, THE -see: Encyclopedia

YOUNG MAN'S LOVE, A -see: Randolph, III, 83 w.m.

YOUNG MEN'S SONG, THE -see: Flanders (NGMS), 178 w.m.

YOUNG MONROE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 273
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YOUNG MUNROE -see: Gardner & Chickering (BSSM), 272

YOUNG NELSON -see: Flanders (AB), I, 182

YOUNG PEOPLE, TAKE WARNING -see: Randolph, IV, 91 w.o.

YOUNG ROGER O'MALLEY -see: Encyclopedia

YOUNG ROGERS THE MILLER -see: Young Roger O'Malley

YOUNG SAILOR CUT DOWN IN HIS PRIME -see: (St. James Hospital) - Unfortunate Rake, The

YOUNG SAILOR FROM DOVER, THE -see: Sally, The Rich Southern Lady

YOUNG SAM BASS -see: Sam Bass

YOUNG SOLDIER -see: Soldier Of Fortune, A; also see: Ellen's Elopement; also see: Henry (FSSH), 187

YOUNG STRONGBOW -see: Flanders (NGMS), 210 w,m.

YOUNG TURTLE DOVE, THE -see: Carpenter's Wife, The

YOUNG VOLUNTEER, THE (Confederate) -see: Polly Oliver's Masquerade; also see: Glass & Singer (SS), 102-04 w.m.

YOUNG WILLIAM -see: Silver Dagger, The
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YOUNG WILLIE'S RETURN -see: Return Of The Brown-Eyed Sailor, The

YOUNG WOMAN'S SORROW, A -see: Encyclopedia

YOUNG WOMEN -see: Encyclopedia

YOUNGEST DAUGHTER, THE -see: Jealous Sister, The

YOUR SAINT'S DAY (Spanish) -see: El Dia De Tu Santo

YO' SINS ARE GONNA FIND YOU OUT (Gospel)

YOU'RE FROM THE NATION

YOUTHFUL DAMSEL, THE -see: William And Polly

YOUTH'S COMPANIONS -see: Wayward Youth, The

YOU'VE GOT TO BE A LOVER OF THE LORD (Religious)

YOU'VE GOT TO PUT ON AIRS -see: Putting On The Style; also see: Brewster (BSI), 332 w.o.
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ZACCHAEUS CLIMBED THE SYCAMO' TREE -see: Scarborough (OTNFS), 200

ZACHARY TAYLOR -see: Kennedy (TAB), 68 w.o.

ZAMBOANGA -see: Loesser (HAS), 193

ZARA JIG (Fiddle Tune) -see: Ford (TMA), 99 m.o.

ZEB TUNNEY'S GIRL -see: Encyclopedia; also see: Burt (AMB), 251-52 w.o.; also see: Hudson (FSM), 247-48

ZEB TURNER'S GIRL

ZEBRA DUN -see: Encyclopedia

ZEK'L WEEP -see: Sandburg (ASb), 449 w.m.

ZILLAH (Woman Masquerades As A Man) -see: Nina

ZION'S CHILDREN (Religious) -see: Encyclopedia

ZIP COON -see: Encyclopedia